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ABSTRACT 

 

The innovative compositions of Miloslav Ištvan (1928-1990) and his influential 

theoretical writings contributed to the creation of the modern composition school in Brno, 

capitol of Moravia in the present Czech Republic. Through the vehicle of his three piano 

sonatas (unpublished, but composed in 1954, 1959 and 1979), this monograph places 

Ištvan and his music against the political background of ideological repression in the 

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. 

The unique blend of Moravian folk music and fierce pride in Czech culture are 

clearly evident throughout Ištvan’s compositional oeuvre and specifically in his piano 

music. In particular, his sheer creativity and courage to create his own voice under severe 

artistic deprivation combine to create a body of work that remains one of the most 

prominent influences in the present-day compositional scene in Brno. 

Each of the six chronological sections in this monograph employs a single year as 

a frame of reference. These years were selected both for their political significance and to 

represent an important event in Ištvan’s personal or musical life. In addition to the 

biographical details, political context and analysis of the piano sonatas, other significant 

compositions and contemporary writings are considered to trace the developmental thread 

of Moravian music. Ištvan’s search for artistic expression brings the lineage of his direct 

predecessor, Brno compositional giant Leoš Janáček, into the avant-garde New Music 

movement of the 1960s. Ištvan’s further work as a composition professor and writer of 

theoretical texts in the 1970s and 80s continues to influence the current generation of 

composers in the Czech Republic. This monograph calls attention to a composer and his 
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rich body of work, created during politically turbulent times, that remains virtually 

unknown outside his country of origin.  
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PREFACE 

 

 

I trace my Czech heritage back to the Spillville community in Iowa that 

welcomed Antonín Dvořák in 1893. Being raised in a family that valued its musical and 

Czech heritage, I have treasured the deeply rich legacy of Czech music. However, I have 

been plagued with the disappearance of Czech music from Western consciousness 

following Leoš Janáček’s death in 1928. My principal question has been the lack of 

information about a successor who could carry his legacy into the present day.  

Embarking on a series of research and performance projects, I began to create a 

timeline of important music events. First, I traced the legacy of Bohemia and Moravia 

back to its first appearance in the classical music repertory of the 17th century and then 

the phenomenal diaspora of Czech musicians flooding European courts in the 18th 

century. This was followed by the national reawakening of the 19th century expressed in 

the music of Dvořák and Bedřich Smetana and reaching its culmination in the creation of 

a Czech national state in 1918 and the music of Janáček. However, it was in the midst of 

the turbulence following the Second World War that Czechoslovakia was engulfed by the 

grey communism of the soviet bloc which obscured the thread of musical vibrancy.  

Generously funded by the Graduate School of Temple University, I embarked on 

a nine-week research trip to the Czech Republic in the summer of 2015 intent on 

exploring the current compositional scene and uncovering what had happened musically 

during soviet times. Not only did I discover a large number of significant unknown 

composers, but Czech music came alive to me in a new way through the generosity of the 

many musicians who opened their lives to me. In particular, the time spent studying with 

Radoslav Kvapil and Jan Jiraský, two pioneering pianists directly descended from the 
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legacy of Janáček, brought the living, beating pulse of Czech music into the present day 

for me.  

 One of my first experiences in the country was the annual Exposition for New 

Music in Brno. There I met Štěpán Filípek – a young composer, cellist and founding 

member of the Miloslav Ištvan Quartet. In answer to my interest in the Brno 

compositional scene, he gave me copies of his own piano music and introduced several of 

his prominent colleagues. The real treasure of our meeting, however, was the introduction 

to the music and legacy of Miloslav Ištvan. Filípek stated, that if I really wanted to 

understand Brno’s music culture, this man and his pioneering work in the 1960s held the 

key.  

Filípek’s passion for Ištvan’s music and belief in his legacy instantly captured my 

attention. His description of the experimental role of Ištvan at the Janáčkova akademi 

múzických Umění (Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts or JAMU) in the 

1960s and how it radicalized the music scene vividly brought the era to life. This vision is 

what I have tried to recreate in the monograph. Filípek explained to me how the political 

developments of this still recent era has shaped the national consciousness to such a 

degree it cannot be separated artistically. 

I discovered that Filípek was well-suited to introduce me to Ištvan. Not only had 

he studied composition with Radomír, Miloslav’s son, he had centered his Ph.D. work on 

the analysis and presentation of Ištvan’s String Quartets. Then, he co-founded a quartet 

with the express mission first of disseminating these works, then incorporating other 

composers of the modern Brno school.  
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Filípek gave me the copies of the manuscripts for Ištvan’s three piano sonatas and 

told me that he had analyzed them, but had never heard them performed. He expressed 

the need for them to be championed as he had done with Ištvan’s string and cello works. 

As I walked away from this meeting, copies of the manuscripts held carefully in my 

hands, I realized the immense value of the discovery.  

As I began to learn about Ištvan’s life and approached his music, I was struck 

with the immediacy of his musical aesthetic and by his continual experimentation in a 

time where freedom was strictly prohibited. His ever-developing rational structures are 

presented within strongly expressive musical gestures which captured my attention in a 

profound way. This dichotomy has been the most unique aspect for me, but can be 

explained by his reliance on music as an escape from a life marked by repression and 

tragedy. 

As I attempted to learn more about this uniquely influential composer, I was 

hindered by the scarcity of materials and the almost complete lack of information in the 

English language. The dissemination of his compositions are also limited by their 

availability. Currently, the copies of his three piano sonatas manuscripts are housed in the 

music library at JAMU. Additionally, his theoretical texts, published by JAMU, are only 

available from that institution. Currently there are no digitized versions of these texts and, 

as JAMU does not ship internationally, a personal visit is necessary to access these 

materials. 

As of this present writing, there exists only a single biographyi, in Czech, by close 

friend Jindřiška Bártová. Outside of peripheral mention, the sole source of musical 

                                                 
i Jindřiška Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan (Brno: Janáčkova akademie múzických umění, 1998). 
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analysis is the dissertation of Štěpán Filípek, also in Czech, covering only the string 

quartets of Ištvan.ii To combat this scarcity of materials, I began researching a larger 

subject area. Of particular importance is Musicologica Brunensia (Musicology of Brno), 

an important publication by the Masarykova univerzita (Masaryk University, in Brno). It 

endeavors to continue the proud tradition of musicology in Brno. The articles, all 

available onlineiii, are in Czech but most contain a short abstract in English.   

Another important source of online information is the Hudební Informační 

Středisko (Music Information Center based in Prague).iv Not only is their staff incredibly 

helpful, but their website contains access to several publications on Czech music as well 

as recordings, composer biographies and access to a wide variety of scores. Additionally, 

Petr Macek’s book about music publications in Czechoslovakia was widely helpful in 

describing the era in contemporary accountsv.  

Much still needs to be researched not only about Miloslav Ištvan, but also this 

very fascinating and fruitful time in Czech history. This monograph attempts to begin the 

task of providing this information to a wider audience. With this goal, the planned 

recording and published edition of the piano scores will continue to communicate this 

composer who has enriched not only my own artistic life, but that of so many others in 

Brno. 

                                                 
ii Štěpán and Michal Indrák Filípek, Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových Kvartetů 

Miloslava Ištvana (Brno: Janáčkova akademie múzických umění, 2010). 
iii "Musicologica Brunensia," 

http://www.phil.muni.cz/wff/home/publikace/casopisy/musicologica-brunensia accessed on April 

15, 2016. 
iv "Hudební Informační Středisko," http://www.musica.cz/ accessed on April 12, 2016. 
v Petr Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech 

Music Culture 1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism (Brno: Masaryk 

University, 2014). 
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CHAPTER 1 

1948 – FIRST YEAR OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC AND IŠTVAN’S 

EARLY STUDIES  
 

 

The Czechoslovak society of early 1948, only recently liberated from the 

liquidation efforts of Nazi Germany, was brimming over with expectations for the future. 

Nowhere was this boundless optimism felt more keenly than in the city of Brno, capitol 

of Moravia. At the heart of this foment was nineteen-year-old Miloslav Ištvan, an 

aspiring young composer. In the early weeks of 1948 he was preparing for the entrance 

exams to the newly-formed Janáčkova Academie Muzických Umění v Brně (Janáček 

Academy of Music and Performing Arts or JAMU). The academy was heir to the musical 

legacy of Brno’s most important composer, Leoš Janáček, and Ištvan was uniquely 

situated to inherit this legacy.  

Throughout the war-torn Europe of 1948, people were rebuilding their lives and 

expectantly looking toward the future. Czechoslovakia, having amassed a mere twenty 

years of autonomy before World War II, was still a new country rife with expectant plans 

for the future. However, the vacuum of power experienced following the war left the 

country vulnerable to political manipulation. The National Front, a coalition of five 

parties with socialist leanings, gradually gathered power within the stabilizing country. 

With their ‘advisors’ from the Soviet Union, they would take control of Czechoslovakia 

in February of 1948. No one could imagine, least of all young student Miloslav Ištvan, 

that a year born with as much promise as 1948 could end with the purges, political trials 

and the ideological repression by a totalitarian regime.  
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Indeed, much of the country was openly optimistic about the social progress 

promised by the Communist Party. The offer of state-funded education following the 

imperialistic class structure of the Hapsburg Empire was appealing to the entire society. 

In the arts, state grants to galleries and funding for a national orchestra was desperately 

needed after the ravages of two world wars. The Czech Music Foundation and Czech 

Music Information Center, still active in the present day, were founded specifically to 

promote contemporary music. These were all practical and organizational benefits readily 

accepted by the artistic communities. For young composition student Miloslav Ištvan, 

these promises of financial support pointed to a bright future of artistic support and 

inspiration. 

 

Early Repressions of the Communist Party 

Shortly, these new benefits would be recognized as ways the Communist Party 

would restrict artistic freedom of expression as the Party began to coerce the arts and 

education into a vehicle promoting their ideology. With the first wave of purges in the 

fall of 1948, the full force of this campaign was launched. In this first wave, 28,000 

employees were removed from state and public administration, including army, secret 

services and judiciary.1 Fear began to infect the entire population as they witnessed the 

creation of the first labor camps and unorthodox political trials.  

This is the environment that slowly sobered the bright optimism Miloslav Ištvan 

felt during his entrance preparations for JAMU in January. The Academy, in the initial 

stages of the first wave of academic purges, was in a precarious position when the 

                                                 
1 Kevin McDermott and Matthew Stibbe, ed. Stalinist Terror in Eastern Europe (Manchester 

University Press, 2010), 99. 
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aspiring composer began his first classes in the fall of 1948. Many of the artistic elite had 

come to maturity during the First Republic of Czechoslovakia during the interwar years 

under President Tomás Masaryk. These years hosted an impressive avant-garde culture 

that included Franz Kafka, Karel Čapek, Alphonse Mucha and Karel Teige. Their 

influence had spread throughout Czechoslovakian culture. 

 The Party was aware that these avant-garde tendencies in society and cultural 

institutions could lead to fragmentation and challenge to their control. Thus their first 

actions were to expel any dissident individuals from positions of influence. For some this 

seemed like a necessary evil, a compromise necessary to bring the country together. In a 

contemporary comment from 1947, a professor in Brno was asked by a visiting American 

academic to explain the current state of Soviet influence on the arts. He answers:  

The Soviet state takes the position, which states have tended to do 

throughout history, that thought can be dangerous. Indeed, thinkers and 

artists often mean it to be as dangerous as possible. They try to do 

everything they can to break through all expected reactions, to disturb, to 

shock, to compel people to keep life fresh by not allowing it to stay 

hardened in any conventional molds.2  

 

This concept of thought being ‘dangerous’ illustrated the power that artistic 

circles held in shaping and leading a society. As the Party moved to centralize the 

operations of the country in every sector – economic, cultural, communication, and 

education – their sphere of influence increased. Much of Ištvan’s early compositional 

activity at JAMU was dictated by the Communist Party and by their political organs of 

control within the nationalized arts program. 

 

 

                                                 
2 Francis Otto Matthiessen, From the Heart of Europe (Oxford University Press, 1948), 49-50. 
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Nationalization of the Arts 

As mentioned above, the collective political parties of the National Front were 

slowly gathering power preceding their February coup in 1948. In the shaping of cultural 

policy, there were four important ideological events that would define the musical growth 

of the country: the Kosice Programme, the Zhdanov Doctrine, the Prague Manifesto and 

the formation of the Union of Czechoslovak Composers under the direction of Miloslav 

Barvík with its centralized music journal and performing office.3 

The Zhdanov doctrine was instituted by Andrei Aleksandrovich Zhdanov (1896-

1948) in the mid-1940s Soviet Union. Considered by many to be Stalin’s successor, he 

was uniquely situated to direct cultural affairs. As a central member, he was crucial in 

constructing the Stalin political edifice of the 1930s and 40s. His real power and 

intersection with musical events in Czechoslovakia came in 1946 when he was appointed 

by Stalin to direct cultural policy and to become Stalin’s deputy to the Communist Party.  

A well-trained musician himself, Zhdanov began to cleanse Soviet art from the 

western influences considered ‘degenerate.’ His method was simple, reducing art to a 

chart-like formula where specific symbols would produce the given result. In February of 

1948, during the same time as the coup in Czechoslovakia, there was a nation-wide purge 

of formalism in the Soviet musical ranks led by Zhdanov. It was during this time that 

Shostakovich, Khachaturian, and Prokofiev were severely reprimanded. Zhdanov 

expounded the belief that:  

...formalism can be easily characterized as a solution of creative questions, 

questions of artistic composition without any regard to the functional 

                                                 
3 See Appendix A for excerpts from the Kosice Programme and the Prague Manifesto. 
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connection of art and reality, without considering targets that the society 

sets to the artist.4  

 

Zhdanov’s policy, adopted by Czechoslovakia in the Prague Manifesto in 1948, 

led to the formation of the Soviet cultural policy which would impact the rest of the bloc 

for decades.  

The Prague Manifesto, a document created by a powerful syndicate of composers 

in the Party, controlled the compositional activity of the entire country and gave the 

background for the creation of a new Union. This Union of Czechoslovak Composers 

(UCC), founded in 1949, underwent its own series of purges. Many of the most 

innovative and respected composers, including some of Ištvan’s mentors, were not 

admitted on the grounds of politically and ideologically motivated criteria. These 

composers included Miroslav Kabeláč, Klement Slavicky, Vladimir Sommer, Svatopluk 

Havelka, Jan Klusák and others. As one scholar laments, the “Union became overridden 

by the mediocre and downright inept composers.”5  

The UCC, with its country-wide artistic monopoly of a performing office (Central 

Office of Music and Arts) and official publication (Hudební rozhledy or ‘Musical 

Perspectives’), announced a five-year plan for the proper socialization of 

Czechoslovakia’s musical sphere.6 Of specific emphasis was the training of young 

musicians in their most formative state. An excerpt from this five-year plan illustrates the 

immense pressure that Ištvan was under in his first years at JAMU:  

The songs of the people will be returned to the people and we shall teach 

them these songs and we shall also learn to play light portable musical 

                                                 
4 Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music 

Culture 1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism, 40. 
5 Miloš Jůzl, "Music and the Totalitarian Regime in Czechoslovakia," International Review of the 

Aesthetics and Sociology of Music 27, no. 1 (1996): 47. 
6 For more information on music publications in Czechoslovakia, see Appendix B. 
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instruments, such as the accordion and guitar in order to accompany them. 

In their creations of new songs for the masses composers will take into 

account the new type of work and the new working collective... In 

compositions for youth organizations and for the army, soloists will act as 

choir leaders, when songs with choir refrains are sung. In developing this 

form of song further, we shall achieve a form of small cantata and later 

grand vocal forms.7  

 

The style of the new journal was based on the main Soviet publication titled 

‘Muzyka (Music)’ and many of its regular columns were taken from Soviet contributing 

authors. As the official publication of the UCC, most of its writings mirrored the political 

aims of the institution. The editorial of the first issue of Hudební from October 1948 

states its mission in clear terms: 

We are confident that only a perfectly politically aware artist can use 

their talent in the benefit of the whole nation ... We are confident that 

only a progressive artist is destined to be a creator of new artistic values 

in the era of emerging socialism, we are confident that artists with their 

attitude and above all with their production can add to the building of 

new society but also speed up this process... We do not want to play only 

sound magicians or jugglers of tone combinations, we want to return the 

music from the social separation into the heart of every living man.8  

 

With this focused declaration of music as a social tool, genres and artistic 

concepts were specifically dictated by the UCC. The following excerpts from the Second 

Conference of Czechoslovak Composers and Musicologists in 1950 will illustrate both 

the emotional state as well as the genres endorsed by the Party. 

From the Second Conference of Czechoslovak Composers and Musicologists: 

Indeed, efforts must intensify and composers must reconsider how they 

too can help secure Conditions for the final and definitive battle: they must 

learn to identify and help crush the forces of Reaction, “capture the pathos 

of the Stalinist era,” and “set the nation singing” with progressive socialist 

values.9  

                                                 
7 Quoted in Jůzl, "Music and the Totalitarian Regime in Czechoslovakia," 43. 
8 Quoted in Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of 

Czech Music Culture 1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism, 39. 
9 Miroslav Barvík, Hudebni rozhledy 1, no. 10 (1949). 
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What the ‘people’ – or rather their self-appointed spokesman, the CSCP 

[Conference of Czechoslovak Composers and Musicologists]– were 

interested in and what they needed was performed by leading orchestras to 

the plenary session of the Union in April 1950. Thus performed were the 

“Symphonic Picture for Choir and Orchestra” by Jiří Svoboda, entitled 

“To the Tragic Anniversary of Munich;” the ‘symphonic march’ by J. E. 

Zelinka entitled “Machines-Hands-Sirens” with words by the Communist 

poet S. K. Neumann; J. Seidl’s cantata “People Be Vigilant” about the 

executed Communist journalist J. Fučík and others. Described as “beyond 

any doubt the greatest successes of post-war composition” were the 

“Cantata on Stalin” by Jan Kapr with words by Vitěslav Nezval, and 

Vaclav Dobiaš’ cantata “Build Your Country – You Will Strengthen the 

Peace.”10  

 

 

Ištvan’s First Years as a Composition Student 

Despite the pressure exerted by the Party, its influence grew more slowly in Brno 

than in Prague. Contributing to this was both the insulating distance of Brno as well as 

the separatist tendencies of Moravians. Compared to the increased censorship by the 

centralized control in Prague, Brno had more access to western influences and could still 

access Vienna-based radio and television programs.11  

This Brno-based tendency to resist Party rulings will figure largely in Ištvan’s life 

as a composer.12 Resist as they might, there was no escaping it altogether. In the 

February-March purges of 1948, Vilém Petrželka was one of the first asked to leave 

JAMU due to his prominent status. Esteemed music critic Gracian Černušák was another 

early casualty. 

                                                 
10 RFE News and Information Service, "Decade of Frustration: The Union of Czechoslovak 

Composers 1949-1959" (paper presented at the Congress of Socialist Culture, Prague, 1959), 11. 
11 Jaroslav Stastny, "The Man Who Planted Trees Alois Pinos at Eighty," Czech Music (2005): 2. 
12 Miroslav Barvík, "Musica Politica. Budování Nového Řádu [“Musica Politica: Building the 

New Order”]," Opus musicum 39, no. 1 (2007). Barvík contacted directly the Club of Moravian 

Composers reprimanding them for their slow compliance.  
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When Miloslav moved to Brno to prepare for his entrance examinations, he 

quickly became connected to both Petrželka and Černušák was as well as other influential 

people in the city’s musical circles. Ištvan, already an accomplished pianist with a 

sensitive familiarity at the instrument, had a strong musical background due to the careful 

fostering of his talent by his mother, Marie (1902-1977). An accomplished violinist 

herself, she created a musical society involving the neighborhood children that would 

meet for performances in their home. By the time she was in her mid-30s she was 

considered an authority on music in the community.13  

His father, Gabriel (1891-1982), was an introverted man with a systematic and 

careful mind that his son inherited.14 It was the combination of his father’s personality 

and his mother’s talent that combined in Miloslav to create such a unique compositional 

energy. To this inheritance he added his private studies with composer František Suchý. 

Additionally, in preparation for the entrance exam at JAMU, Ištvan took lectures from 

Gracian Černušák, Jaroslav Kvapil, Vilém Petrželka, Theodor Schaefer, and František 

Suchý.  

 

Ištvan’s Relationship with His Primary Teacher, Kvapil 

Ištvan had first requested to continue his studies with Petrželka, but in the fall of 

1948 this was no longer possible. Instead, he entered the studio of the elderly Jaroslav 

Kvapil, an experienced pianist and perhaps the best-known student of Janáček. 

Kvapil, more of an executant than a composer, had forged a reputation based on 

his skills as a pianist and improviser. His gift of spontaneity as well as his post-romantic 

                                                 
13 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 17. 
14 Miloslav Ištvan, 12. 
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style, heavily influenced by his studies with Max Reger, did not fit well with the rational 

tendencies of his student Ištvan. Kvapil’s declining health also contributed to the lack of 

bonding the pair felt in their studies. Kvapil did allow his young student the creative 

freedom to explore and Ištvan made good use of these opportunities. Studying the 

materials around him, he gradually narrowed his focus to three main influences: Janáček, 

Bartók and Prokofiev. The melodic and formal constructions of Prokofiev would 

influence Ištvan only during his student years, but Janáček and Bartók remained lifelong 

sources of inspiration.  

 

Influences of Leoš Janáček 

The close ties with Janáček extended beyond Kvapil. Almost the entire 

department at JAMU as either faculty or administration had connections with the famous 

composer including the school director Milan Kundera, conductor Břetislav Bakala, 

composers Josef Černík and Vilém Petrželka and violinist Frantisek Kudláček. 

This link with Janáček was consciously fostered by the school bearing his name. 

They formed the Janáček String Quartet with members Jiří Trávníček, Adolf Sýkora, Jiří 

Kratochvíl and Karel Krafka. Their coach was violinist František Kudlacek, former 

member of Moravian String quartet that had premiered Janáček’s string quartets. In 

addition, JAMU formed an important lecture series based on Janáček’s works.15 Brno had 

a small music community and it was impossible to escape the older composer’s influence. 

Woven throughout were the rich cultural implications of Moravian folk music forming a 

                                                 
15 Miloslav Ištvan, 21. 
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basis for all Janáček’s compositional oeuvre during the national awakening of Czech 

music of the early 20th-century.  

Ištvan and his generation of Czechs were intimately cognizant of their rich yet 

turbulent history.16 The history of the Czech people is a complicated tale of oppression 

and resistance. It served as a source of inspiration and encouragement for those like 

Ištvan who, in his compositional career, would resist the Communist Party’s attempt to 

shape the national consciousness of his country. In the years of oppression ahead, they 

would borrow deeply from the tales of heroes who bravely resisted the loss of their 

freedom while resisting the propagandistic re-writing of their history (see Table 1.1).  

The Czech people lost their independence to the Hapsburg Empire in 1620 which 

sparked a major sense of loss as Czech nobles were exiled, German language was 

instituted as the official language and their country’s heritage was slowly being lost. It 

was during this national diaspora that the first records of Ištvan’s family appear. Ištvan 

Charvát, a name suggesting Croatian origin, arrived in Vémyslice in 1624.17  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
16 For a more detailed history of the Czech people, see Appendix C. 
17 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 9. 
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Timeline of Political Events and their Intersection with the Personal Life of Miloslav Ištvan 

 

830  Moravian Empire was established.          

1031   Bohemia and Moravia permanently joined together as the Czech crown lands. 

1414 Jan Hus, symbol of national Czech identity, spoke against the corruption of the 

Catholic Church and conducted his sermons in Czech so it could be understood 

by ordinary people. He was burned at the stake in 1415. 

1420 to 1434 The Hussite Wars.   

1526  Entry into Hapsburg Empire.  

1618 to 1648  The Thirty Years War, devastating much of Central Europe, causing a 

widespread diaspora that resulted in the relocation of many people including 

Ištvan Charvát, Miloslav’s first recorded ancestor to appear in Moravia. 

1620  Battle of White Mountain (Bila hora) where the Czech people lost the battle to 

the Imperial Austrian army who then forced most of the Czech nobility and 

educated classes to leave their country.  

1790-1850 Czech National Revival, after a gap of around 200 years, a lightening of 

censorship allowed for the first publications and education in the Czech 

language. 

1824-1884  Bedřich Smetana, one of the first pioneers to create a Czech musical  

language.  

1841-1904  Antonín Dvořák, one of first Czech composers to achieve international 

recognition. 

1854 –1928  Leoš Janáček, first composer to study the Czech language, particularly of  

Moravia, and to create a compositional language based upon it. 

1891-1982  Gabriel Ištvan, father of Miloslav, and his wife Marie Svobodová (1902-1977) 

1918  The fall of the Austro-Hungarian Empire after World War I and the  

creation of an independent Czechoslovakia.   

1928  Birth of Miloslav Ištvan. 

1939  Czechoslovakia invaded by Adolf Hitler's army.   

1939-45 World War II.  

1945  Prague Uprising resulted in the liberation of Czechoslovakia.  

1947   Founding of Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts in Brno. 

1948   The Czechoslovak Communist party seizes government power, marked the 

beginning of Communist era. 

1948-1952  Ištvan attends composition classes at JAMU.  

1952   Ištvan graduates from JAMU and marries Věra Ronzányiová (1933-1988). 

1952  Promotion to Junior Assistant Professor. 

1954   Birth of first son, Miloslav and composition of his First Piano Sonata. 

1959  Promotion to Assistant Professor, composition of his Second Piano Sonata and 

birth of his second son, Radomír. 

1968  Five Warsaw Pact member countries invade Czechoslovakia and Soviet troops  

continue to occupy the country until 1989 . 

1978  Third Piano Sonata. 

1988   Death of Miloslav’s wife, Věra. 

1989  The Velvet Revolution brought an end to communism. 

1990   The first truly free and democratic elections held since 1946. 

1993 Czechoslovakia peacefully splits into two independent countries - the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia. 

 

Table 1.1. Timeline of Intersection of Historical Events and Miloslav Ištvan’s Life.  
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The sentiments of the Czech culture lay dormant for several centuries before the 

national awakening swept Europe in the mid-19th century. This nationalistic sentiment 

was first reflected in the Bohemian music of Bedřich Smetana (1824-1884) and Antonín 

Dvořak (1841-1904). Following their footsteps was Leoš Janáček (1854-1928), first of 

the great Moravian composers from Brno. Janáček spent a decade in the Moravian 

countryside collecting the folksongs of his countrymen and infusing the contours and 

rhythms of their speech into his own unique compositional language.  

It was also during this time that Tomás Garrigue Masaryk, later first president of 

the freed Czechoslovakia in 1918, and his followers “sought to penetrate and evaluate the 

"spirit of the nation" (duch naroda), to discover the "meaning" (smysl) of the nation's 

past, and to develop a philosophical conception of the national experience.”18  

Leoš Janáček was the first composer to search for this ‘duch naroda’ in the 

speech of his fellow Moravians. Miloslav Ištvan, entering the Academy that bore the 

composer’s name and located just a short distance from Janáček’s former residence, 

would embrace the older composer’s experience. Ištvan was acutely aware of this search 

for a country’s voice in music and would play an integral part in the fight for freedom 

from ideological Soviet repression. 

 

Elements of Moravian Folk Music 

In particular, it was Moravian music that influenced Ištvan in his early years. 

Moravian folk music is incredibly rich in its modal elements, irregular meters, variable 

division of the beats, unusual organization of scales, and improvisatory elements.  

                                                 
18 Andrew Rossos, "Czech Historiography: Part 2," Canadian Slavonic Papers / Revue 

Canadienne des Slavistes 24, no. 4 (1982): 360. 
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Moravia, with Brno as its center, was much more isolated than the cosmopolitan 

Prague and its folk music developed from an old Slavic kingdom that blossomed in the 

10th century. This is an old, untouched type of folk music that contains the irregular 

rhythms and increased modal preferences derived from Slavic chant. It is also strongly 

influenced by the incisively rhythmic characteristics of the Czech language in which the 

initial syllable is stressed. As Ištvan’s style developed, he created a montage-style of 

composition that follows the non-directional successive harmonic motion of folk music.  

Ištvan would say later in a radio talk:  

Folk music has always been my hobby, or, to put it more exactly, my 

lifelong interest, an essential relation. I have always been fascinated by the 

folk musicians’ combining absolute simplicity and spontaneity with 

profound expression and with the sort of suggestiveness which makes an 

almost physical impact on the listener. In fact, I have ever desired 

anything else but attaining a similar result my compositions.19 

 

As Ištvan matured, his search for inspiration in folk cultures expanded beyond 

Moravian music to encompass a wide variety of influences. However, his native 

Moravian music was the first and most formative influence.  

 

Student Works at JAMU 

Ištvan’s first year at JAMU was only the second year of the institution. The small 

size of the department, consisting of several dozen students, fostered the sense of 

community and support in the rapidly changing political environment.  

An unexpected, but important outcome to being in Kvapil’s studio, was meeting 

Alois Piňos who entered JAMU in 1949. He and fellow student Josef Berg would become 

important musical supports for Ištvan as they studied music together. During the late 

                                                 
19 Quoted in Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 274. 
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1940s there was still a substantial archive of ‘modern’ music collected during the 

freedoms of the First Republic. This included music by Schönberg, Stravinsky, Debussy 

and Les Six.20 Studying in JAMU’s archives together, the three young composers 

developed an independence of thought that would propel them to the forefront of Brno’s 

compositional scene in the decades to come.  

These strong links and the compositions Ištvan would write for his fellow students 

greatly influenced his creative development. During his student years, Ištvan’s 

compositional work fell into two categories.21 The first and most important were the 

large-scale works he created at JAMU. These show his development as a serious 

composer formulating his own aesthetic. The second type of composition was his Party-

required ensemble activities.  

 

Required Amateur Ensemble 

Amateur ensembles had long been an integral aspect of musical life in Brno, 

giving variety performances with programs of choral songs, poetry readings, dance, 

sketches, and other music. The Communist Party, with its emphasis on music as its 

“levers of transmission,” felt the need to foster these and require their attendance. All 

JAMU composition students were required to participate in the two ensembles of highest 

technical quality – Radost (The Joy) and the Julius Fučík Ensemble.  

Ištvan was assigned to the Fučík Ensemble and wrote several songs and two full-

length cantatas for them. These were all of ideologically sound genres and did little to 

                                                 
20 Jaroslav Stastny, "Josef Berg," Czech Music (2002): 9. 
21 See Appendix D for a comprehensive list of Ištvan’s compositions. 
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challenge his creative side.22 All young composers were under pressure to be properly 

‘socialized’ so they could in turn aid in the socialization of the entire country of 

Czechoslovakia. These conscious efforts by the Party are reflected in an editorial in 

Hudební rozhledy illustrating the pressure placed on young composers in the nascent 

stages of the Communist country: 

On How A Composer Can Achieve This Type of Composition: 

But becoming a new, socialist person is not only about agreeing to 

something or having certain knowledge: one must transform completely, 

in his character, in the whole lifestyle, even in his feelings. And to achieve 

that, reading or studies are not enough. One must work actively in the 

Party collective, learn to sacrifice his personal interests for the sake of the 

whole. I do not believe that a beautiful piece of socialist realism could be 

written by a composer who – albeit knowing Marx-Leninism to some 

extent, having read Zhdanov, following the work and plenary sessions of 

the UCC – is unable to make a stand for all of this with his heart and his 

whole personality and life. I do not believe that such a composition could 

be written by a composer who, working for the Party and in comrade 

organisations, has not got acquainted and identified with the team of 

people who lead the great fight for socialism and peace.23  

 

One unexpected benefit from these experiences was in his personal life, for it was at one 

of these ensemble meetings that he met his future wife, Věra Ronzányiová.  

 

Serious Compositions at JAMU 

1949 

His first major work was inspired by a fellow student and horn player: a Concerto 

for Horn, Strings and Piano (Koncert pro lesní roh, smyče a klavír, Červen-listopad 1949. 

I. Allegro moderato II. Andante III. Vivace). This substantial 25-minute piece was written 

                                                 
22 According to Jindřiška Bártová, six of the mass songs have survived: Písnička pro Radost, 

Dožinková, Ziminí, Kvítečku můj, Májová častuška, and Vlak. He also wrote two cantatas: 

Nejprojdou váleční žháří and Kantátu o Fučiíkoví.  
23 Jaromír Podešva, "Co Mi Dala Strana [What the Party Gave Me]," Hudební rozhledy 3, no. 16 

(1951). Translation by Petr Macek. 
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from June to November of 1949, the months between his first and second year. With its 

traditional three-movement, fast-slow-fast structure, the composition contains many 

classical elements including the use of sonata and rondo forms. There are pentatonic 

moments scattered throughout the compositional fabric that illustrate the influence of 

both Bartók and Janáček. The use of pentatonic elements also portrays a slight folk music 

accent. Ištvan and his generation were interested in using these folk elements in a modern 

sense. This new genre, Radical Folk Music, was popular at JAMU during Miloslav’s 

student days.  

 

1950 

In 1950, he produced three large-scale works. The first was a Rondo for Viola and 

Piano (Ronda pro violu a klavír – dokočeno 3. 1. 1950. I. Allegro molto II. Adagio III. 

Allegretto). Again in a three movement, fast-slow-fast format, this work is shorter at just 

16 minutes. Written for violist friend Antonín Hyska, the composition illustrates Ištvan’s 

skill at the piano. Much of the musical weight relies on the piano part clearly requiring a 

skilled executant. The work balances rhythmic vibrancy with espressivo musical lines in 

the first two movements. The formal plan of the final movement, constructed on themes 

from the first two, evokes the ‘rondo’ structural theme. This style of formal coherence 

becomes an element in his multi-movement organizational style particularly evidenced in 

his first two sonatas for piano. 

His next composition was a Trio for Clarinet, Cello and Piano (Trio pro klarinet, 

violoncello a klavír – dokočeno 2. 6. 1950. I. Allegro II. Larghetto III. Scherzo IV. Grave 
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drammatico V. Allegro). In five alternating movements, this work is 20 minutes in 

duration. It was not published and there seems to be no record of its performance.  

His final work for the year was music for a play, Čert na zemi (Hell on Earth). It 

was scored for flute, horn, piano, guitar, violins, viola, cellos, and double bass. It was a 

joint work with classmates Ctirad Kohoutek and Aloys Piňos. The play was based on the 

work of mid-19th century Czech playwright Josef Kajetán Tyl, noteworthy for not only 

writing the Czech national anthem but also for his plays that set many of the important 

Czech Pohádka (Fairytales).  

 

1951 

Another important work is the Czechoslovakia Suite composed between 

December 1950 and March 1951 (Československá Suita pro ochestr – prosinec 1950-

březen 1951. I. Allegro molto II. Allegretto III. Andante IV. Allegro). The original title 

was ‘Czechoslovakia Dance Suite’ perhaps reflecting the strong Party emphasis on 

dance-inspired works.  

The Suite is scored for normal symphonic orchestra, but the writing for 

percussion is detailed and creative. These are the first hints of a developing preference for 

intricate percussion elements that would become an important facet of Ištvan’s mature 

compositional style. The work was premiered by the Brno Radio Orchestra in May of 

1951 with its main conductor, Břetislav Bakala.  

Although there are hints of ideological pressure in the Czechoslovakia Suite, his 

next composition based on folk music is completely derived from Ištvan’s creative 
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genius.24 It is his first string quartet titled only with the date, September 25, 1951 

(Smyčcový kvaret – dokočeno 25. 9. 1951. I. Allegro II. Adagio III. Presto – Meno Mosso 

IV. Allegro). It is a substantial 20-minute work that shows his exploration in form and 

ratios employing the Fibonacci sequence.25 In addition, it is a beautiful and evocative 

work that illustrates his gift as melodic composer in addition to his rational experiments. 

It was premiered on January 30, 1953 by the Dolezal Quartet.  

 

Graduation – 1952 

Miloslav’s graduation work was a large-scale symphony (Symfonie pro velký 

orchestr – 1952. I. Allegro ma non tanto II. Andante tranquillo III. Allegro molto). It was 

premiered on June 26 by the Brno Radio Orchestra with his former schoolmate Alois 

Fiala as director.  

His graduation and marriage in summer of 1952 signaled the end of his student 

years. The next years would be marked by a continuing search for unique formal devices 

and new musical ideas in the midst of increased repression. His structural and aesthetic 

ideas would deepen further as he began teaching his first composition students.  

 

Conclusion 

For the Communist Party, the year of 1952 was transitional as well. The 

announced five-year artistic and economic plan from 1948 was reaching its deadline. 

Amidst the failure to produce the promised results and a growing economic crisis, the 

                                                 
24 Štěpán and Michal Indrák Filípek, "Smyčcové Kvartety Miloslava Ištvana: Prezentace 

Výsledků Výzkumu," Musicologica Brunensia 48, no. 1 (2013): 2. 
25 For a complete analysis of this work, see Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových 

Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana. 
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Party was searching for ways of deflecting negative popular attention. In a society where 

few were untouched by the terror of the regime, the fallout from the early years of the 

Communist Party was substantial. In addition to the over 100,000 actual incarcerations 

during these years, it is estimated that a further three-quarters of a million suffered severe 

economic or social sanctions. An additional half to three-quarters of a million are 

estimated to have been marginalized for their political or religious beliefs.26  

The terror was real and no class within the country was exempt. The goal of the 

Party was clear: “to remove real or perceived opposition, to ‘subordinate’ potential 

sources of authority such as religious or intellectual, and to create ‘scapegoats’ to deflect 

blame for economic or political problems away from the Communist Party.”27 The 

uncertainty and anxiety of the population, including new husband and soon-to-be father 

Ištvan, marked their daily life in an indelible manner.  

  

 

 

                                                 
26 Karl Kaplan, Political Persecution (Cologne 1983), 9. 
27 Stibbe, Stalinist Terror in Eastern Europe, 12. 
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CHAPTER 2 

1953 - FIRST PIANO SONATA AND INSTABILITY IN THE COMMUNIST 

PARTY  
 

 

 The events of 1953 would send reverberations through Miloslav Ištvan’s life, 

Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union and the other bloc countries. Ištvan, recently 

graduated, was searching for new avenues of expression within the confines of traditional 

genres. This quest is most clearly illustrated in his first sonata for piano. As a pianist, it is 

natural he would turn to the instrument at which he felt most comfortable. During these 

early years his music was characterized, as one colleague commented, by “robust, 

dramatic and unsentimental qualities, together with a persistent search for new forms of 

expression...”1  

The Communist Party, with the time-line running out for their announced five-year 

plan, was forced to use hollow propaganda to cover the vast divide between their 

promises and reality. As one expert noted, it was this “inability to come to terms with, let 

alone overcome, the ‘demons in the closet’ ate away at the legitimacy of the Communist 

regime.”2 As disillusionment with the Party and their restrictive cultural demands spread, 

Ištvan and many composers began to seek ways of writing outside Party-sanctioned 

genres and techniques. 

The Communist Party, aware of the flammable nature of the growing unrest, tried 

to balance use of force with ideological means to secure the country. With Miloslav’s  

 

                                                 
1 Alena Němcová, "Ištvan, Miloslav," 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.temple.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/13966 

accessed on February 5, 2016. 
2 Stibbe, Stalinist Terror in Eastern Europe, 2. 
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artistic career in its most formative state, these ideological pressures would have a deep 

impact on the young composer’s development.  

 

Changes in the Communist Party 

 On March 1st, life in the Soviet countries was brought to a sudden halt by the 

news of Josef Stalin on his deathbed. As sole dictator following Lenin’s death in 1924, 

Stalin had constructed a vast edifice through terror and repression that threatened to 

crumble in the sudden vacuum of power. Although the official cause of death was a 

cerebral hemorrhage, rumors of foul play instantly began to circulate. 

 Adding to the instability, Czechoslovakian President Klement Gottwald suddenly 

collapsed upon his return from attending Stalin’s funeral. He would die, at the age of 56, 

from a burst artery just nine days after the death of Stalin. The Party, threatened by the 

vacuum of power amidst growing popular disillusionment, attempted to portray the 

realization of successful socialization in Czechoslovakia. 

The UCC was charged with supporting this transition into a successful socialized 

society. The early years of the regime were characterized by the Union’s tight control of 

the western influences as they endeavored to lessen the divide between the elite and 

working classes through creation of a Communist musical vocabulary. However, to foster 

the appearance of a socialized society, the regime felt they could now afford some 

measured outside contact. For the past five years they had extolled the virtues of 

socialism and renounced the capitalist society as degenerate and useless. Now, through an 

official stance of sympathetic condescension, they could become aware and comment on 

the musical ‘development’ of certain capitalist countries.  
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Winner of the Stalin Prize, Jan Kapr, reflects this sentiment in the following 

quote: 

While the Western composers express, in the majority of their works, the 

sorrowful capitalist reality from which there is no escape, we must find 

and capture the positive attitude of men in a socialist society. We hold all 

the trump cards justifying optimism, in our hands, particularly now after 

comrade Khrushchev’s statement at the 21st Party Congress.3 

 

 To support this exposure, new committees were formed to promote musical life 

including a National Exhibition of New Production, called for in February 1954. The 

UCC board suggested the organization of an international conference of composers and 

musicologists in 1954, “with the purpose of reviving and intensifying the international 

relations.”4 In an important cultural exchange, a group of delegates from the UCC were 

allowed to visit the International Summer Course for New Music in Darmstadt, Germany 

in 1958. For Ištvan, currently undertaking his own transition from student to graduate 

assistant at JAMU, this expanding contact with western musical styles would greatly 

embolden his experimentation with new ideas. 

 

Ištvan in the Early 1950s 

Just a month after his graduation from JAMU, Miloslav married Věra 

Ronzányiová on July 26, 1952. A former teacher, Věra would choose to spend the rest of 

her life devoted to her husband Miloslav’s composing career. She was an immense 

support to him throughout their life together both artistically as well as in his teaching 

                                                 
3Jůzl, "Music and the Totalitarian Regime in Czechoslovakia," 22. 
4 Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music 

Culture 1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism, 46. 
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career. In the fall, Ištvan was appointed Junior Assistant Professor at the Academy with a 

promotion to Assistant Professor by the end of the decade in 1959.  

The birth of their first son, Miloslav (nicknamed Miloš) on May 6, 1954 occurred 

just as the financial situation of the country was taking a sharp turn for the worse. 

Supporting a family on the salary of a graduate assistant is never an easy feat, but in the 

midst of the growing plurality in the economic sector forced by the adverse financial 

conditions it became increasingly difficult. The legal fixed market was plagued with 

alarmingly scarce products while the black market blossomed. In 1953, one KSČ member 

commented “We don’t have any underwear, clothes and we don’t even have food at 

prices a worker can afford.”5 Oldřich Kozék, a railwayman, complained “A year ago 

salami cost 8 crowns and today it’s 28 crowns.”6 

Amidst the seizure of private funds, a reform was hastily organized by the 

government in June of 1953 to exchange the existing bills for Soviet printed currency at 

devastating rates for the citizens. Widespread strikes and protests erupted as many, 

already in distress, faced financial ruin.  

 This seizure of private funds was staged as a continued fight against the ‘class 

enemy’ of the poor – the rich bourgeois class. Notwithstanding this avowed target, it was 

people like Ištvan who suffered the most. Supporting a family on his small salary as 

graduate assistant at JAMU became almost impossible as the currency continued to 

devalue. 

Despite the added financial stress of a young family, Miloslav and Věra were able 

to maintain a happy and social life. Their circle included folklorist Dušan Holého, 

                                                 
5 Quoted in Kevin McDermott, Communist Czechoslovakia, 1945-89 (Palgrave 2015), 859. 
6 Communist Czechoslovakia, 1945-89. 
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musicologist František Hrabal and non-musician Čestmír Hovězák. Their family 

expanded with the birth of a second son, Radomír, born on January 25, 1959. Radomír 

would become to be an important composer currently still active in Brno. 

 

Teaching 

At JAMU, Ištvan was responsible for creating the exercises for the second and 

third year composition students. According to the minutes from the November 1956 

meeting, his lectures centered on Prokofiev and Shostakovich.7 He was described as a 

generous teacher with an uncompromising compositional ideology. One student 

described him as being “hugely liberal at a time that wasn’t liberal at all.”8 

To support his growing family, he gave additional private composition lessons in 

his home composition studio. His first regular student in the fall of 1956, Arnošt Parsch, 

quickly became a lifelong personal friend. Parsch later described how he would 

accompany Ištvan on walks through the city of Brno in the evening following a lesson. 

He spoke of their developing friendship where they would talk of “profound reflections, 

trying to get a prognosis of meaning, in life as well as music. Though we each had a 

different personal experience, we each encountered the same feeling of growing 

asphyxiation which we tried to overcome.”9 Another private student during this time was 

Pavel Safarík who was particularly interested in musical folklore.  

                                                 
7 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 31. 
8 Stastny, "The Man Who Planted Trees Alois Pinos at Eighty," 4. 
9 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 31, translation mine. Original text: ,,Nikým nerušeni jsme rozvijeli 

hlubokomyslné úvahy, pokoušeli se o prognózy vývoje nejen v hudbě. Každy s jinou osobní 

zkušenosti jsme měli stejný pocit zadušeni, který jsme se snažili překonávat.“ 
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It was a precarious time to be in a teacher in the universities of Czechoslovakia. In 

addition to the financial crisis, there was increasingly charged political unrest. President 

Zápotocký endorsed this struggle and told his country that “socialism could only be 

achieved by confronting these ‘dangers’ and overcoming all ‘incorrect ideological 

opinions in our own ranks.’”10 For those in the cultural sector, such as writers and 

composers, even more pressure was exerted to write music that would communicate this 

message. 

Those that failed to follow the propaganda efforts of a more moderate president 

were confronted by First Secretary Antonín Novotný. As an extreme Stalinist, he 

conducted trials and purges with a merciless hand. As Hungary and Poland attempted 

revolutions in 1956, the Communist Party in Czechoslovakia flooded the country with 

secret police. The tiniest infraction would result in immediate imprisonment. The 

infractions included discussing the actions in Poland or listening to a foreign radio which 

would result in immediate imprisonment.11  

These actions, designed to frighten and fragment the society, created an 

atmosphere in which it was impossible to band together. In the post-Stalin era of the mid-

1950s, Czechoslovakia had the reputation of being the most tightly controlled bloc 

country, even more than the USSR itself.12  

 In the midst of this propaganda, repression and terror, Ištvan embarked on his 

creative career. Later as a mature composer, it was the experiences of these years that 

                                                 
10 Stibbe, Stalinist Terror in Eastern Europe, 6. 
11 Jaroslav Cuhra, "In the Shadow of Liberalization: Repressions in Czechoslovakia in the 1960s," 

Cahiers du Monde russe 47, no. 1/2 (2006): 415. 
12 Trevor Lloyd, "Czechoslovakia 1968: The Impressions of a Geographer," Canadian Slavonic 

Papers / Revue Canadienne des Slavistes 10, no. 4 (1968). 
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would result in a powerful compositional language resistant to all adverse political 

influence. 

 

Compositions of the 1950s 

Throughout the turbulent years of the mid-1950s, Ištvan maintained an active 

compositional career in addition to his teaching. A versatile composer, his work from this 

time falls into three categories: folk music for BROLN, music for the stage and serious 

compositions in classical forms.  

 

Brno Radio Orchestra of Folk Instruments13– (BROLN) 

In 1952, BROLN was established by Jaroslav Juráška. As an employee of the 

Brno Radio interested in ethnography, Juráška based the ensemble on a Romanian folk 

orchestra named Barbu Lautaro. The BROLN ensemble consisted of folk music experts 

that tried to recreate the natural and uninhibited mode of folk music. As natives of Brno, 

their desire was to connect and communicate with their musical heritage. Ištvan was one 

of their most noteworthy composers and, in turn, the ensemble proved to be an important 

influence in his folk music development. 

Taking Ištvan with them, BROLN visited areas in southern Moravia and Slovakia 

where folk music tradition remained preserved in daily life. News reporter Emil Malacký 

wrote of these trips: “Hrochotstká folk music played unrepeatable, harmonically 

complex, melodically rich, with great decoration (cifrovánim), typical folk music which 

                                                 
13 Brněnský rozhlasový orceshtr lidových nástrojů 
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was rhythmically pregnant.”14 Specifically interested in the style of the cimbalon player 

Jan Gaspár Hrisko, these folk music performances became a model for their own playing 

style and an influence in Ištvan’s composing idiom. 

Ištvan produced ten arrangements during his time with the ensemble. The most 

successful was the “Czardas Dances from Šariš” – a compositional elaboration of a 

recorded performance of an east-Slovakian folk band.  

He also wrote three original works, all based on Czech texts by Vlastimil 

Pantůček, incorporating the folk music idiom. Of these, the most noteworthy was the 

orchestration in Čištění studánek (Cleaning the Wells). The composition reflected not 

only his interest in percussion, using xylophone, glockenspiel, side drum, but also his 

first experience with the Indonesian gamelan.  

 

Ištvan and Folk Music  

This experience with BROLN served to nurture the folk music tendencies already 

instilled in him by his native Moravian culture. As one close friend wrote, “Folk music 

for Ištvan had become one of the principal starting points, an important source of 

knowledge and inspiration.”15  

At a meeting of the UCC in April 1956, Ištvan spoke about two varying views of 

folk music. He said his first, and now former view of folk music, was to find a thorough 

understanding of the music through analysis of the speech and music tendencies. This 

                                                 
14 Quoted in Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 34, translation mine. Original text: ,,Hrochotská lidová 

hudba hrála neopakovatelné, harmonicky složitě, melodicky bohatě, s velkým zdobením 

(cifrovanim) typickou lidovou hudbu svého regionu, rytmicky pregnantni.“ 

 
15 Miloslav Ištvan, 37, translation mine. Original text: ,,Lidová hudba se stala pro Ištvana jedním 

ze základníc tvůrčích východisek, důležitým zdrojem inspirace a poznání..“ 
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related to how Janáček had formulated his own use of the folk idiom. Ištvan’s second, 

and current approach in 1956, had to do with using folk music elements as structural 

devices.16 These elements became an inspirational starting point, but not necessarily the 

primary element of his compositional fabric. These comments provide insight into his 

collage-like structural preferences as well as his awareness of the dominant elements of 

folk music in his own style.  

 

Works for the Stage 

Ištvan’s collaborations in writing music for theatrical productions would provide 

an important arena for experimentation with new compositional devices. Offering him a 

free space to develop his language and style, writing for the theater became increasingly 

important in the following decades. Not only did the dramatic elements inspire him, the 

collaboration with such a liberal-minded group of artists surely provided him a further 

impetus for compositional experimentation. It is my opinion that this integral connection 

with the stage contributed to the dramatic and vivid nature of his compositions.  

As a prolific composer, he would produce thirty works for the theater between 

1950 and 1988. Several of the most significant works in the 1950s were a tragedy with 

folk elements, Gazdina roba, by Gabriela Preissova, a historical school play, Přemsyl a 

Libuše, by Karl Dittler and a children’s comedy, Bajaja, by František Pavlíček.  

 

 

 

                                                 
16 Miloslav Ištvan. 
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Serious Compositions 

During his studies at JAMU, much of his important works were on a large-scale 

including his graduation symphony. However, after graduation he turned his focus to 

refining his skills in small-scale genres. Illustrating his early interest in becoming a piano 

virtuoso, nearly all the compositions except the stage works from this time period revolve 

around the piano and utilize sonata form in some way. 

Close friend and biographer, Jindříška Bártová, theorizes this was in an attempt to 

accomplish new ways of handling such a traditional form.17 Espoused by the Party as an 

easy-to-understand form and therefore in favor, it is significant that Ištvan would choose 

sonata form as an experimental ground to begin his formal development.  

Ištvan employed sonata form in four works over the next seven years. Each 

became more fluid and refined as he developed his experiments with the form. The 

earliest of these attempts were his first piano sonata and first clarinet sonata. Both were 

linked with JAMU pianist, Milan Mašu, best-known for his interpretations of Prokofiev 

and Janáček. Mašu wrote about this first piano sonata, “It gave me a lot of work, but I felt 

that it was well-styled for the piano, so after a thorough study, I played it well.”18  

Mašu premiered the piano sonata on February 20, 1955 at a Festival of UCC 

while the premiere of the clarinet sonata took place in May with clarinetist Zědenek 

Horak.  

It was during the creation of these works that Ištvan began his practice of 

simultaneous composition – exploring a musical or compositional problem from varied 

                                                 
17 Miloslav Ištvan, 274. 
18 Miloslav Ištvan, 38, translation mine. Original text: ,,Dala mi hodně práce, ale citil jsem, že je 

výborně klavirně stylizovaná, takže po důkladném cičení se mi hrála dobře.“ 
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angles in separate works. Thus there are startling similarities between the two works that 

can illustrate his ideas on the development of sonata form. 

Both are constructed in a three-movement format of fast outer movements divided 

by a slow middle movement, each being about five minutes in length. Not only are their 

formal ratios the same, their dynamics, expressive markings and musical textures are 

remarkably similar. Ištvan was clearly experimenting with similar solutions to the genre.  

 

First Piano Sonata 

 

První Sonata pro klavír – 1954 

I. Poco allegro con anima (quarter note = 84-92) 

II. Largo (quarter note = 60) 

III. Allegro con molto (quarter note = 108) Total duration: cca 15’ 

 

 

Although certain elements betray this as his first piano sonata, as a whole it is an 

arresting and thematically well-constructed work. Moving fluidly between tonal and 

modal inflections, Ištvan employs specific pitch centers to unify the three movements. He 

also employs themes from both the first and second movements directly preceding the 

coda in the final movement to create a cohesive musical structure.  

As mentioned above, the first movement is in traditional sonata form. Beyond 

structural details, Ištvan has employed unique musical and expressive devices. The 

demands of the piano writing as well as his imaginative use of the instrument’s registers 

clearly illustrate his connection to the instrument. 
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First Movement 

 

 Exposition Development Recapitulation 

Large-scale 

Form 

A B A 

Small-scale 

Form 

    a           b        CT no clear form       a         b          coda 

Key B maj – E min – E maj no established 

pitch center 

      B major     –  b minor 

Measures  1-41     42-73    74-87 88-150 151-179 180-210 211-324 
 

Table 2.1. Poco allegro con anima . Form of First Movement.  

 

As if being attracted by a magnetic force, the single-note right hand high in the 

piano register is drawn towards the left hand rising chords. The melody, marked piano 

espressivo, descends dramatically over the distance of two octaves and a fourth. Repeated 

a third higher, the melody ends with a slight, questioning upward twist and a half bar of 

silence (see Figure 2.1). 

 This predominantly tonal and melodic first theme is interrupted by a dissonant, 

chordal rising gesture that gradually gathers momentum to explode into the return of the 

opening theme, now in octaves at a forte dynamic level. The two parallel phrases of the 

opening, begun so expressively, are repeated now with an extension that propels the 

movement into explosive motion.  
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Figure 2.1. Poco allegro con anima . First Theme, Measures 1-8.19 

 

A two-part transition theme begins to dispel this energy with a descending dotted 

figure in B and E major. In the sonorous mid-range of the piano, Ištvan brings the music 

temporarily to rest by half-note repeated chords tonicizing E minor. As an evocative 

transition into the introspective second theme, these plaintive chords employ falling 

minor thirds over sevenths in a sighing gesture. 

The second theme, in E minor, is characterized by a questioning simple right 

hand melody, high in the piano’s register that maintains a repetitive dialogue with a 

wandering left hand (see Figure 2.2). The left hand is chromatic and rhythmically 

                                                 
19 All three manuscripts of the piano sonatas are housed in the music library of JAMU and can be 

accessed in person. 
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ambiguous, but Ištvan creates enough E minor inflections to maintain the tonal center. As 

the melody is gradually engulfed by trills, arpeggios in varying rhythms and unstable 

harmonies complete the second theme.  

The sparse closing theme, still in E minor, is derived from elements of the 

opening melody now placed in the left hand. Drawing the exposition to a close, the left 

hand melody disintegrates into several single long-held notes. 
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Figure 2.2. Poco allegro con anima . Second Theme, Measures 42-57. 
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In order to create musical tension in the middle section of the sonata, Ištvan 

creates a developmental musical rhetoric by juxtaposing the searching character of the 

second theme with the explosive energy of the first theme. Additionally, an extended 

exploration of the dotted rhythms of the transitional material in the exposition contributes 

to the harmonic instability (see Figure 2.3). As he propels us through a variety of non-

related keys, the musical motion is restless and anxious. Gathering energy through fast 

triplets and trills (see Figure 2.4), Ištvan catapults us into the recapitulation with an 

elision of forte-piano on the first note of the initial theme.  

 

Figure 2.3. Poco allegro con anima . Development, Measures 106-114. 
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Figure 2.4. Poco allegro con anima . Development, Measures 123-130. 

 

The recapitulation contains a verbatim presentation of the first theme followed 

by a second theme now presented in the parallel key of B minor. The movement, in 

which Ištvan has explored so many characters, ends with a simple B major coda.  

Although the piece employs many unstable harmonic gestures, the constant 

repetition of the pitch class B at important structural points creates a strong aural 

reference point for the work. Opening with a single B, it also ends with three unison B’s 

high in the piano’s register evoking a transcendence of the musical material that stays in 

the listener’s mind long after the sound decays. 
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Second Movement 

Providing a link between the two movements, Ištvan opens with two unison B’s. 

In contrast to the ethereal lightness of the high register ending of the first movement, 

these B’s are deep in the piano’s low register. This movement, also constructed on two 

contrasting themes, is more folk-like in character. The two themes are treated in a 

spontaneous and musically evocative way illustrating the influence of Janáček.  

The first theme, characterized by double-dotted rhythms reminiscent of the 

delicately precise dulcimer hammers, is presented in pianissimo (see Figure 2.5). A 

sensitive melody with wide expressive leaps slowly gathers energy into a forte passage. 

The expressive leaps are transformed into jagged octaves layered over descending 

double-dotted left hand chords. The gestures gradually dissolve above a Chopin-esque 

left hand arpeggiated accompaniment of the second theme.  

 
 

 
Figure 2.5. Largo. First Theme, Measures 1-2. 
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The chromatic descent of the second theme is supported by wandering left hand 

arpeggios. The beautiful piano writing is highly evocative of improvisation and song-like 

characteristics (see Figure 2.6).  

 
 

Figure 2.6. Largo. Second Theme, Measures 13-17. 

 

The form of this movement alternates between the first and second theme in an 

ABAB style. A concluding C section is constructed by fragments of A and B. The 

friction between the two disparate themes forces the music to disintegrate gradually. This 

technique, creating a musical abrasiveness by the combination of two distinct elements 

and then allowing them to transform into a third music element becomes an essential 

element of his later style. 
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The final, long-held chord, is an open fifth – G sharp and D sharp. The harmonic 

ambiguity of this ending leaves the listener’s ear undecided between the minor quality 

that the opening B natural would suggest or the dominant implications that a B-sharp 

would imply. A performer can embrace this uncertainty and let the music suspend, in 

questioning silence before plunging into the C-sharp major of the third movement.  

 

Third Movement 

The final movement, constructed a whole step higher than the previous two, is a 

brilliant and virtuosic rondo. It begins with a left-hand trill on C-sharp that melts into a 

chromatic falling sixteenth gesture. This falling away gesture highlights the arch-shaped 

contour of the right hand melody. With a mezzo forte espressivo marking, the melody is 

characterized by open intervals of fourths and fifths (see Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7. Allegro con molto . First Theme, Measures 1-4. 

 

In a similar phrase construction as the first movement, the first parallel phrases 

burst forth into a two-phrase C-sharp major octave passage that demands a virtuosic 

technique. Sharply rhythmic, this clearly punctuated theme provides a perfect contrast to 

the more verbose opening gesture (see Figure 2.8). 
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Figure 2.8. Allegro con molto . Second Theme, Measures 5-9. 

 

Ištvan employs a rising sixteenth transitional theme, constructed on interlocking 

short gestures between the hands, to bring us to a melodic B section. After an abbreviated 

return of the A section, Ištvan presents a contrasting C section containing hints of the 

opening melody from the first movement. Almost directly in the center of the 101 

measure movement, at measures 42-47, the opening melody is quoted directly (see Figure 

2.9). This brings us back to the A section, but now starting a fourth higher on F-sharp. 

The melodic B section introduces an extended coda layering all the previous themes. 

Thus the clear rondo form is interrupted by themes from the first movement: A B A C 

(First Movement Themes) A B Coda.  
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Figure 2.9. Allegro con molto . Quotation from First Movement, Measures 31 -35. 

 

This third movement reaches a high level of musical and harmonic complexity 

illustrating both Ištvan’s skill as an imaginative composer and his demands on the 

performer.  

 

Further Compositions in Fall 1955 – Spring 1956 

Following the completion of his first piano sonata, Ištvan took a short hiatus from 

sonata form and turned instead to smaller genres. In these works, we begin to see 

economy of length and crystallization of musical form. Of the most interest is the 

Impromptus for Piano from 1956. 
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The Impromptus, with pianist Karl Jandera as performer, was memorable as it 

brought Ištvan his first international fame: Honorable Mention at the 7th Youth Festival in 

Vienna. The work consists of five movements all built on a relatively small scale – I. Con 

calore, II. Scherzando, III. Addolorato, IV. Con Fuoco, and V. Melancolico.  

Each, in the manner of an etude, chooses a specific musical gesture that is then 

presented by the composer in all possible variations. In particular, the fourth movement 

illustrates his imaginative use of trills and keyboard ornamentation implemented as an 

essential part of the compositional fabric. These Impromptus are technically demanding 

works, and as all his keyboard writing, demonstrate his high level of technical 

proficiency at the instrument. Although some gestures of Janáček are evident in his 

keyboard writing, Ištvan consistently maintains a high level of virtuosity and idiomatic 

writing.  

 

Return to Sonata Form 

After a year gap following the completion of the clarinet and piano sonata, Ištvan 

turned again to sonata form in his Sonata for Violin and Piano. It seems this waiting 

period was significant as we now see a composer fully in command of the form. 

Diverging from textbook sonata form, he now has the skill to manipulate the form to suit 

his creative needs embarking into elements of his mature style. In the introduction to the 

first edition of the work, Jindřiška Bártová writes, “This [elements of his mature style] is 

manifested not only in the depth of thoughts and constructive inventiveness of the 

working up, but also in the creative spontaneity, which is characteristic for all Ištvan’s 
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opera, notwithstanding all their technical elaboration in detail, and which lends them an 

irretrievable stamp of genuine musicality.”20  

Discarding a multi-movement concept, the single-movement work is virtuosic and 

explores the technical and musical ranges of both instruments. Employing three distinct 

themes, in addition to a brief fanfare-like introduction, the work implies a tri-partite 

construction with two outer fast sections framing a meno mosso dolce cantabile and the 

heart of the work. As is shown in his other works from this time, Ištvan is slowly 

detaching himself from functional tonality and instead is leaning towards ambiguous 

major/minor connections. 

Another important work in this development was his Zimní Suita (Winter Suite) in 

five movements: I. Měsíc a závody mraků (Months and Racing Clouds) II. Děstké hry 

(Children’s Games) III. Před bouří (Before the Storm) IV. Tanec sněhových (Dancing 

Snowflakes) V. Zásit slunce (Sun Shines). In this 21-minute work scored for strings, 

piano and percussion there are a large number of sonic effects by use of unique timbral 

and textural combinations. They serve as evocative text paintings derived from the 

descriptive titles of each movement.  

Ištvan also makes use of 12-tone melodies in strings and piano in the second 

movement and in the viola solo of the third movement.21 Unique to Czech music was the 

imaginative writing for percussion instruments that would become a source of inspiration 

for other Czech composers. The percussion is scored for two players, the first assigned to 

xylophone, snare drum, and timpani while the second player was at the gong.  

                                                 
20 Miloslav Ištvan, "Sonata Pro Housle a Klavír," (Prague: Panton, 1971), Introduction. 
21 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan. 
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An additional work completed in 1958 was his Trio for Piano, Violin and Cello in 

four movements– I. Allegretto con anima, poco rubato, II. Adagio balladico, III. Presto, 

martellato, IV. Maestoso. In the introduction to the published work, František Hrabal 

writes “The simplicity, comprehensibility and the immediate effectiveness by which this 

work engages attention on first hearing, despite all its intellectual momentousness, is one 

of its outstanding qualities.”22  

The trio, 17 minutes in length, covers a variety of textures and emotional ranges. 

The first movement employs turbulent themes and rhythms that melt into a lyrical and 

folk-like second movement clearly illustrating the balladico marking. The robust rhythms 

of the martellato third movement stands in stark relief to the improvisatory ballad. Here 

Ištvan especially employs string effects, mostly ponticello writing, in an effective 

manner. The final movement is stately and majestic, though punctuated by agitato and 

espressivo nostalgic returns of the musical material from the earlier movements. 

 

Large-Scale Genres 

The largest scale piece of this period was his Symfonie pro klavír a orchestr 

(Symphony for Piano and Orchestra) in four-movement format and 17 minutes in length. 

The interesting use of name suggests he conceived of the construction as a cross-genre 

work. Completed in 1958, it was initially entitled a piano concerto, but in the course of 

revisions much more of the piano part was cut than that of the orchestra. Thus its 

symphonic character became increasingly clearer.  

                                                 
22 Miloslav Ištvan, "Trio Pro Housle, Violoncello a Klavír," (Prague: Panton, 1963). 
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In this piece the inventive liberation of percussion, rapidly becoming an essential 

element of Ištvan’s style, is clearly evidenced. Here the xylophone is treated 

imaginatively as an independent melodic part not tied to a traditional percussion role.23 

The Adagio movement creates a transcendental atmosphere reminiscent of a Bartók-like 

spiritual world. The Allegro, demanding a Prokofiev-like virtuosity at the piano, is more 

playful.  

In a study by musicologist and contemporary of Ištvan, Jiří Beneš remarked on 

the artificial composition style of Ištvan. He termed this symphony to be a serious 

attempt at modern sonata form – a new way of constructing a piece based on traditional 

elements.24  

 

Conclusion 

This Symphony for Piano and Orchestra proved to be quite successful and 

attracted Soviet attention. A Leningrad publisher contacted him desiring to publish it. 

Thus, at the age of 30 Ištvan would have his first and only work published abroad.  

As Ištvan reached the end of the decade of the 1950s he had constructed many of 

the elements of his mature compositional aesthetic. Politically and artistically he was also 

slowly beginning to move away from the guidelines of the UCC. This sentiment was also 

echoed in many of his countrymen as they surveyed the abuses of the Party in the 1950s. 

By this time, it was clear that Ištvan had discarded social realism demanded by the Party 

and would follow a much different path.  

                                                 
23 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan. 
24 Jiří Beneš, "Slbný Nástup Miloslava Ištvana," Hudební rozhledy 14 (1961). 
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For Ištvan, the writing of his second piano sonata in 1958 and his political protest 

of national injustice in his Balada o Jihu (Ballad of the South) in 1960 would bring him 

to the forefront of the musical scene.  
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CHAPTER 3 

1958 – SECOND PIANO SONATA AND UNDERGROUND ACTIVITIES  

 

 

 Subtle shifts in the political climate of 1950s Czechoslovakia accumulated under 

the surface as the decade drew to a close. These shifts would result in immense change in 

both Ištvan’s compositional life as well as in the greater political organ of the Communist 

Party. For Miloslav, this decade was filled with experimentation in his structural and 

harmonic language. The search for this unique compositional voice crystallized in his 

Second Piano Sonata completed in 1958.  

Concurrently in 1958, the Communist Party was formulating a new constitution in 

response to the precarious situation of the post-Stalin years. The political and economic 

situation in Czechoslovakia was rapidly deteriorating and along with it the country’s faith 

in the socialist model. Through a rise in underground publications, there was a growing 

awareness of the abuses of the 1950 purges and political trials. The new constitution, 

meant to legitimatize the Party and strengthen the centrality of their control, was a fully 

Communist document patterned after the 1936 Soviet Union Constitution. 

 

Moderation in the Communist Party 

Despite the creation of this new socialized society, there were seeds of moderation 

being sown in Czechoslovakia. The Communist Party was now starting to include 

members of a second generation cognizant of the harmful use of force that had both 

alienated the country and created a powerful dissenting underground community. 

Additionally, these younger members were aware of certain weaknesses of the existing 

political model especially in the economic sphere. By 1960, collectivization of the work 
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force was nearly complete, yet production remained at pre-war levels. Additionally, the 

industrial growth rate in Czechoslovakia was the lowest in Eastern Europe.1 The heavy 

emphasis on industrialization in such a small country with its small work force created 

long hours and impossible quotas. The resulting scarce and poor quality materials 

worsened the economy and caused moderate members in the Party to suggest political 

reform.  

 

In the UCC 

In the face of this thawing environment, composers and musicologists grasped 

opportunities to write about pressing music issues. Although still carefully presented in the 

ideological vocabulary of Marxism, this cautious critique signified the growing plurality 

in the social consciousness.2 Artistic circles agreed that the methods of the past decade had 

not resulted in the creation of a successful musical language. Some composers chose to 

criticize themselves for not applying the socialist principles in an effective way while 

others chose to fault the Party’s teaching as not being clear. Without the freedom to 

question the actual central tenets of the Communist Party, dissent and disillusionment 

slowly grew within the musical circles. 

To correspond with these subtle changes, a new festival was organized by the 

Union of Czechoslovak Composers in 1957. Called “The Week of New Music,” it 

presented compositions from the generation of young Czech composers. Additionally, 

following each festival the Czech Music Fund would release an album of the new 

                                                 
1 Jaroslav and Pavel Machonin Krejčí, Czechoslovakia 1918-92 (St. Martin's Press, 1996). 
2 Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music 

Culture 1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism. 
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compositions. In the increasingly liberal atmosphere of the 1960s, many high-quality 

compositions were introduced at this festival.  

In the official journal, Hudební rozhledy, there were a number of cautiously 

worded articles that further illustrated this expanding atmosphere. Below are several 

excerpts from articles in Hudební rozhledy, the first from Miloslav Ištvan whose brave 

musical experiments and open teaching combined to make him an important leader in 

contemporary music circles: 

 

Miloslav Ištvan: Úskalí profesionalismu [The Difficulty of Professionalism] (Hudební 

rozhledy xx/4, February 1967, 103): 

 

...should there be at least some sense in the existence of the Union and its 

future activities, it must be based on the knowledge of the specific form of 

our average mass, of the precise and effective differentiation of real and 

fictitious values. Otherwise the same mistakes and crises will keep being 

repeated in the Union’s practice, and getting over them will be more and 

more difficult and formal...3 

 

 

Jan F. Fischer: Hudba je jen jedna [There is Only One Music] (Hudební rozhledy xix/10, 

May 1966, 289):  

 

...the unfortunate understanding of Zhdanov’s theses dropped the iron 

curtain, suddenly there were forward-looking composers and composers 

reactionaries, injustices appeared in the thick of constructive enthusiasm, 

many composers of good will were being driven away from the herd that 

they had always belonged to... There is also a thematic shift in this period: 

to a certain extent composers cease to be inspired by ideals that were 

established by our social necessity, and search for resources of inspiration 

in themselves, in their life situation, often in their personal disappointments 

or doubts. In some cases the pink colour turned into much darker shades...4 

 

                                                 
3 Quoted in More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music 

Culture 1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism, 191. 
4 More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music Culture 

1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism. 
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After a decade of Hudební Rozhledy exclusively extolling the virtues of realism 

and the successful implementation of these principles, the above criticisms of the Union 

and of Zhdanov are clearly evocative of new elements within the Party.  

The friction caused by the plurality in the main Communist Party was also echoed 

in the UCC. These tensions were particularly felt between the Second Convention of the 

UCC in 1959 and the Third Convention in 1969 which would result in the dissolution of 

the UCC. Much of this internal conflict occurred with the discussion of how New Music 

elements, slowly being sanctioned by the UCC, should be adopted in music. On one side, 

it was recommended that these new elements be implemented within the confines of 

traditional genres for traditional performance venues for the smallest disruption possible. 

However, the second group, with Ištvan as a prominent leader in Brno, would call for the 

embrace of not just the techniques of New Music, but also the very spirit or ‘poetics of 

New Music’ itself.5 

  

Music Developments in Brno 

 Long disregarded as provincial in comparison to the cosmopolitan Prague, Brno 

had been steadily growing in cultural importance. This political disregard had allowed the 

city to experiment musically apart from the stricter censorship employed in Prague. As 

Brno burst onto the scene in the political leniency of the 1960s, there was a strong 

tradition of avant-garde theatre and a thriving group of contemporary composers operating 

from the safe haven that JAMU offered. Additionally, there was a flourishing 

unsanctioned electroacoustic music studio under the protection of the Radio Broadcasting 

                                                 
5 More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music Culture 

1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism, 52. 
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Studio and the first graduate program in Czechoslovakia at JAMU dedicated to 

electroacoustic composition. This atmosphere was fostered by a new awareness of western 

avant-garde musical trends as the first books published in Czechoslovakia to discuss these 

events were written by musicologists in Brno.6 

In this growing climate of creativity, Ištvan rose as an important leader and 

composer writing in a now fully developed mature style. As his reputation as a teacher and 

writer grew so too did the sphere of his influence. He had set himself firmly in the 

opposition camp to the Party, creating a position from which there was no retreat. Ištvan 

overtly defied the Party not only by his avant garde compositional experiments, but also in 

his work in unsanctioned musical arenas.  

In addition to Miloslav Ištvan, composers Josef Berg and Alois Piňos were 

influential in this founding generation of New Music in Brno in the 1960s. Although their 

paths and styles would later sharply diverge, during this decade these three composers 

worked together closely in the development of the contemporary music scene.  

As referenced in Chapter One of this work, the relationship between Ištvan, Berg 

and Piňos began during their school years. One of their important contributions to the 

Brno music scene, still active today in their students, was the concept of compositional 

teamwork. Through this rational style of composition, large structures could be created in 

a short period of time. Thus composers worked together, pooling their skills as a type of 

‘brain trust’ upon which all could draw.7 

                                                 
6 Ctirad Kohoutek: Novodobé skladebné teorie západoevropské hudby (New Compositional 

Theories in Western Europe). SHV, Prague 1962 and Jaromír Podešva: Současná hudba na západě 

(Contemporary Music of the West). Panton, Prague 1963). 
7 Stastny, "The Man Who Planted Trees Alois Pinos at Eighty," 5. 
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As the leading composers, Ištvan, Berg and Piňos, along with their students and 

colleagues, created a tradition of New Music in Brno unparalleled elsewhere in the 

country. This ‘golden age’ resulted in a ferment of creative activity hitherto impossible.  

 

Tvůrčí Skupina A – Creative Group A 

 Perhaps the most important result of this ‘golden age’ in Brno was the creation of a 

musical group of composers separate from the sanctioned Union of Composers. The UCC 

was something of a ‘divine monopoly’ and the creation of a new group of composers was 

a bold and illegal move. This Creative Group A was announced in spring of 1963 and 

presented its first performance on March 8, 1964. The addition of the letter ‘A’ was 

intended to reflect, as the first letter of the alphabet, the groundbreaking creation of the 

group as the first of its kind.8 This group was not just a venue for expression of ideas and 

support, but presented highly-practiced and well-organized concerts. The members 

presented sophisticated high-quality performances and tested new concepts of 

performance such as New Music ‘happenings,’ audio-visual projects and team 

compositions.  

The composers involved in the conception of this group were less united around 

common artistic aesthetics as they were against the common restrictions of the UCC. 

There was the cerebral volatility of Josef Berg, the design ingenuity of Alois Piňos, the 

spontaneous speech-like style of Zdeněk Pololáník, the Latin neo-classicist Pavel Novak 

and rationally contemporary Miloslav Ištvan.9 Two musicologists were added later who 

disseminated the group’s creative ideas in their writing – Milena Černohorská and 

                                                 
8 Filípek, Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana, 37.  
9 Markéta Staňková, "Tvůrčí Skupina A" (Masarykova univerzita, 2006), 14. 
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František Hrabal. Creative Group A only functioned throughout the 60s, but it left an 

indelible mark on Brno cultural life. 

Additionally, the group developed an ensemble dedicated to the performance of 

their compositions: Studio Autorů (Author’s Studio). Specially formulated to cope with 

the developing new and anti-traditional compositional language, the core of the ensemble 

was percussion and plucked instruments. String instruments, more irrevocably linked to 

the classical traditions, were less favored.  

In his speech before the opening concert, Miloslav Ištvan attempted to 

communicate the mission of the group including the concept of a ‘revival’ in Czech art. 

Following are a few excerpts from his address: 

The group [Creative Group A] is clearly turning away from all artistic 

conventions which confound and confuse a clear view of reality. It turns 

away from academic intellectualism, which is itself elevated to the only 

legitimate socialist art and stodgily repels both domestic and foreign public 

from Czech contemporary music in general. Art is for us an exciting 

adventure... rather than puritanical limited methodology; it means the 

widest emotional and intellectual development of the human personality 

and not a narrowly utilitarian poster. Art must demolish intolerable relics of 

yesteryear, to death with the tedious and petty formalism daily practice... 

 

We wish to move the rigid surface of musical life and create incentives to 

contribute to the elimination of sterile practices and provincial standards – 

this is the target for Group A. To implement such a program does not imply 

issuing manifestos, nor mere creation... The Group wishes to build close 

collaboration with other musicians and artists of other disciplines upon 

which the revival of Czech Art depends...10  

                                                 
10 "Tvůrčí Skupina A," 8-9, translation mine. Original text: ,,Skupina se jednoznačně odvrací od 

všech uměleckých konvencí, zkreslujících a matoucích jasný pohled na skutečnost. Odvrací se od 

akademického formalismu, který se sám povýšil na jedině oprávněné socialistické umění a 

nezáživností odpuzuje domácí i cizí veřejnost od české soudobé hudby vůbec. Umění je pro nás 

vzrušujícím dobrodružstvím v neprozkoumaných oblastech a nikoli puritánsky omezenou 

didaktikou; prostředkem nejširšího citového a myšlenkového rozvinutí lidské osobnosti a nikoliv 

úzce užitkovým plakátem. Umění musí bourat nesnesitelné přežitky minulé doby, k smrti únavnou 

malichernost a formalismus každodenní praxe, jak se u nás vytříbily v obdivuhodné směsi 

dogmatismu a zakořeněného maloměšťáctví. 
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Environment and Influence in the Drama World 

This ‘revival of Czech Art’ in Brno was not confined to the music sphere alone. In 

the early 1960s, the Brno Drama Company was also entering its most creative stage. The 

directors were actively searching for new techniques and deeper modes of expression. The 

theater provided the creative stimulus for a circle of avant-garde, similar-minded artists 

who were somewhat freer than the confines of academia. It seems no coincidence that it 

was the very composers associated with the drama sector that united to form the above-

mentioned Creative Group A.  

During the 1960s, Ištvan engaged in an important creative partnership with 

director Alois Hajda. Ištvan, accepting nine commissions during the 1960s, found the 

theatre as a creative safe zone for developing musical ideas later implemented in his 

serious compositions. He described it thus:  

...cooperation with the theater for me was a laboratory where I could 

check my ideas in a larger concept. In today’s way of musical thinking, it 

is not always clear how, when on paper, the music will come out. And 

most importantly, what will happen to the whole. In contemporary 

                                                 
Nechceme pěstovat ani uniformitu v duchu dogmatismu z druhé strany. Naopak si zakládáme na 

tvůrčí a názorové odlišnosti každého z nás. Vnitřním pojítkem skupiny je shodný názor na společné 

poslání soudobého umění; stejné kritické stanovisko. V dokumentech Svazu československých 

skladatelů je většinou označována jako tvůrčí skupina A. 

V běžné praxi se však její název redukoval na k dosavadní praxi v oblasti kultury; 

přesvědčení, že výchozí tvůrčí principy a tvárné prostředky musí být na úrovni světového vývoje; 

že česká hudba je schopna a proto povinna přispět vlastním, jinde neopakovatelným podílem k 

tomuto vývoji. Pohnout strnulou hladinou hudebního života ovlivňujícími podněty, přispět k 

odstranění sterilního prakticismu a provinčních měřítek – to je nejbližší cíl skupiny A. 

K realizaci takového programu nestačí ani vydávání manifestů, ani pouhá tvorba, ostatně 

dosud s obtížemi uváděná na veřejnost. Proto se z podnětu skupiny ustavil komorní soubor „Studio 

autorů“, zaměřený na progresivní domácí i cizí tvorbu. Skupina dále navazuje úzkou spolupráci s 

ostatními hudebníky a umělci jiných oborů, kterým stejně záleží na renesanci českého umění. 

Výměna tvůrčích impulsů a společný postup při uskutečňování vytčeného programu jsou 

nezbytné.“ 
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creativity, watching the final harmony and continuity of musical ideas is 

difficult.11  

 

 

Other Musical Influences 

Another unmistakable musical influence for Ištvan was the wide variety of music 

that he knew and studied. As a personal friend and biographer, Jindříška Bártová has 

compiled a list of the gramophone collection that Ištvan owned in the 1960s. As a 

meticulous listener, Ištvan ordered his collection carefully by composer or genre and left 

careful records with dates of which ones he studied.12  

According to the notes and dates found among the records, it seems that the 

records most-listened to were those in his folk music collection. These included music 

spanning a wide range of regions: Japan, Tibet, India, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, 

Africa, etc. Additional often-listened to records included the music of Belá Bartók as well 

as Sergei Prokofiev, the Second Viennese school and Olivier Messiaen.  

With the New Music elements taking hold in Brno combined with this diverse 

range of musical genres, Ištvan’s style quickly developed in new and unexpected ways. 

This emerging new style is perfectly evidenced in his Second Sonata for Piano written 

between May 1958 and July 1959.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 48, translation mine. Original text: ,,Spolupráce s divadlem je pro mne 

laboratoř, v níž si ověřuji své nápady i větši koncepce. Při dnešnim způsobu hudebního myšlení 

nelze vždy na sto procent vědět, jak všechno, co se dá na papir, vyjde. A hlavně - jak dopadne 

celek. Sledovat konečnou souhru a návaznost všech detailů je v soudobé tvorbě dosti těžké.“ 
12 List found in Miloslav Ištvan, 52.  
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Second Piano Sonata 

 

Druhá Sonata pro klavír – 1959 

I. Allegro assai (dotted half note = cca 72) 

II. Larghetto (quarter note = cca 66) 

III. Con Fuoco (quarter note = cca 120) 

 

 

On the surface, there are many structural elements in this second piano sonata that 

bear similarity to its predecessor. The first movement is still in a defined sonata form, the 

second movement is folk-like in character and the third movement employs rondo 

elements. However, the mature development of ideas and the soft structural blurring in the 

developmental fabric of this work illustrate a composer fully in command of his musical 

language.  

 

 

First Movement 

 

 The first movement, in a ternary form implying certain sonata construction (see 

Table 3.1), conveys a high level of musical intensity through the rhythmic upbeat gestures, 

tense chromaticism, and shifting accents creating additional musical layers.  

Emerging from these textures are expressive fragments of melodies, often in an 

inner voice. These fragments, never fully expressed, contribute to the feeling of movement 

and instability.  
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 Exposition Development Recapitulation 

Large-scale 

Form 

A B A 

Small-scale 

Form 

   a     tr       b      CT no clear form       a        tr         b       coda 

Measures 1-39 40-45 46-99 104-105 105-147 148-184 185-191 192-256 257-262 

Table 3.1. Allegro assai . Form of First Movement.  

 

The musical intensity of the first movement is communicated instantly in the 

opening measures, marked forte marcato. A left hand three sixteenth-note gesture, 

spanning an octave A with B-flat half step (A– B flat – A), provides a vivid half-step 

upbeat gesture to the first measure - a descending B-flat octave in single quarter notes in 

the right hand (see Figure 3.1). These two octave gestures at a half-step apart, first in the 

left and then the right, provide the first germinal motif upon which Ištvan will construct 

the movement.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Allegro assai . First Theme, Measures 1-5.  
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The second motive occurs in the succeeding two measures. Over the fading octave 

A’s with the half-step B-flat in the left hand, the right hand contains ascending groups of 

slurred eighth-note thirds at the following pitch levels: A-flat to C, E-flat to G, and F-

sharp to A natural. Ištvan is clearly inflecting A-flat major as a type of dominant sonority 

with the added major seventh. The F-sharp minor third coloring is changed in the next 

measure to D major with the added D and A pitches. This gesture of eighth-note thirds 

will provide both important harmonic implications as well as ostinato gestures throughout 

the first movement. 

In the second phrase, begun with the same upbeat left-hand gesture, Ištvan will add 

a second melodic voice in the bass register (see Figure 3.2). In a sudden forte-piano the 

marcato strength of the opening is subdued by the sweetly expressive bass melody 

upholding the right hand weight of the wandering thirds.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.2. Allegro assai . Measures 6-11. 

 

With a crescendo building to measure 21, both hands are now in the same texture 

of eighth-note undulating arpeggios. With alternating sforzandi for rhythmic ambiguity, 

both hands spell out non-functional dominant harmonies dissonant to each other. In the 

right hand, an E dominant seventh appears with an added minor ninth. Underneath the left 
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hand is G minor seventh. As both hands explore various unrelated keys, Ištvan allows 

their friction to disintegrate the motion into a piano and ritardando molto section.  

After a half-measure rest, Ištvan interrupts the silence with a transitional theme 

borrowing elements from the opening upbeat gesture but now in rhythmic augmentation.  

This transition brings the music into an ingenious second theme characterized by 

the inverse of the opening thirds – descending dissonant sixths presented in a quarter note 

rhythm. The chromaticism of the sixths gradually expands to octaves creating a disjointed 

right-hand melody while the left employs dotted rhythms for musical motion (see Figure 

3.3).  

 

 

Figure 3.3. Allegro assai . Measures 51-61. 
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This octave and dotted rhythm gesture is interrupted at varying intervals by an 

ostinato created from the interlocking thirds of the first theme, but this time in a quartal 

relationship (see Figure 3.4).  

 

 

Figure 3.4. Allegro assai . Measures 62-72. 

 

The exposition gradually comes to rest with a closing theme that employs, instead 

of consecutive thirds, vertically stacked harmonies: the left hand spells an f minor seventh 

as the right hand is D dominant seventh with an added minor ninth.  

The middle section is loosely developmental and relatively short as it employs all 

the themes from the expositions. Comprising a mere 42 measures out of a 262-measure  
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movement, its brevity is perhaps due to the lack of a clear structure. Instead of an 

organized reworking of the themes, it seems as if Ištvan threw all the gestures together in a 

primeval struggle to see which would rise the victor (see Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5. Allegro assai . Developmental section, layering of previous elements, 

Measures 111-125. 
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With a strong return of the opening gesture, it seems clear which theme is 

dominant in the movement. With only the slightest ornamentation and phrases extensions, 

the recapitulation is musically identical to the exposition. This is a brilliant musical choice 

as it allows the music to again gain a semblance of organization after the cacophony of the 

middle section. 

 

Second Movement 

 

Large-scale 

Form 

A B C B’ A’ CT 

Measures 1-26 27-35 46-54 55-66  67-83 84-93 

 

Table 3.2. Larghetto . Form of Second Movement.  

 

 

 

As can be seen from the Table 3.2 above, this movement is constructed formally 

on palindromic principles, dictating not only the large-scale form but also the smaller 

gestures. Section A is marked espressivo molto and is characterized by a strumming bass 

over which a simple folk-like melody is presented (see Figure 3.6). As the section 

progresses, the melody becomes increasing ornamented and chromatic. The left hand 

chords provide a secondary musical layer as they create varying ascending and descending 

patterns, also palindromic in construction. 

The second section, as opposed to the regular half-note harmonic motion of the 

first section, embarks on a hypnotizingly ambiguous triplet rhythm (see Figure 3.7). The 

melody is punctuated by wide leaps creating tension by octave displacement.  
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Figure 3.6. Larghetto . Theme A, Measures 1-3. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7. Larghetto . Theme B, Measures 25-29. 
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Section C returns to a similar accompaniment pattern as A, but this time with a 

widely varying right hand melody. Now both more chordal and repetitive, C combines 

some of the hypnotic quality of Section B with the strumming left hand character of 

Section A (see Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8. Larghetto . Theme C, Measures 40-46. 

 

After a slightly varied re-presentation of A and B, a closing theme derived from 

both the melodies of B and C close the movement with an ethereal diminuendo to triple 

piano.  
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Third Movement 

 

 
Large-scale 

Form 

A B A Coda 

Small-scale 

Form 

     a tr       b             c no clear 

form 

    a tr      b               c      a           b 

description of 

texture 

3-voice 2-voicefantasia 

 fugue canon  

  

comprised 

of fugue 

entries 

and 

fantasia 

material, 

primarily 

2-voice 

texture 

fugue canon  fantasia 

 

now in reductionist style 

in two loose 

sections,  

all previous 

material  

is presented, 

including 

 quotations of 

earlier 

 movements 

Measures 1-25      26-31      32-57 58-100 101-124 125-128 129-164 165-199 200-231 

  

Table 3.3. Con Fuoco . Form of Third Movement.  

 

The final movement, both heroic and rhythmically vibrant, illustrates Ištvan’s 

experimentation with an imitative compositional fabric. Constructed on fugal and canonic 

principles, its form is quite clear (see Table 3.3). Throughout this complex movement he 

purposely blurs the structural lines. For clarity, Ištvan employs several distinct motives 

signaling transitional moments within the movement. Overall, there are two ternary 

sections divided by these transitional moments. However, there are enough references to 

the opening rhythmic motives that portray an aural impression of rondo form.  

This opening complex rhythmic motive, marked forte and marcato e distinto, is 

obscured by ornamental gestures filling in the gaps between the motivic notes (see Figure 

3.9). Five measures in length, it is interrupted by the entrance of a second voice in the left 

hand a fourth below in perfect imitation (see Figure 3.10). A third voice is added in the 

bass in measure 13 (see Figure 3.10). The movement will oscillate between a 
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predominantly independent two- or three-voice texture. Section A ends with a parallel 

gesture in the piano’s high register. This theme will be used by Ištvan throughout the 

movement to signal transitional moments. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9. Con Fuoco . Fugue Theme, Measures 1-4. 
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Figure 3.10. Con Fuoco . Entrances of Second and Third Voices in Fugue Exposition, 

Measures 5-18. 
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The second section also begins with a strict canon at the sixth, this time with a 

descending sixteenth-note gesture in thirds (see Figure 3.11). It then becomes freer with a 

fantasia-like quality, characterized by sixths and descending grace-note ninth chords. 

 

  

 
Figure 3.11. Con Fuoco . Clear canon with dissolving imitative texture, Measures 31 -

39. 

 

The middle section of this movement is comprised of material from the fugue 

subject. Instead of orderly entries, this imitative section presents stretto entrances to create 

a more agitated and compressed imitative fabric. A series of trills alternating between the 

hands dissipates the rigorous textural motion as Ištvan brings us to the return of Section A. 
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This return of Section A is presented in a reductionist manner as Ištvan compresses 

the ornamental gestures into a vertical format (see Figure 12). The succeeding second 

section is also written in this manner.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.12. Con Fuoco . Section A in reductionist style, Measures 101 -112. 

 

A quotation of the second movement appears at this point, the only section 

employing a clear melody versus accompaniment texture (see Figure 3.13). Here, Ištvan 

presents an identical strumming left hand with slow half-note harmonic motion over 
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which an improvisatory melody is presented. The rhythm is expanded from 2/2 to 6/4. 

This addition of a third quarter-note beat to every gesture adds a hesitancy to the 

quotation, presented a half step higher than the original. Spatially, it offers a necessary 

respite amidst the imitative intricacies of the movement.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.13. Con Fuoco . Quotation from Second Movement, Measures 153-158.  

 

 

The Coda, forming a substantial portion of the movement, treats all previous 

themes in a developmental manner. In addition, the increasing speed of the tempo 

markings ensures a gathering energy. To facilitate the faster tempi, the material becomes 

increasingly condensed into clusters and other vertical arrangements of the themes. Hence 
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we find enough material to reference a rondo construction as well as to comment upon a 

favored compositional device of his – layering important themes at the conclusion of a 

movement. 

The final section of the Coda, marked pesante, employs a poco ritardando for a 

brief four-measure molto espressivo reference to the folk melody of the second movement 

(see Figure 3.14). This momentary lull accentuates the excitement of an extreme 

accelerando to a fortissimo conclusion in B-flat octaves. A final single repetition of the 

stacked dominant chord employed in the ending of the first movement also completes the 

final movement. 

 
 

Figure 3.14. Con Fuoco . Coda, Measures 220-231.  
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Additional Compositions from the 1960s 

Ištvan’s Second Sonata for Piano served as a proving ground for the development 

of his new style. His next work from 1960, Balada o Jihu (Ballad of the South), marked 

the beginning of his new and mature composing style. The work comprises three 

symphonic frescos for large symphonic orchestra. As will be illustrated by the 

orchestration, the music sonorities were clearly Bartók-inspired. The first movement 

timbral color is governed by flute, clarinet and muted string instruments. The second 

section of this movement employs predominantly bells, celesta, harp and piano, with 

triangle and gong. Only in the very middle section do we hear a full orchestral sound. The 

most important sound block – celesta, harp and piano – is an important musical reference 

point throughout the other two movements.  

Ballad of the South is also important as it was one of his first overtly political 

pieces. According to colleague Alena Němcová, it was written as “a protest against 

racialism and national injustice”13 and was sparked by a song by Lewis Allan.14 In Ištvan’s 

own words, the first fresco “sets the mood in which the tranquility of nature contrasts with 

human suffering.” The second depicts “a bizarre dance, associating the happy moments in 

the life of the lynched negro” and the third illustrates that “stronger than pain itself is the 

                                                 
13 Němcová, "Ištvan, Miloslav". 
14 Lewis Allan was a pseudonym for Abel Meeropol (1903-1986), a fascinating social activist and 

song-writer. As a song writer, he wrote for high-profile artists including Frank Sinatra. Most 

famously he penned the anti-lynching song “Strange Fruit’ for Billie Holiday. The name Lewis 

Allan commemorated the names of his two still-born children. Later, he and his wife Anne 

adopted the children of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg after their controversial execution over 

espionage accusations following World War II. There was much in his life that would have 

attracted the strong integrity of Miloslav Ištvan. 
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anger and protest against senseless injustice and cruelty.”15 The political content did not 

escape notice without controversy as it sparked a larger argument in the press between 

openly liberal musicologist Ivan Vojtěch and Party musician Antonín Sychra. 16 

Another work for solo piano provides one of Miloslav’s most significant 

experiments with dodecaphony and his early attempts at serialism. Odyssea lidického 

dítěte (Odyssey of a Child from Lidice, 1963) employs for the first time a compositional 

fabric derived from the 12-tone system. Here Ištvan uses two different twelve-note series 

and three modes: the first intervallic, the second tetrachordal and the third intervallic 

again.17 This work, in a compressed and complex harmonic language, is as emotionally 

evocative as the rest of his works.  

The weight of the musical material is clearly illustrated by the title. Lidice was a 

small town in Czechoslovakia that was chosen by the Nazis, following a failed Czech 

assassination attempt of a Gestapo officer in 1942, to create an example to the rest of the 

country. The town was burned to the ground and the rubble was razed by machinery, 

wiping all traces of civilization from the countryside. The men were shot, the women sent 

to Ravensbruck and the children were scattered to various work camps. Following the 

war’s end, only seventeen children survived. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
15 Miloslav Ištvan, "Balada O Jihu: Tři Symfonické Fresky Pro Orchestr," (Prague: Panton, 1963), 

VI. 
16 Antonín Sychra, "Rozcestí Či Syntéza," Hudební rozhledy 15 (1962). 
17 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 277. 
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Dodekameron 

Perhaps his most substantial of the early 60s was Dodekameron (written between 

September 1962 and August 1964). The name18 is a pun denoting the importance of the 

number twelve in the construction of the piece. The work, sectioned into twelve 

movements, is written for twelve instruments and features the twelve-tone technique 

predominantly.  

It is significant that Ištvan used the music he had composed for a production of a 

play, Wozzeck, by Büchner. Of the 30 music sections, Miloslav chose 12 for 

Dodekameron. This work is important, not just for its 12-tone aspects but also for his first 

use and development of a constructional technique that would become part of his 

compositional legacy to Brno. This technique, unheard of in Brno, he termed ‘montage’ or 

montaž. Therefore it was in Wozzeck that he tested this technique and then in 

Dodekameron he incorporated it for the first time. As a composer less captivated by small 

details as he was by broader aesthetic concerns, this montage style was well-suited to 

Ištvan’s style. Colleague Milena Černohorská commented in his analysis of this work:  

...in accordance with his [Ištvan] creative disposition the composer was less 

attracted to minute problems of the organization of tone structures than by 

the problems of style, compositional entirety, form and 

construction...instead of isolated tones and micro-structures he used larger 

formations grossly contrasting with one another...19  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
18 The name Dodekameron is comprised of two Greek works: dódeka (twelve) and hēméra (day). 

It also seems to reference the Dekameron, a 14th century Italian work by Giovanni Boccaccio 

detailing the lives of seven young women and three young men sheltering from the Black Plauge 

in a secluded villa.  
19 Miloslav Ištvan, "Dodekameron: 12 Skladeb Pro 12 Hráčú," (Prague: Panton, 1968). 
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Montaž – Montage Techniques 

While Ištvan was completing Dodekameron he was also completing an important 

paper that he would submit for his promotion to Associate Professor at JAMU. This paper, 

from 1965, was titled Metod monáže izolovaných prvkův hudbě (The Method of Montage 

of Isolated Elements in Music). Not only does this paper detail his new technique, it also 

elucidates his compositional development from the early 1960s.  

In the introduction, he writes about New Music complaining that when it was freed 

of its connections, it lapsed into an ‘undifferentiated entropy’ or chaos. Montage, then, 

would reflect Ištvan’s search for order. His first ideas would be based on:  

...new developments attained by Leoš Janáček and, right after him, by 

Anton Webern. They are the following: Janáček’s conception of musical 

idea as a short, closed, definite unit; his conception of polyphony and form 

as counter position of elements shaped in this very way; the Webernian 

disintegration of external continuity, atomization of form, movement and 

line into (apparently) isolated microelements.20  

 

Ištvan lists the influences that helped him discover his own systems: dodecaphony, 

serialism, Bartók’s modal system, Stravinsky’s and Messiaen’s rhythm, non-European 

rhythmic and tonal systems, etc. Before this paper, montage as a term had yet to be 

introduced in Brno music circles but would become quite essential following his 

introduction of it. 

In a radio talk from 1970, Ištvan describes his music from the early 1960s 

generally and the new idea of montage more specifically: 

                                                 
20 Metoda Montáže Izolovaných Prvků V Hudbě (Praha: Panton, 1973), 12, translation mine. 

Original text: ,,podněty z díla L. Janáčka a hned za nim z díla A. Weberna: Janáčkovo pojetí 

hudební myšlenky jako krátkého, v sobě uzavřeného a jednoznačného celku; pojetí polfonie a 

formy jako kontrapozice takto utvářených prvků; Webernovské rozbití vnější kontinuity atomizace 

formy, pohybu, linie na (zdánlivě) izolované mikroprvky.“ 
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I tried to find out where the procedures of New Music were compatible 

with my own conception. I would call my methods, briefly and there not 

very accurately, montage of contrasting elements. This means something 

like, collage, only the building material is neither extraneous nor exotic in 

terms of genre or period. The montage procedure employs musical objects 

that are peculiar to it, homogenous in respect to genre, and shaped in a 

contemporary way.21  

 

Ištvan’s concept of montage involves work with the musical subject itself, yet 

without development. Instead of thematic dialogue, ornamentation or ‘working-out of 

problems’ it is simply the return of the material itself as is determined by the composer’s 

idea of form. The musical gestures and textures would remain essentially unchanged, 

perhaps longer or shorter, or utilizing different timbre/texture, etc.  

This concept of successive instead of a developmental type of narrative is an 

essential aspect of Moravian folk music and will figure prominently in his Third Sonata 

for Piano. Janáček had been the first to employ these static moments in the composed 

formal manner of classical music. Ištvan, creating his own terminology, described this 

technique as ‘closed’ in form and therefore well-suited to montage treatment.  

A more serious attempt at the montage theory was his next work – ‘Refrains for 

String Trio.’ His main innovation was in his use of the refrain as the link between the 

layers. It illustrates his creative ability to unify and juxtapose disparate themes. He defines 

the refrain as: 

Anything that recurs three times at least, in a conspicuous way and 

essentially unchanging; it can be a tonal or rhythmic relation as well as a 

timbre, a sound of any origin, a non-music element (such as a word), etc. 

The length of the refrain is arbitrary but should not be exaggerated. The 

refrain works as a connecting link and also as an essential crux of the 

matter.22  

 

                                                 
21 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 278. 
22 Ištvan, Metoda Montáže Izolovaných Prvků V Hudbě 56. 
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Teaching and Public Recognition 

Miloslav Ištvan was among the most highly regarded composers in the thaw of the 

1960s. He won awards for Ballad of the South, Odyssey of a Child from Lidice, String 

Quartet, Invocation of Time, and I, Jacob. Furthermore, in 1968 he received a prestigious 

grant from the Czech Music Fund, “the highest acknowledged to distinguished composers 

for significant creative production.”23  

During this time he was also a sought-after teacher attracting many successful 

students including Aleš Hájek, Arnost Parsch, Paul Slezák, Rudolf Růžička, Miroslav 

Hába, Jiří Bulis and Josef Adamík. Many spoke of the encouragement his teaching offered 

in their search to find the freedoms of their own compositional style.  

 

Conclusion 

The 1960s have been termed the ‘Golden Age’ of Brno and in many ways, they 

were a golden age for Miloslav Ištvan as well. As a mature composer enjoying new 

developments in style and finding deserved appreciation for his works, the atmosphere 

was inspiring. As new freedoms emerged, the future held a promise for increased 

opportunities. These freedoms however, would only go so far and the uncertainties of 

daily life were continually present in Ištvan’s mind. 

In the introduction to his String Quartet from 1963, employing further social 

commentary,24 Ištvan stated:  

                                                 
23 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 281. 
24 For a complete analysis of all four of his string quartets, refer to Filípek, Formální a 

Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana. 
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I wrote [the String Quartet] in 1962-63 during a period of great re-

ordering of values, a time of reassessment of things hitherto 

untouchable.... Once again there was a habitual shaking of the 

notions of life. Under various delusions, at once I saw the naked 

and unattractive reality of human relationships... I undertook a 

persistent and sometimes hurtful search for new values, though 

sometimes slight or partial. Inner activity is the only defense against 

life-stealing, against the brutality and insensitivity of this not-so-

nice ‘era of technological civilization.’ This is what the motives are 

about that the string quartet is built upon.25  

  

It was the moderate atmosphere that allowed him to speak so boldly about his 

dissatisfaction against the ‘brutality and insensitivity’ of life in Czechoslovakia. 

Unfortunately, this unprecedented thaw would be abruptly interrupted by a Soviet 

invasion of the country in August of 1968. With his status as a prominent leader, Ištvan 

would be among the first to face the consequences of his bold political actions. Forced to 

withdraw in a cocoon of composition and teaching, his life would never be the same.  

 

                                                 
25 Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana, 38, translation 

mine. Original text: ,,Smyčcový kvartet jsem napsal v roce 1962-1963, v době velkého 

přeskupování hodnot, v době ospravedlnování zavrhovaného a přehodnocování dosud 

nedotknutelného. Staré ,,všechno je jinak" zase jednou řádně zacloumalo navyklými představami o 

životě. Pod nejrůznějšími sebeklamy se naráz objevila holá a nepříliš přitažlivá skutečnost 

lidských vztahů. Zřítily se mnohé jistoty, nastalo úporné, často velmi zranující hledání nových 

hodnot, třebas nepatrných a dílčích. Vnitřní aktivita je jedinou obranou proti životnímu zcizování, 

proti brutalitě a necitlivosti této ne zrovna sympatické epochy technické civilizace." To je tak asi 

smysl skladby, z těchto pohnutek byla napsána.“ 
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CHAPTER 4 

1968 – PRAŽSKÉ JARO (PRAGUE SPRING) AND SOVIET OCCUPATION  

 

 

 As the decade of 1960 progressed, change was brewing in Czechoslovakia. The 

political sphere was preoccupied with debates between the hardline Stalinists led by 

President Antonín Novotný and the moderate reformers allied with Alexander Dubček. 

Both leaders, intensely aware of the need to salvage the socialist cause from the mass 

public disillusionment, propounded mutually exclusive solutions. The focus and 

preoccupation by the Party in this duel allowed for growing freedoms in the artistic 

community.  

Miloslav Ištvan, having emerged as an important leader at JAMU and in the 

musical life of Brno, would capitalize on this political uncertainty. Criticizing the 

atmosphere of artistic repression, he and other avant-garde composers boldly wrote works 

directly opposed to social realism. The arts and literary communities blossomed in the 

mid-60s with this slowly expanding freedom of artistic expression. 

Alexander Dubček had forced Novotný out of power and was elected First 

Secretary on January 5th, 1968. Dubček and his followers were staunch Communists, but 

they wished to redeem socialist ideologies from the tarnish of totalitarian abuse in past 

decades by creation of a socialist democracy in Czechoslovakia. Their time in power, 

known as the Pražské Jaro or Prague Spring, would constitute an unprecedented eight-

month time of freedom in the country.  
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Soviet Occupation – August 1968 

 This new concept of socialist democracy, complete with controlled elections and 

careful freedoms of the press, had far-reaching consequences in the artistic realm. 

Cautious criticism of communism as well as increased connections with western music 

injected a new freedom of thought into intellectual circles. 

Leaders in the Soviet Union had watched the situation in Czechoslovakia with 

growing concern. They were alarmed by the danger of a ‘political infection’ from the lure 

of democracy spreading through Soviet countries in Eastern Europe.  

However, this hope for democracy would be crushed on August 21, 1968 when 

military from the Soviet Union invaded and subsequently subdued Czechoslovakia. 

Kenneth Skoug, an American Foreign Officer stationed at the United States Embassy in 

Prague during this time, recounts being awakened early in the morning of the 21st as the 

Soviet military transports began to land, totaling more 250. Later that morning, Skoug 

recounted: 

As I walked for two hours [on the morning of August 21] ... I 

witnessed the shock and rage experienced by thousands of ordinary 

citizens who found their city taken by dark of night...Each tank 

was quickly an island surrounded by dozens of livid civilians...1  

 

For Czechoslovakians of an age to remember, this sudden and terrifying military 

occupation was reminiscent of a similar overnight occupation by the Germans in March 

1939, less than thirty years previous.  

Ištvan, ten years old during the 1939 occupation, was aware of the implications 

from this Soviet occupation for his own future and that of his country. Ištvan had watched 

                                                 
1 Kenneth Skoug Jr., Czechoslovakia’s Lost Fight for Freedom 1967-1969 (Praeger Publishing, 

1999), 142. 
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firsthand as his professors at JAMU suffered during the early purges of the Communist 

coup in 1948. Now, for the first time, his country was directly supervised by the Soviet 

Union who moved swiftly to regain control. The moderate leadership, with Dubček at the 

helm, was immediately arrested and sent to Moscow to await sentencing. Those who had 

taken advantage of freedoms and campaigned for more, such as Miloslav Ištvan, waited 

for the political repercussions sure to come from this new regime.  

 

Normalization Period 

The ultimate objective of the new government, following this ‘ideological crisis,’ 

was to regain control of country. They attempted to re-term the Prague Spring as a 

‘counter-revolutionary coup’ that was defeated by the ‘fraternal assistance’ of the Soviet 

forces.2  

The new president, Gustav Husák, began what would be termed the 

‘normalization era’ in April of 1969. Husák would usher in a neo-Stalinist phase rivaling 

the oppressions of the 1950s. Under this harsh aridity political and cultural life became 

paralyzed.  

In 1970, Husák initiated a wide-spread purge within the Communist Party. One-

third of the membership, numbering in excess of 430,000 members, were expelled. Those 

who escaped the purges quickly re-adjusted themselves to the new reality. As one scholar 

commented, they became “merely tools for carrying out the directives of the Party’s top 

executive leadership, there was no need to purge such a well-adjusted membership. This, 

                                                 
2 Kevin McDermott and Matthew Stibbe, ed. The 1989 Revolutions in Central and Eastern 

Europe (Manchester University Press, 2013), 163. 
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however, meant that any hope of the reform of socialism was gone, being replaced by the 

hope of destroying this lifeless system.”3  

In addition to the purges in the ranks, their family members were also penalized. 

Some estimates of those who experienced peripheral punishment range into one million.4 

During these years, about half a million people immigrated either legally or illegally.5 

Furthermore, students who participated in 1968 protests were expelled from universities.6  

These harsh repressions following the sweet taste of freedom drove many of the 

younger generations to desperation, including a spate of self-immolation protests inspired 

by 15th century patriot Jan Hus and led by political student Jan Palach in early 1969.  

  

Normalization in the Musical Sphere 

The UCC was dissolved on December 31, 1969 following the tensions of the 

Third Convention. A year later, in December 1970, a new organization was formed with 

a carefully selected membership – Svaz českých skladatelů a koncertních umělců (Union 

of Czech Composers and Concert Artists) or SČSKU. Excluded from membership, Ištvan 

would also be removed from his post as vice-rector at JAMU and denied promotion to 

full professor despite his long tenure at the academy.  

Ištvan’s exclusion from the SČSKU and his refusal to attend the mandatory 

rehabilitation classes of the VUMlu – Večerní univerzity marxismu-leninismu (Evening 

University of Marxism and Lenin) was just one example of his oppositional acts against 

                                                 
3 Jůzl, "Music and the Totalitarian Regime in Czechoslovakia," 20. 
4 Kaplan, Political Persecution, 74. 
5 M Kučera, Populace České Republiky 1918-1991 (Prague 1995), 145. 
6 Krejčí, Czechoslovakia 1918-92, 194. 
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the Communist Party.7 He had grown to be a leader of the opposition in Brno’s musical 

society. During the past few years he had not only resigned from the UCC, but also 

created Creative Group A, an illegal group dedicated to performances of compositions 

banned by the Party. At even further personal risk, he had openly written about the 

problems of censorship for musicians.  

In 1967 he was asked the question, “What purpose and what should be the 

mission of the Association [the UCC] in our society and how important is it for you?” He 

answered:  

Art Associations should not have the power to effect either the 

creative design of its members, or any specific form of creative 

results. In terms of creative individuality, a composer should go 

stubbornly on his own way and distance himself from their 

influence. To impact other’s creation is certainly possible, but does 

not add value to it.8 

 

These activities propelled Ištvan to the forefront of the musical society as both a 

spokesman and leader. However, the consequences of these actions during the harsh 

repressions of the Normalization Period would haunt him for the rest of his life. His 

salary was substantially reduced and, as a non-member of the SČSKU, he was severely 

limited in his performances opportunities. Thus in the mid-1970s, he was forced into 

increasing isolation.  

 

Censorship 

A comparison between statistics from the 1960s and 70s will illustrate how severe 

the censorship was for Ištvan. In the 1960s, all his works had been premiered and 

                                                 
7 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 118. 
8 Miloslav Ištvan, "Příspek Do Ankety Před 4. Sjezdem Sčs," Hudební rozhledy 20 (1967): 555. 
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virtually all were published either as printed music or on gramophone record. Of the 24 

works written in the 1970s, most had to wait until the 1980s to be premiered. Four of 

them were never performed during his lifetime. Only two works, in fulfillment of a 

previous contract, would be published. He had received five prestigious awards in the 

1960s, but only one in the 1970s still early in the normalizing process.9  

The strict censorship evident through the lack of publication and performance also 

affected his professional life at JAMU. Despite these negative pressures, Ištvan chose to 

face the situation as a challenge and to appreciate the fact he was still able to compose 

and teach. A colleague wrote: 

On the one hand, he [Ištvan] started to form and to word his own 

personal philosophy: he searched for the cause and function of 

oppressing groups in society and tried to find some ways to cope 

with them. On the other hand, he decided to surround himself 

with people of similar conviction who would regularly come 

together to discuss especially the problems of the arts.10  

 

Although Ištvan lost his position as vice-rector and was denied promotion to full 

professor, he was fortunate to keep his post as head of graduate studies, appointed in 

1969, and thus continue to teach. Some of his most prominent students during this time 

were Jiří Bárta, Leoš Faltus, Parsch, and František Emmert.  

 

Ištvan’s Compositions from the 1970s 

Ištvan’s focus on his inner world would result in amazingly wrought and uniquely 

conceptualized works. Additionally, as Ištvan buried himself in his work, he began to 

                                                 
9 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 159. 
10 Miloslav Ištvan, 291. 
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include increasingly overt social references. In 1970, he completed or began no fewer 

than six compositions including his first major experiments with electroacoustic media.  

As with the other experiments that comprised Ištvan’s compositional aesthetic, 

electroacoustic elements illustrate his ceaseless drive to create new connections with his 

music and the outside world. Quite sensitive to parameters other than pitch, Ištvan had 

spoken of the creation of a ‘sound space’ with his compositions. He felt that European 

composers were limited by the 12-tone system. This attitude reflects the reason he 

experimented so deeply with percussion and electronics.  

However, he never adopted electronics as his own ‘instrument’ as Varése or 

others had done. Instead, Ištvan attempted to create new sounds by use of traditional 

musical techniques. He said in a lecture on Indian music in February 1969: 

Electronics is certainly a very narrow and very limited part of music as a 

whole. The European composer has therefore no alternative left but to go 

on carrying the burden of semitones.11  

 

It is difficult to determine to what extent Ištvan’s dismissal of electronics as a 

musical tool was due to the limited quality and access to technology during the 70s in 

Brno. However, he would not return to the sound studio again until the end of the decade.  

 

Electroacoustic Compositions 

His first serious electroacoustic composition, Avete, morituri (Hail, Death), was a 

brutally overt political statement. Working in early 1970, Ištvan described the 

composition “as a protest against the invasion of Russian tanks. Therefore, instead of Ave 

Caesar, (morituri te salutant), it says the opposite: Avete, morituri...” 12  

                                                 
11 Miloslav Ištvan, 281. 
12 Miloslav Ištvan, 280. 
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This phrase, morituri te salutant, is famously quoted as an ancient Latin phrase 

spoken by a gladiator as he entered the Colosseum, “Hail Caesar, we who are about to die 

salute you.” As one of the most symbolic of Ištvan’s works, every sound structure has a 

meaning and notes in the score, “chiming of bells, splintering explosion, clamour of the 

crowd, a woman’s scream, and breathing.”13 As a window into his subconscious, it is 

eerily suggestive of many desperate imaginings drawn from the implications of a 

desperate time. 

His next work incorporating electroacoustic elements was scored for alto, piano 

and magnetic tape and was also completed in 1970. Titled Smuténka (Grieving), it 

comprises five movements: Poledne (Midday), Přípitek (Pledge), Krajina s kyvadly 

(Landscape with Pendulums), Hejna (Shoals), and Smuténka (Grieving).  

The texts for this work were chosen from a collection by Jan Skácel, a prominent 

Brno-based Czech writer who filled his poetry with hidden anti-Communist sentiments. 

The collection, bearing the same title as Ištvan’s work, is described by a literature 

historian:  

...the style is rather terse with frequent pauses, phrases left uncompleted 

and oblique allusions. Rivers, water, pain, purity, and death are recurring 

themes. Associations are implied; permeating everything is the awareness 

of a higher order, anchored in nature and the earth, a picture of 

‘smuténka’, a neologism created by Skácel and intentionally veiled in 

mystery.14  

  

Perhaps in response to these unusual implications, Ištvan chose to approach text 

setting in the context of a chamber ensemble without the traditional implications. Ištvan 

described the composition:  

                                                 
13 Miloslav Ištvan, 280. 
14 Jiří Holy, Writers under Siege: Czech Literature since 1945 (Sussex Academic Press, 2010), 

273. 
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[In Smuténka] the music message takes precedence... Musical elements 

and structures are composed irrespectively of text. Later, in the second 

phase of the work, the independent elements of texture combine with 

music and both components adapt themselves to one another. This may be 

the only method to maintain the natural and peculiar character of the 

musical stream without damaging the natural cadence of the words... the 

text says something, so does the music – this results in a clash – and we 

get a third meaning.15  

 

 

Acoustic Compositions 

In addition to the two electroacoustic works from 1970, Ištvan would write four 

acoustic compositions in that same year. These four works, ranging from instrumental 

duo to large-scale vocal works, all explore vastly different instrumental forces as well as 

compositional techniques. The most interesting is a short cantata set to an ancient 

Sumerian text: Hymnus na slunce (Hymn to the Sun).  

The cantata is unique in its conception as each voice is treated independently in 

terms of text, entrance, pitch and rhythm. For the first time, Ištvan employs small 

aleatoric elements, “to change simultaneous sonority into moving clusters.”16 This results 

in a controlled type of heterophony that Ištvan will later explore in his theoretical 

writings. 

As the 1970s progressed, additional compositional explorations followed. While 

re-working Baroque elements for wind quintet in his early 1971 work Omaggio a J.S. 

Bach, close personal friend and colleague Josef Berg died. In memoriam Josef Berg was 

written immediately after. 

For In memoriam, Ištvan drew elements from his first major electroacoustic work, 

Avete morituri, and utilized them to create a composition for ‘live performance.’ It was 

                                                 
15 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 281. 
16 Miloslav Ištvan, 282. 
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scored for a traditional symphonic orchestra minus horns and with enhanced percussion 

section. He described the concept thus, “This composition applies the principle of music 

for tape on live music. Musical objects generated by technical devices are transposed 

into, or imitated by, orchestral sound. Also the formal design of both compositions [Avete 

morituri and In Memoriam Josef Berg] is almost identical.”17  

These comments illustrate his growing unique conceptions of form, sound and 

instrumentation that would later result in several significant theoretical texts. Another 

piece to illustrate these new ideas was a chamber oratorio entitled Kráska a Zvíře (Beauty 

and the Beast). His comments are quite insightful: 

The present-day musical form is a succession of information against the 

background of silence. Silence shows through the items of information, 

now more, now less.”18 This background of silence is not always ‘pure 

silence’ but can be “a sounding background of any kind, from a mere 

organ point up to a sophisticated structure.19  

 

Thus, as his imaginative ideas of textures and his skill at orchestration increased, 

so too did his ideas concerning musical textures. 

 

Experiments with Percussion 

Ištvan’s entire compositional oeuvre displays a fascination with percussion effects 

and vibrant rhythms. His early works present a unique incorporation of independently 

conceived percussion lines. As his aesthetic evolved, increasingly important rhythmic 

effects predominated. As three works from the mid-1970s display, it is not a large step to 

create works dependent solely on rhythmic motives. The first piece to border on this was 

                                                 
17 Miloslav Ištvan, 283. 
18Miloslav Ištvan, 284. 
19 Miloslav Ištvan, 284. 
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for the husband and wife piano duo – Věra and Vlastimil Lejsek – for whom he had 

written Ritmi ed antiritmi (Rhythm and Anti-Rhythm) from 1966. The current work, 

Variace na tóninu d-moll (Variations on the D-minor Key) was derived from an Indian 

music style that incorporates a percussion ostinato as the fundamental compositional 

fabric from which the resulting work develops.  

While composing these variations, Ištvan was simultaneously working on a piece 

solely for percussion titled Psalmus niger (Black Psalms). Completed in 1972, Ištvan 

utilizes 18 percussion instruments ranging from the traditional to exotic. In Czech music, 

percussion is not a fundamental aspect, although rhythmic incisiveness permeates all 

aspects. With Ištvan’s experiments in this realm of liberating sound from pitch, he 

became known as a specialist in writing for percussion.  

In a radio talk in February 1974, Ištvan said of Psalmus niger: 

As the title suggests, I was influenced by African music. I like Black-

African musical cultural because of its rhythmic variety and colorfulness, 

its immediate relation to the world and to nature. A few words about the 

composition itself: the form is based on rhythm and timbre. Melody is 

designed as mere outline, therefore the tonal relations are reduced to a 

minimum or subordinate to timbre. With percussion you have no 

alternative anyway, if you want to avoid excessive use of xylophone, 

vibraphone and bells, that is, instruments with more or less definite 

pitch.20  

 

Ištvan’s comments while simultaneously working on another percussion-based 

work, Duo for Percussion and Double Bass are also illustrative of his regard and unique 

conception of the use of percussion. He described it thus:  

Duo for double bass and percussion of 1975 returns to simple diatonic 

tonal structures for its form is as anti-traditional as possible and, first and 

foremost, its rhythmic structure is highly varied both in detail and in 

general. For example, each of the two performers mostly plays in his own 

                                                 
20 Miloslav Ištvan, 285. 
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tempo and only the points of reference incorporated in the score provide 

for coordination. The percussion instruments are confronted with the 

double bass in the most diverse ways. In some passages both spheres of 

sound are made similar, in others again quite different. The melodic 

material played by the double bass is transposed into an approximate 

outline rendered by the percussion. Thanks to this procedure I could 

construct a sort of recapitulation in the other half of the composition.21  

 

For the rest of his writing, these experiments with percussion would remain as a 

signature punctuating effect in his sound world. Of particular interest is his use of these 

unique and vibrant rhythms in his Third Piano Sonata. 

 

A Compositional Psychological Experiment 

Two compositions in the later part of the 1970s further illustrate certain 

psychological insights into Ištvan’s process. The first, in 1975, was the result of an actual 

psychological experiment in which a composer, under observation, was tasked to create a 

composition strictly following pre-determined criteria. Ištvan described his experience:  

Any preliminary assignment with its subsequent construction of musical 

thematic elements is nothing but an accidental guideline for an accidental 

selection from the enormous set of possibilities. You must start 

somewhere: the starting point may be a sudden flash of thought or a 

gradual elimination of variants at your disposal. In the latter case, an 

assignment works as an accelerator. That is all. The assignment never 

exempts the composer from his duty of using invention and evaluating the 

materials chosen. I do not understand why many composers and theorists 

overestimate constructive pre-composition while others reject it so 

uncompromisingly.22  

 

The resulting composition, Zatemněná krajina (A Darkened Landscape), was for 

string quartet.23 The title referred to a darkened Czechoslovakia and was quickly added to 

                                                 
21 Miloslav Ištvan, 287. 
22 Miloslav Ištvan, 288. 
23 For a detailed analysis consult Filípek, Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových 

Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana. 
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the list of his other banned works despite the later addition of the subtitle, “To the 

Victims of 1939-1945.” Musicologist Dr. Jiří Beneš, Ištvan’s colleague at JAMU, wrote 

about his memories of this time in Czech history and in particular its effect on the young 

Ištvan:  

 ...the atmosphere particularly attracted Ištvan because in the early 1970s it 

was in accordance with his mental makeup, twilight years of the early 

normalization..., which also affected his own personal and creative 

development... [In the piece] he evoked the oppressive protectorate 

atmosphere that he lived through during the most sensitive period of his 

boyhood.24  

 

A second work, Mikrosvěty (Micro Worlds), illustrates his innate desire in the 

mid-70s to create new elements by the construction of unique juxtapositions. In this 

work, Ištvan grappled with creating a specific combination of title and music that would 

interact precisely in the right way to result in a third and individual entity.  

He wrote: 

...it is a matter of course that musical message is independent in itself and 

does not need any further explanation. But we live in a period which seeks 

new resources and new results in interdisciplinary areas. This phenomenon 

is typical of science (for example, cybernetics resulted from a combination 

of several fields of study) but it also appears in arts. If a composition 

combines music with a title (which is the most common type of 

multimediality) this does not mean a programmatic comment on the 

musical action but mutual influence of two equal partners. There appear 

new relations and new messages which could not be conveyed by any of 

the two partners alone, however inventive their techniques may be.25  

 

                                                 
24 Beneš quoted in Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 141, translation mine. Original text: ,,Ištvana toto 

ovzduši zaujalo, tim spíš, že bylo -na počátku sedmdesátych let - v souladu s jeho vlastním 

duševnim ustrojením: soumračna léta první normalizace, jež zasáhla také do jeho vlastního 

osobnostního i tvůrciho vývoje, mu evokovala tisnivou protektorátní atmosféru, kterou kdysi 

prožil v nejcitlivějším období svého jinošství.“ 
25 Miloslav Ištvan, 288. 
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In Microworlds, completed in 1977, both sections bear a descriptive title. The first 

part was titled Letní mikrosvěty (Summer Microworlds) while the second was titled 

Mikrosvěty mého města (Microworlds of My City). These two movements display the 

sharp dichotomy between an idyllic summer world and the harsh reality of the life Ištvan 

and his colleagues were subjected to on a daily basis. 

 

Conclusion 

This harsh reality of the ‘normalization’ period of the 1970s reflected the struggle 

between efforts of the Party to re-instate ideological control in a country unwilling to 

forget the awakening of the Prague Spring. In particular, the early years of normalization 

were rife with protests and illegally printed samizdat literature. Speaking later, Alexander 

Dubček would comment on the emotional atmosphere of the normalization period: 

“Dissatisfaction, day after day, month after month, and year after year was accumulating 

to the point of explosiveness.”26 By the late 70s, the fierce energy of the protests had been 

spent but the deep resolve for freedom only became greater.  

In this way, communication had become veiled and subversive. In the music field, 

much of this ‘language of metaphors’ drew from the use of folk music as a way of 

representing the solidarity of national identity. Ištvan’s continual drawing from this deep 

well illustrates a search for musical sources untainted by social realism and a desire to 

make a connection to the heritage of his culture that was slowly being destroyed by 

Communist ideologies. His attempt to capture and recast the unique identity of his 

country in his own compositional language served to preserve them. 

                                                 
26 Arnost and Josef Lustig Lustig, "Return to Czechoslovakia: Snapshots of a Revolution," The 

Kenyon Review 12, no. 4 (1990): 12. 
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As the decade drew to a close, Ištvan was finally accepted for membership in the 

SČSKU on June 20th of 1978 when the organization was gradually becoming more 

liberal. Thus he began to see more performances of his works, however the union would 

remain filled with enemies refusing to forget his actions in the 1960s. He had applied 

many times for promotion at JAMU, but it was clear he would remain an associate 

professor for the rest of his tenure. As a man of consummate creativity and resolve, he 

would use this time to retrench even deeper compositionally and in his teaching activities.  
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CHAPTER 5 

1979 – THIRD PIANO SONATA AND RECLUSION OF THE 1970S  

 

 

President and First Secretary Gustáv Husák, one of Moscow’s closest allies in the 

Soviet bloc, would safeguard his 20-year tenure by instituting more subtle repressions 

than his predecessors Klement Gottwald or Antonín Novotný. The subtleties of these 

repressions developed an insidious nature reflected in a heightened secret police force. 

Centralized control, re-instituted following the Prague Spring, spread to all aspects of a 

citizen’s closely monitored and recorded private life. The goal of the Party was to create 

an ideological system in which the “methods of repression had become internalized, 

‘naturalised’ for every citizen.”1 Many people, exhausted from long years of difficulty, 

chose to live in a purposeful complacency.  

Others like Ištvan, out-of-favor but steady in their refusal to immigrate or 

comply, lived in a šedá zóna or ‘grey area.’ According to one colleague, Ištvan was 

finally offered a full professorship at JAMU but declined based on the political 

implications and loss of personal freedoms that would result from such a position.2  

Ištvan, continuing strongly in his own opposition to the Communist regime in 

Brno, was formulating new thoughts about music and exploring various avenues to 

communicate these to the public. His writings and presence would continue to be an 

important influence and voice in the underground musical life in Brno. 

 

 

                                                 
1 McDermott, Communist Czechoslovakia, 1945-89, 291. 
2 Martin Flašar, "Miloslav Ištvan," www.rozhlas.cz accessed on February 10, 2016. 
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Musical Underground 

The underground artistic life, the only place with any freedom of thought in 

Communist Czechoslovakia, provided an active arena for the greatest creative minds 

of the country. In 1975, anti-culture persona Ivan Jirous wrote an essay on the musical 

underground. A following quoted portion illustrates the startling similarities of thought 

that this rock musician based in Prague, bore to avant-garde composer Ištvan in Brno: 

...the underground is a mental state of intellectuals and artists who 

consciously and critically determine their own attitude to the world in 

which they live....The aim of the underground here in Bohemia is the 

creation of a second culture. A culture that will not be dependent on 

official channels of communication, social recognition, and the hierarchy 

of values laid down by the establishment.3  

 

This type of underground activity dedicated to the expression of true sentiments within 

a restrictive environment, had been reflected in most of Ištvan’s compositions and 

activities since the 1960s.  

As a successor to Group A, he helped form a new underground musical group in 

Brno called the Camerata. Public performances were now impossible, but its bimonthly 

meetings offered a venue for discussion between like-minded composers. It also created a 

safe haven to maintain a tenuous connection with musical developments abroad. The 

group, gathering to listen to records of their own compositions, would also listen to 

whatever recordings could be obtained of banned works by western composers.  

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Quoted in Gordon Skilling, "Charter 77 and the Musical Underground," Canadian Slavonic 

Papers / Revue Canadienne des Slavistes 22, no. 1 (1980): 14. 
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Third Piano Sonata 

It was in late 1977, just as the controversy surrounding certain key underground 

movements was at its height, that Ištvan began work on his third and final piano sonata. 

Almost twenty years after his second sonata, this work illustrates the unique development 

of his compositional techniques. Instead of a multi-movement traditional sonata 

construction, Ištvan chose a single-movement construction utilizing permutation form. 

The seven thematic elements morph into each other and appear in a variety of musical 

‘confrontations.’4 

As he was constructing this work, Ištvan was in the midst of a profound reflection 

on the need for the ‘re-humanization’ of music. Concerned with the needs of the listener 

and how best to incorporate them into the musical action, he decided it was necessary to 

simplify harmony by the addition of tonal relations. Ištvan was specifically intrigued with 

the creation of attractive and accessible rhythms such as those employed by rock 

musicians.  

In a comment about the Third Piano Sonata he wrote: 

In my opinion, a contemporary composer must bear in mind that pop-

music is the principal and often the only source of musical enjoyment to 

most people, in particular to the young. He must ask himself why this has 

happened, and whether he could find a starting point here... This 

composition [Third Piano Sonata] is for the most part based on 

transformation of elements from the domain of pop-music.5  

 

Despite his avowed ‘starting point’ in popular music, the ‘writing transformation’ 

in his third piano sonata contains little of the simplicity of pop music. It is, by far, the 

most demanding and rhythmically arresting of his keyboard works.  

                                                 
4 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan. 
5 Miloslav Ištvan, 289. 
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Třetí Sonata pro klavír – 

Composed between October 1977 and May 1978.  

Duration is slightly under 9 minutes.   

 

Discarding sonata form and multi-movement construction altogether, this work 

demonstrates the collage-like textures apparent in much of Ištvan’s mature works. This 

sonata, comprised of five distinct themes, is organized into two large sections. Formal 

clarity is achieved through a distinctive martellato transitional theme appearing at 

important structural moments.  

This sonata is an intricate and complex work of rotating themes. With each 

return Ištvan weaves in an extension or further layer of detail. As the montage style is 

in full effect, instead of developing gestures or themes, he rotates them, layers them or 

creates new juxtapositions. By implementation of intricate pedal and dynamic effects 

he creates complex aural structures within a single phrase. 

 

First Section 

The first large section presents the first four themes and, at 123 measures, is 

slightly more than a third of the work. This section is musically stable and tightly 

organized by palindromic smaller units creating larger ones, illustrating the influence of 

Bartók. Without tempo markings or an organizing meter, the musical material relies on 

the clear-cut character of each theme to create cohesive phrases. The mercurial nature of 

Moravian folk music meters are a heavy influence in this sonata. 

 The atmospheric opening, punctuated by entire measures of rest, presents the 

first A theme constructed from two separate dominant harmony gestures (see Figure 
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5.1). The first sonority, an F dominant seventh, is presented vertically above a G-flat 

major triad. The two sonorities are presented in alternating dotted rhythms at a piano 

dynamic range. By use of long pedal markings and carefully spaced intervals to 

achieve a spacious resonance, the chords are allowed to decay over the long measures 

of rest.  

 

Figure 5.1. Theme A, Measures 1-9. 
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The second harmony enters as an E minor triad above a B dominant chord, also 

in root position. As the frequency of the chord entrances increases, the dynamic level 

gradually rises as resonance gathers. 

 The musical momentum built by these repeated entrances prepares the arrival 

of the rhythmically complex B theme, marked forte and espressivo (see Figure 5.2). 

This theme is characterized by close intervallic movement between the hands relieved 

by jagged leaps of an augmented octave. A small diminuendo brings the return of two 

measures from the peaceful opening A theme and two measures of quiet. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Theme B, Measures 16-21. 
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 This momentary lull is harshly interrupted by a two-measure transitional theme 

employed by Ištvan throughout the work to signal important structural moments (see 

Figure 5.3). Marked martellato and at a fortissimo dynamic level, it is comprised of 

disjunct pitches and percussive acciaccaturas. The interruption is as brief as it is 

unexpected. With four beats of rest, the energy subsides into an una corda Section C 

derived from the E minor/B dominant layered gestures of the A theme. Now presented 

in closer successive units, a type of melody results from the disjointed dance-like 9/8 

rhythm (see Figure 5.3).  

As before, the forte expressive and rhythmically-ambiguous B theme follows, 

this time expanded. At twice the length, Ištvan alternates the espressivo passages with 

agitato gestures that climb increasingly higher in the piano’s treble register. The 

martellato transitional theme, slightly expanded, maintains the agitato energy into a 

harmonically richer presentation of the A theme. 
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Figure 5.3. Transition Theme and Re-presentation of A material, measures 25-34. 
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The energy accumulated from the expanding A and B themes is reined in for the 

entrance of the third theme, C (see Figure 5.4). Almost at the center of the movement, the 

presentation of this new theme creates an important musical event. Comprised of unusual 

rhythmic units, the continually evolving rhythmic pattern evokes a light-hearted 

character. This character builds on the dance-like suggestions of the earlier 9/8 measures, 

but the varying uneven groupings of twos and threes create a sensation of being 

engagingly off-balance.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Theme C, Measures 65-69. 

 

Theme C is characterized by a repetitive almost hypnotic rhythmic insistence, 

belying the ‘rhythmic attractiveness’ Ištvan was referencing when he spoke of pop music. 

This hypnotic energy is interrupted by a more robust transitional martellato theme. The 

succeeding measure of silence completes the first large section.  
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Second Section 

The second large section, more developmental in nature, employs fragmentation 

of themes and layering of transitional and ornamental gestures. This feeling of instability, 

heightened by an increasing level of chromaticism, borders on dodecaphonism. Aural 

clarity is achieved through the creation of tonal reference points by repetition of the 

triadic harmonies and pedal points. 

 The second section begins with the same A theme, but this time with an 

intricate interplay between una corda and tre corde pedal effects. This rapid change 

between muted and clearly defined chords creates a unique sonic effect. In the 

succeeding B section, Ištvan achieves a heightened emotional effect by increasing the 

markings to fortissimo and molto espressivo. After reaching such an extreme peak, the 

energy dissipates into a una corda rendition of the A theme in 9/8. A further 5 seconds 

of silence is marked for a brief aural respite. 

 The next section, built upon a presentation of theme C material, presents a 

distinctive juxtaposition of the units of 5/8 and 3/8 as well as an added layer of 

dominant C major chord presented in a palindromic dynamic configuration (see Figure 

5.5). Above a continuous dynamic unit, the chord ranges from forte-mezzoforte-

mezzopiano-piano-pianisimo-piano-mezzopiano-mezzoforte-forte. By the time 

palindrome has been completed, this complex structure begins to dissolve in a wide 

variety of trills. Interwoven amidst these trills is the expressive material from theme B.  
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Figure 5.5. C Material with Palindromic Dynamic Layer signified by ‘3)’, Measures 

124-150. 
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 For the rest of the sonata, the compositional fabric departs from the clear 

montage structure to a more developmental style. Ištvan combines all previous 

elements as well as a new single-note gesture providing relief from the primarily 

chordal construction of the rest of the sonata. Providing coherence in this unstable 

layered construction of intricate effects, the martellato theme continually returns to 

provide coherence.  

 The tension of the juxtaposition of so many disparate elements begins to cause 

the musical fabric to fray. As Ištvan discards the elements one-by-one, the final 

musical element to remain is the lop-sided dance provided by the asymmetrical units 

of 5/8 and 3/8s. The musical material disintegrates to triple piano and ends with a final 

stacked chord – E-flat minor triad over a D minor triad. 

 

Additional Compositions from the late 1970s 

Both 1978 and 1979 represented a comparative lull in Ištvan’s compositional 

creativity. In addition to the Third Piano Sonata, he completed only two works. Both of 

these, measuring just five minutes in length, were constructed on a relatively small scale. 

The first was Canto I for viola solo, and as Ištvan wrote, “Canti is an attempt at a new 

shape of tonal relations available in Moravian folk songs.”6 He would later re-compose 

the material as a montage for tape in the 1980 work entitled Canto II.  

As Canto I had drawn from Moravian folk music elements, the second work from 

1979 also returned to an earlier important musical influence – that of the Renaissance. 

                                                 
6 Miloslav Ištvan, 289. 
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The basic musical fabric of Cor mio (My Heart) would incorporate material from 

Monteverdi’s madrigal of the same title excerpted from his 4th Book of Madrigals. 

Written for mixed chorus, Ištvan created a complex texture in which the voices 

functioned independently and thus produced intricate clusters bordering on bi-tonality. In 

most cases, a single voice contained the madrigal melody while the other voices formed 

continually new relationships to it.7 This practice may indicate Ištvan’s imaginative 

modern re-interpretation of the old cantus firmus construction of a polyphonic vocal 

texture still in use during Monteverdi’s time.  

This uncharacteristic lull in compositional activity is related to a period of ill 

health. It would later come to light that he had suffered a series of mild heart attacks that 

are assumed to have resulted during this period.8 These attacks may have been partially 

due to the political climate of the late 1970s and the resulting stress from his repeated 

failure for recognition. It was certainly true that in the artistic climate of that decade, 

there were few possibilities available to out-of-favor musicians such as Ištvan.  

One musicologist speaks of a composer’s goal in Czechoslovakia during the 

1970s as ‘truly minimalist.’ This ‘minimalism’ referred to their attempts to see if they 

could get just one person to hear their music, ‘to test their vision against an audience of 

just one.”9 A composer is wired to create and to communicate and to live with the 

                                                 
7 Miloslav Ištvan. 
8 Miloslav Ištvan, 165. 
9 Vít Zouhar, "Dynamická Statika a Dynamciká Dynamika" (JAMU, 1989), 2, translation mine. 

Original text: ,,Jediný cil, který zbyl mnohým brněnským autorům v sedmdesátých letech, byl 

skutečně minimalistický: aspoň jednou uslyšet svou skladbu, ověřit si svou představu reakci 

publika.“ 
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constant uncertainty and repression of their voice cannot help but take a toll on their 

health and personality. 

 

Compositions from the 1980s 

As Czechoslovakian society progressed into the 1980s, musicians began to enjoy 

certain growing freedoms. However, those in power had not forgotten the role Ištvan 

played in the subversive actions of the 1960s. Thus while his situation did improve, it 

was often on a smaller scale than some of his colleagues. His compositions from the mid-

80s definitely reflect both his growing impatience, but also his resolve to express himself 

through his music regardless of the cost. 

In December of 1980, Ištvan completed two compositions: “Hard Blues” and the 

Partita for 16 String Instruments. He commented that both compositions were conceived, 

“analogically, but as though in inversion. The cantata attempts a synthesis of procedures 

in so-called serious music and the elements of pop and Negro music. The partita 

experiments with elements of Moravian folk songs and echoes of Renaissance Music.”10  

 The cantata, “Hard Blues,” is based on African-American folk songs from the 

United States. The six songs depict a man’s life in Harlem, foreshadowing an ambiguous 

although tragic end. The texts, in English, are distributed between narrator and pop-

baritone. As a re-interpretation of opera with its recitative and aria genres, the narrator 

relates the story through recitative while the singer communicates the harsh emotional 

realities of his life in the aria-like passages. A third voice, a coloratura soprano singing 

only vowels, is added for an additional color effect.  

                                                 
10 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 292. 
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The instruments are divided into two sections: a ‘concert’ section with traditional 

classical string instruments and ‘pop’ section scored for saxophone, electric guitar, piano 

and percussion. This unusual ensemble combining classical and popular music expresses 

a poignant emotional content juxtaposed over rich and driving rhythms.  

In the Partita, Ištvan also combines elements from a variety of genres. The 

movements are taken from traditional dance suites: Prelude, Gigue 1, Sarabanda, Aria, 

Interludio 1, Gigue 2, Interludio 2, and Coda. In each movement, elements of the baroque 

dances such as rhythm or groupings are employed. The musical material is carefully 

selected from folk melodies found in a collection entitled “Moravian Love Songs.” These 

were compiled by Leoš Janáček and Pavel Vaša. Although the direct folk melodies are 

not presented, some folk instrumentation styles are utilized. 

Ištvan treats the tunes as a serial set – separating the pitches entirely from their 

rhythms. Then he injects synthetic rhythms from non-European contexts and pop music 

in a truly unique layered context.11 Written during his work on incidental music for 

Shakespeare’s Othello, Partita was premiered in February of 1982 with the Bohuslav 

Martinů Chamber Orchestra under Jan Štych.  

 

Tempus Irae 

Perhaps the most significant work that resulted in the early 1980s was Tempus 

irae (Time of Wrath) completed in 1983. Ištvan had originally included a reference to 

John Steinbeck’s Grapes of Wrath, but it was removed by a censor. The name was 

changed then to the generic title, Symphony. As has been illustrated by his unique style, 

                                                 
11 Miloslav Ištvan, 270. 
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he was inspired increasingly by unusual timbral combinations. This work, scored for 

symphonic orchestra, is marked by the absence of flutes, bassoons or horns. 

Unconventionally, however, Ištvan incorporates two saxophones, a cimbalon and several 

melodic gongs. 

He wrote, “This composition is neither a plot cross-section of the novel and not a 

musical description of significant plot moments. It is simply the atmosphere, the moody 

artwork, and the overall mission of Steinbeck.”12 The premiere was in April of 1985 by 

the State Philharmonic of Brno under the direction of Petr Vronský. 

 

Large-Scale Works and New Compositional Concepts 

A commission from the Zlín Symphony Orchestra was the impetus for Ištvan’s 

only large-scale work from the mid-1980s. He completed his Vokální Symfonie (Vocal 

Symphony) in 1986 and it has since become one of his most popular works. Not wishing 

to settle for a traditional symphony, Miloslav decided to add a vocal element and 

searched through musical styles and texts in diverse arenas for inspiration. The end result 

was a work for large orchestra, soprano, bass and narrator on texts ranging from medieval 

poetry to young Czech authors. To adapt this variety of sources he matched them with 

equally widespread musical styles. The Vokální Symfonie, divided into three discreet 

sections, combines three subjects: love, drinking and the ephemeral quality of life.  

The Vokální Symfonie and the other commissions forced him to re-examine his 

style. Two works from this time period illustrate his deliberate attempt at synthesis of 

                                                 
12 Miloslav Ištvan, 175, translation mine. Original text: ,,V této kompozici nejde ani o dějový 

průřez románem, ani o hudební popis význačných dějových momentů. Je to jen a jen povšechná 

atmosféra, náladová kresba a celkové poslání Steinbeckovy.“ 
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his new style. The first is in the String Quartet No. 2 of 1986 which is followed by the 

Trio for Clarinet, Percussion and Piano in 1987. In these he is working on what he 

calls ‘diatonized seriality’ and writes a paper to describe this new idea – Jednohlas v 

soudobé hudbě (Monophony in Contemporary Music). This technique will be 

discussed in more detail below.  

Ištvan tests his compositional theories in his Second String Quartet. This has been 

described as one of his most personal and intimate works.13 In his writing of the quartet, 

Ištvan had immersed himself in the personal character of Janáček’s two strings quartets, 

also composed later in the composer’s life.14 It is clear that Miloslav absorbed their spirit, 

even as he consciously rejected their material. He wrote, “I will always avoid using any 

two notes which could be reminiscent of Janáček; it would be very dangerous.”15 It is as 

if Ištvan was so deeply aware of the subconscious far-reaching effect of Janáček in his 

compositional life that he had to consciously avoid its influence in an attempt to 

authentically develop his own style.  

He describes the work in his own words, 

The second string quartet was finished in 1986 at the same time as the 

Vokální Symfonie... What the symphony explored (concepts of the poetic 

probing into life), the string quartet continues in a more intimate shape. 

Here is also a first effort in maximum simplicity and clarity, without the 

expression being degenerated into shallowness. There, the basic diatonic 

clarity is deliberately extended by other expressive and technical aspects. 

The diatonic modality alternates with a ‘harder’ type of seriality. The 

formal structure, in five movements, is slightly different than in the 

symphony. It can be likened to a rotating visual object. It is yet the same, 

but appears differently as it rotates and displays different facets. The 

                                                 
13 Filípek, Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana. 
14 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan. 
15 Miloslav Ištvan, 294. 
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impression of revolving form comes from minimalist refrain that is 

repeated several times.16  

 

 

 

Theoretical works 

It has been illustrated that Ištvan used his theater compositions to explore new 

musical ideas. As a final step in his musical development, he chose to write a number 

of theoretical works that communicate these new ideas in a more concrete manner. Not 

only were they invaluable in his teaching, but they also offered a unique window into 

his compositions as they were the laboratory of his avant-garde explorations. As such 

they are significant in that Ištvan chose to illustrate solutions to compositional 

problems with his own works.  

 Of his many contributions, of the most interest is his Jednohlas v soudobé hudbě 

[Monophony in Contemporary Music]. In this text, he synthesizes a compositional 

vocabulary he terms ‘diatonized seriality.’ In this technique the original twelve-tone 

series is rearranged in several complex ways. This creates, in his words, a “succession of 

tonal nuclei of special diatonic and expressive character, which are freely connected on 

the basis of latent but already existing tonal balance.”17  

                                                 
16 Filípek, Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana, 92, 

translation mine. Original text: ,,2. smyčcový kvartet vznikl v roce 1986 spolu s Vokální symfonií, 

která byla provedena na TNT 88. Co je v symfonii podáno přes veškerou subjekttivnost přece jen 

ve větší šíři (poetické i drsné sondy do života), objevuje se znovu v komorním, intimnějším tvaru. 

Také zde je na prvním místě úsilí o maximální prostotu a sdělnost, aniž by přitom výraz a obsah 

zdegenerovaly do plytkosti. Proto je základní diatonická průzračnost záměrně rozšířena o další 

výrazové a technické aspekty. Diatonická modalita se střídá se "zdiatonizovanou" ale i "tvrdší" 

serialitou. Formální průběh kvartetu, rozčleněný do pěti částí je trochu jiný než v symfonii: lze jej 

přirovnat k otáčivému výtvarnému objektu. Je stále týž, ale neustále se ukazuje z jiné strany. 

Dojem otáčivé formy podporuje minimalistická refrénová plocha, která se několikrát opakuje.“ 
17 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 294. 
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In the early chapters, Ištvan discusses certain difficulties he encountered with 

European music. His perception is that the music had been hindered by a one-sided 

‘emancipation of dissonance’ as so famously explored by the Second Viennese School. 

This use of serialism had led, in his opinion, to a break-down in musical form. Miloslav 

suggested a return not to tonality, but to diatonicism with the implementation of serial 

elements in the creation of a diverse compositional fabric. He also advocated for an 

increased exploration of temporal considerations which had not yet, he wrote, been 

properly developed by European composers. 

Ištvan spent one chapter on the concept of heterophony, a musical texture that 

appeared in many of his late works. Heterophony incorporates “all methods for 

multiplying sound and carrying out various polymetric procedures on one horizontal 

line.”18 This controlled heterophony was a natural result of his montage experiments. 

  

Conclusion 

As Ištvan entered the mid-80s, his vast array of unique compositions and 

searching theoretical writings illustrate his creative musical imagination. Despite the 

repression of the political atmosphere, he had forged the reputation of a respected teacher 

and colleague. In addition, the growing number of commission requests portray the 

respect with which he was held despite Party disfavor. It is clear that he was an artist of 

the highest value and influence committed to retaining his political integrity at any price. 

In a comment from one of his treatises, K problematice uměleckho realism (On 

the Problems of Realism in Arts), Ištvan employed the ideologically-weighted term 

                                                 
18 Miloslav Ištvan, 296. 
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‘realism’ as a cloak to disguise his true opinions. His position on music and society is 

clear. In the paper he calls his principles firmly, ‘forms of protest against reality.’ He 

wrote “if the surrounding world violates people’s emotional and mental balance, if 

people’s lives are deprived of variety and diversity, art should try as hard as possible to 

compensate them.”19  

One can imagine, as Ištvan surveyed the crumbling Communist control in 

Czechoslovakia and in the other Soviet bloc countries, there was hope of future freedom. 

The unfortunate marring of his final years by personal tragedy would not suppress his 

creative energy. 

 

 

                                                 
19 Miloslav Ištvan. 
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CHAPTER 6 

1989 –LIBERATION, FINAL COMPOSITIONS, AND LEGACY 

 

 

By the late 1980s, it was clear that socialism was struggling in the Soviet bloc and 

no amount of propaganda could cover its failures. General Secretary of the Soviet Union 

Mikhail Gorbachev initiated new policies to restructure the socialist cause but 

unwittingly paved the way for the expression of dissent on an unprecedented scale. Under 

the tremendous pressure of these voices, the Communist parties in the bloc countries 

began fragmenting from the inside out. The artistic community in Czechoslovakia 

watched the developments anxiously, but Miloslav Ištvan was preoccupied by his own 

personal tragedy.  

In mid-1988, his wife Věra had become ill. To Miloslav’s dismay, instead of the 

suspected jaundice, they discovered she had advanced pancreatic cancer. Věra would die 

soon after this discovery in October of 1988. As a close personal friend wrote, “He 

[Ištvan] never came to terms with this loss. His wife had been his support in all situations, 

he had relied on her advice, and her presence had helped him to feel calm and 

concentrated. Reminiscences of his wife accompanied most of Ištvan’s creative activities 

in the last period of his life.”1 

Miloslav turned to the only escape he knew, and embraced composing with a new 

intensity that tinged his works with an elegiac darkness. From within this cocoon of 

composing, his life became re-energized by the social developments in Czechoslovakia 

set in motion by the actions of Gorbachev. The musical community would once again 

                                                 
1 Miloslav Ištvan, 218. 
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turn to him as a leader, drawing strength from his moral integrity and strength of artistic 

principles.  

 

Miloslav Ištvan and his Ten Weeks of Freedom 

While Ištvan was facing his own personal loss, the opposition to the Communist 

Party was gaining momentum under the leadership of Vacláv Havel. They would seize 

their chance at freedom in November, just weeks after the collapse of the Berlin Wall. 

Still somber following the loss of his wife, Ištvan could not escape the implications of 

growing artistic freedoms of his country as it neared liberation.  

He completed his Variace na renesanční téma (Variations on a Renaissance 

Theme) in May of 1988, just at the time his wife was beginning to take ill. It is scored for 

male and female voice, as narrator, as well as chamber orchestra. Premiered in the 

tumultuous June of 1989, it contained the dedication, “In memory of my wife Věra.”  

The musical material for this work is based on a nine-note motive taken from 

Wagner’s Lohengrin.2 It again contains a variety of Renaissance and current texts similar 

to the Vokální Symfonie from three years earlier. Its character, with little in the way of 

musical momentum or climax, is reminiscent of a peaceful meditation. As the last work 

completed before his wife’s death, this would be the final written in this vein.  

Simultaneously, he was composing two choral compositions. The first was for 

children’s choir and titled Uspávanky (Lullabies) to texts by a Brno poet, Jan Skácel. 

These texts dating from 1983 had been conceived in the style of bedtime stories for 

children. Ištvan, inspired by Skácel’s subversive texts, had also chosen to set his text in 

                                                 
2 Miloslav Ištvan. 
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the earlier composition titled Smuténka (Grieving). Ištvan’s setting of these children’s 

texts would receive Second prize in a competition for children’s choir by the SKSCU.  

The second choral piece was titled Písen života (The Song of Life) and was for 

mixed chorus with text by Mahéndr Bhatnágar. Ištvan completed both these works in 

1988 and 1989 yet never heard them performed.  

Perhaps of most interest from this period was a piece completed in 1998 making 

use of minimalist techniques in what he called “incessant rearrangement of a few 

elements.”3 In four movements, Rotace a návraty (Rotations and Returns) is a name that 

aptly fits the piece. Throughout the work, an elegiac refrain is woven upon which much 

of the musical material ‘rotates.’ Scored for English horn, viola and cello, it was 

commissioned by Jiří Hebda, an English horn player.  

 

In Solitude – Solitudo 

By far his most revealing personal composition following his wife’s death was 

Solitudo from 1989. For eleven string instruments, it was one of his final completed 

works. Ištvan described it in words that are not only evocative of his feelings upon the 

loss of his wife, but also his emotional state upon the continuing loss of artistic freedom. 

His early childhood was shadowed by the abuses of Nazi Germany while his entire 

artistic career was a forced co-existence with the Communist regime. After decades, these 

losses were accumulating and eroding his physical health.  

In his words: 

Loneliness is a vacuum left after our nearest and dearest. But there is also 

the loneliness of an individual among people in general, loneliness in 

relation to inanimate, indifferent Nature. This is the destiny of the present-

                                                 
3 Quoted in Miloslav Ištvan, 295. 
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day human being, and it results in despair and horror. On the other hand, 

one can stand up to the harsh reality of the present-day world and attain a 

dispassionate point of view, a balance, even a sort of serenity. This is what 

the composition would like to share with the patient listener.4  

 

This work bears significance not only for its reflection of Ištvan’s mental state, 

but also its place in the political history of the country. Written between April and 

November 1989, Ištvan created it during the very tumultuous months that his country was 

seizing its freedom following 40 years under Communist rule.  

 

Final Days 

The early weeks of January 1990, as the country’s first democratic elections were 

nearing, were characterized by a flurry of activity in Ištvan’s life, JAMU and throughout 

the entire country. As once before in the 1960s, Ištvan became a leader in the musical 

community. He was the first candidate nominated for the rectorship at JAMU. 

Characteristically, his composing remained central in his life. 

He completed Makrosvěty (Macroworlds), his final work, in the early weeks of 

January. For percussion alone, this piece was meant to portray the various seasons of the 

year. The movements illustrate this: Opuštěná krajina (Deserted Landscape), Zimní 

krajina s hvězdami (Winter Landscape with Stars), Intermezzo, Jarní bubny (Spring 

Drums), Krajina moře a slunce (Landscape of Sea and Sun). The work is created from 

four percussion parts utilizing a range of 74 instruments. These instruments, including the 

use of flower pots, range from traditional to creative.  

 

                                                 
4 Miloslav Ištvan, 295. 
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The entire artistic sphere in Czechoslovakia was embracing the newly-won 

freedom. Group A (now re-named Group Q), the clandestine group that Ištvan had helped 

found in the 1960s, declared its legality on January 25, 1990 in an article stating: 

A week ago, the club [Group Q] gathered at the Mahen Theater comprised 

of 50 artists who wished to restore the activity of Group Q that was so 

violently interrupted in 1971. The association pursues a specific cultural 

objective primarily by respecting the principle of absolute freedom and 

opening to members of the artistic community, not only in Brno but in the 

entire country...5  

 

The acknowledged members included Jan Rajlich, Ivan Ruller, Ludvík Kundera, 

Miloš Ištvan, and Bovoj Srba.6 For the first time since Group A was quietly founded in 

the early 1960s, the composers could declare legally and in public the creation of new 

ideas and new artistic groups.  

 

January 26, 1990 

On the day following this announcement of freedom of artistic expression by the 

restoration of Group Q, Radomír Ištvan entered his father’s home only to find it 

uncharacteristically quiet. Upon entering his father’s study, he found Miloslav dead at his 

desk. He had died of heart failure, presumably while still at work.7 Thus he spent his final 

hours at the very desk where he had won so many internal battles against repression. 

In illustration of the high regard in which he was held, a concert was held in his 

honor just two days following his death. It consisted of works by Ištvan’s students and 

                                                 
5 Miloslav Ištvan, 211, translation mine. Original text: ,,Před týdnem se v klubu Mahenovy 

činohry sešlo na 50 umělců, aby obnovili činnost Sdružení Q, která byla násilně přerušena v r. 

1971. Sdružení Q sleduje konkrétní kulturní cile, především při dodržení zásady naprosté volnosti 

a otevřenosti sjednotit přislušníky umělecké obce nejen v Brně, ale v celé republice.“ 
6 Miloslav Ištvan, 211. 
7 Miloslav Ištvan, 211. 
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the final piece was by his son Radomír. During the following months, five compositions 

would be written in his honor by his students, son and colleagues.  

 

A Three-Fold Legacy 

Miloslav Ištvan lived a life of rich creative vitality that is communicated 

throughout his compositional oeuvre. In addition to his musical influence, Ištvan was a 

strong presence in the face of formidable opposition. In a climate of ideological 

repression, to emerge as a leader with a personal voice, is a feat that compels respect. 

Furthermore, to retain one’s humanity in the midst of the erosion of one’s society is a 

victory that cannot be suppressed and perhaps explains his continuing influence in the 

present day Brno compositional school.8 

His humanity and powerful urge for communication and creation could not be 

fulfilled by composition alone. This impulse explains the large portion of his mature life 

dedicated to teaching and theoretical writing. Therefore, the perpetuation of Ištvan’s 

enduring legacy relies on these three areas: composing, theoretical works and teaching.  

 

Composing 

His compositions have been discussed in detail in previous chapters. From these 

compositions certain stages of development can be extrapolated.  

 

 

                                                 
8 For further information on Ištvan’s continuing legacy, see Appendix E for compositions inspired 

by him and Appendix F for a brief overview of his students and their compositional 

accomplishments. 
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First Stage – Student Years 

Years  Representative Compositions 

1948-1952 Symfonie pro velký orchestr (Symphony for Large Orchestra) from 1952. 

 

The first stage encompasses his studies at JAMU. These years were formative as 

he experienced the early ideological repression of the Communist Party with which he 

would be forced to co-exist for the entirety of his life. Additionally, his discussions with 

classmates Alois Piňos and Josef Berg would create an independence of thought that 

characterized his entire artistic aesthetic.  

 

Second Period – Developing Style 

Years  Representative Compositions 

1952-1958 First Piano Sonata (1954), Sonata for Clarinet and Piano (1954), Zimní Suite for 

strings, piano, and mixed percussion (1956), Sonata for Violin and Piano 

(1956), Symphony for Piano and Orchestra (1958) and Trio for Violin, Cello 

and Piano (1958). 

 

 The second period was characterized by a variety of factors that influenced his 

search for a mature compositional language. His emotional life deepened as he became a 

husband and father to two sons, Miloš and Radomír in 1954 and 1959 respectively. 

Ištvan’s work with the folk music group BROLN presented him new opportunities as 

well as his early years as a teacher both privately and at JAMU. These years were framed 
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by the political trials of the growingly abusive Communist regime. No one was immune 

to the encompassing atmosphere of fear and anxiety. 

 

Third Stage – Experimental 

Years  Representative Compositions 

1959-1968 Second Piano Sonata (1959), Balada o Jíhu (Ballad of the South, 1960), 

Rhapsody for Cello and Piano (1961), Odyssea lidického dítěte (Odyssey of a 

Child From Lidice, 1963), String Quartet (1963), Dodekameron (1964) and 

Ritmi ed antiritmi (1966).  

  

His third compositional period was one marked by exploration and avant-garde 

experimentation allowed by the growing political freedoms. His experimentation was 

facilitated both by the increasing reputation of Brno as a modern cultural center as well as 

the publishing of new books detailing western New Music developments. His connection 

with the Brno avant-garde theater groups and creation of an underground music group 

provided an excellent resource for compositional exploration.  

 

Fourth Period – Inward Growth 

Years  Representative Compositions 

1968-1978 Avete morituri (1970), Smuténka (1970), Sonata for Cello and Piano 1970), In 

memoriam Josef Berg (1972), Psalmus niger (1972), Zatemněná krajina 

(Darkened Landscape, 1975), and Mikrosvěty (Microworlds, 1977). 
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The fourth period was heavily marked by the repressive atmosphere of the 

normalization period under Gustav Husák. The crystallization of form and intensity 

derived from the inward nature of his life was the result of the isolated atmosphere of his 

disfavor with the political Party. It was a combination of his indomitable nature and inner 

courage that enabled him to continue experimenting despite the personal and professional 

risks. In addition to new techniques, he also began work with electroacoustic elements. It 

was also during this time that his teaching became increasingly more influential in the 

musical sphere of Czechoslovakia. One of his most important contributions during this 

period was the development of his montage (montaž) style. 

 

Fifth Stage – Theoretical Works 

Years  Representative Compositions 

1979-1988 Third Piano Sonata (1979), Hard Blues (1980), Tempus Irae (1983), String 

Quartet No. 2 (1986) Vokální symphonie (Vocal Symphony, 1986) and Trio for 

Clarinet, Percussion and Piano (1987). 

 

The culmination of his years of experience are illustrated in his third piano sonata 

written in 1979. In addition to his compositions and teaching, the publication of many of 

his theoretical works were significant during this period. Due to the lightening of 

restrictions, Ištvan was asked to write many works for commissions illustrating the high 

regard in which he was held.  
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Sixth Stage – Final Years 

Years  Representative Compositions 

1989-1990 Solitudo (1989) and Makrosvěty (Macroworlds, 1990). 

 

 The final two years of his life were tumultuous as the excitement of the political 

implications of a crumbling Soviet Union were sobered by the unexpected death of his 

wife, Věra, in 1988. He would complete two major works, illustrating both the elegiac 

nature of his life and his optimism for a new life in the liberated country. 

 

Contemporary Comments 

Ištvan was well-known throughout Czechoslovakia for his compositional 

innovations. As a final comment on his compositional life, two contemporary musicians 

provide the following additional perspectives.  

 

-Jiří Vysloužil 

 Jiří Vysloužil attended a Webern conference in Vienna in 1983. There, in his 

paper he talked about Miloslav Ištvan as the leading figure in Moravian music, leader of 

the Brno school. It is particularly interesting as he describes the ‘Czech’ or Brno school 

of composition as consisting of: 

Janáček sort of short, expressive contradictory elements, which is the 

product of sophisticated atomization of a twelve-tone row, associated with 

modality (not just folkloric modes, but also artificial modes) and diatonic 

aspects. Using the principles of atomization and structuring ‘tone groups 

keeps the music from returning to traditional tonal concepts...9  

                                                 
9 Jiří Vysloužíl, "Anton Webern a Česká Hudba," OM 17 (1985): 67, translation mine. Original 

text: ,,...janáčkovské řazení krátkých, výrazově protikladných prvků, jež je produktem důmyslné 

atomizace dvanáctitónové řady, spojované s modalitou (nejenom ve smyslu folklórních modů, 
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-Pavel Novák 

 In a 1987 article published in Opus Musicum, Pavel Novák, an important student 

of Ištvan, wrote about his time with his teacher: 

 In my current development, Ištvan influenced me the most. From his 

distinctive technique, insight into musical material and its processing, I 

developed what is closest to me: rhythmic vibrancy and the principles of 

its application, heterophony while preserving simplicity and clarity, and 

tying together isolated elements, etc. It seems to me that, as Miloslav 

Ištvan developed a creative Janáčekian way, it is necessary that our 

generation seek after his endorsed principles.10 

 

 

Theoretical Works  

The care with which Ištvan spent in both formulating new responses to technical 

problems and painstakingly writing them down provides a unique insight into his 

compositional world as well as his musical aesthetic. In his texts on solving particular 

problems, such as structure or rhythm, he predominantly uses examples from his own 

compositions. As opposed to texts where composers use mainstream works to illustrate a 

point, one can ascertain how he attempted to solve compositional problems in his own 

compositions. 

                                                 
nýbrž i modů umělých) a diatonikou (čistou i rozšírenou). Použitím principů atomizace a 

strukturace "tónových skupin" (několikatónových sérií) je zabráneno návratu k tradičním 

tonalnim formotvorným koncepcím.“ 
10 Lubomír Müller, "Zrání Jako Umělecký Process, Konfese Pavla Nováka," ibid.19 (1987): 90, 

translation mine. Original text: ,,...v mém dosavadním vývoji mne nejvíce ovlivnil právě on. Z jeho 

osobité techniky, náhledu na hudební materiál a jeho zpracování se snažim vzít si to, co je mi 

nejbližší, tj. rytmickou pregnanci a zásady jejího uplatňováni, mnohovrstevnatost při zachování 

jednoduchosti a přehlednosti, vázání izolovaných prvků, techniku strihu atd., a to vše spojovat s 

věcmi, které chci prinést sám. Mám za to, že po jako Miloslav Ištvan rozpracoval túrčím 

způsobem Janáčkovy technické postupy, tak je nutné, aby se naše generace, nebo aspoň její část, 

snažila po svém posunout tyto prejaté zásady.“ 
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The breadth of these works, written by a man combining both formidable 

composing and teaching skills, carefully ensured that his legacy did not end with his 

direct students. One significant connection between his writing and his teaching, was that 

many of his students would choose, in their theses, to tackle some of the same 

compositional problems he was exploring in his writing.  

 

Teaching 

In their theses, his students often arrived at similar responses to those of Ištvan 

but chose to express them in their own personal style. These actions portray an ability to 

inspire a student to create their own solutions rather than attempt as a teacher to re-create 

them into a similar compositional pattern. Many students recount their lectures by Ištvan 

as both demanding but also engaging as he chose to incorporate live music and not 

simply teach through dry exercises. Ištvan wrote that he saw the need to “clarify the 

technological implications of its own principles, the possibility of a combination with 

other methods and principles, the ability of integrating its own contribution in the context 

of contemporary style.”11  

This ability to foster diverging personal styles in his students is a mark of 

imaginative teaching that characterized Miloslav’s work. Ištvan’s teaching provided his 

students a foundation from which they could then experiment and create. This freedom of 

expression that he offered them was one that he never had for himself and as such was 

doubly precious. 

                                                 
11 Miloslav Ištvan, Struktura a Tvar Hudebního Objectu (Brno: JAMU, 1978), 1, translation 

mine. Original text: ,,...ujasnit si technologii svých tvůrčich postupů, či technologické důsledky 

vlastních principů, možnosti jejich kombinace s jinými postupy a principy, schopnost začlenění 

vlastniho přinosu do soudobého stylového kontextu.“ 
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Teaching fulfilled an essential part of his lifestyle, one that he found difficult to 

relinquish even in the face of the ill-health of his final years. His last two students were 

Valér Miko and Karel Simandl during 1985-90. Simandl recounted that he remembered 

Ištvan speaking of retiring as he was tired of the bureaucracy; but he changed his mind as 

his composing and teaching were more important to him than his tiredness.12  

 

Conclusion 

 The creative vitality of Miloslav Ištvan could not be repressed by the repressions 

of a totalitarian regime. He was aware of these pressures, but chose to see them as an 

impetus for growth. Jindříška Bártová, in her biography of her husband’s colleague and 

her own personal friend, wrote that Ištvan “claimed that in bad conditions the arts thrive 

and he himself was an example of that.”13 She further recounts their evening 

conversations in which Ištvan related his “pessimistic opinion on the possibility of the 

infiltration of the members of his small nation with the larger world...sometimes more 

optimistically he would claim that, because ‘we the Czechs’ have our finger on the pulse 

of history, all kinds of culture could come from us.”14 This statement relates Ištvan’s 

pride in the culture from which he had simultaneously drawn in its folk music and added 

                                                 
12 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan, 207. 
13 Miloslav Ištvan, 7, translation mine. Original text: ,,...,filozofoval": často mu přicházela na 

mysl pesimistická teorie o nepatrných enklávách podobně smýšlejicich lidí na celém světě a o 

tom, jak malá je pravděpodobnost překročení hranic těchto enkláv; podobně pesimistický byl jeho 

názor na možnost proniknutí příslušníka malého národa v rámci světového děni, jindy zase 

poněkud optimističtěji tvrdil, že veškeré kulturní podněty vycházejí od nás, neboť máme prst na 

tepu dějin. Myslel tím kulturu střední Evropy a kulturu vznikající navzdory ideologickému tlaku. 

Tvrdil, že ve špatných podminkách se daří umění a sám byl toho příkladem. Jeho životním 

přesvědčenim bylo, že hlavní věcí je dělat to, co člověka baví a tomuto přesvědčení podřídil celý 

svůj život.“ 
14 Miloslav Ištvan. 
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to in his compositions. This Czech culture is a rich vein of inspiration that runs 

throughout his compositional activities. 

From the above quote, it is clear that Ištvan was poignantly aware of the 

repressions of his daily life. Indeed his entire creative life, concurrent with the unilateral 

control of the Communist regime, was limited from experiencing fruitful connections 

with the greater musical community outside the Soviet bloc. Unfortunately, with his 

death just ten weeks following the liberation he did not live to capitalize on the 

connections with the western world that ensued.  

Furthermore, his legacy has remained centered in Brno where he had the most 

direct influence. The spread of his influence has been hindered by the lack of publication 

of many of his mature works, including his three piano sonatas. Other composers were 

able to publish many of their earlier works as the political climate improved, but Ištvan’s 

early death in 1990 precluded this activity. Instead it is has been the work of his students 

and son, as well as this present work, to disseminate the tremendous body of work that 

Ištvan’s compositions and writings represent.  

The work of Miloslav Ištvan is invaluable not only for its incredible richness in 

variety and experimentation, but also for the continuation of the unique compositional 

innovations in the city of Brno beginning with Leoš Janáček in the early 20th century. The 

students of Ištvan and his colleagues continue this abundant vein of musical exploration 

tempered by the vast cultural heritage of Czech folk music.  

In the early 1960s, Ištvan wrote that “inner activity is the only defense against 

life-stealing, against the brutality and insensitivity of this not-so-nice ‘era of 
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technological civilization.’”15 In the decades to come, Ištvan rose far beyond this concept. 

Not just content for ‘inner activity,’ he constructed a vast array of works that live with us 

and remain relevant far beyond his time. 

 

 

                                                 
15Filípek, Formální a Interpretační Problematika Smyčcových Kvartetů Miloslava Ištvana, 38, 

translation mine. Original text: ,,Vnitřní aktivita je jedinou obranou proti životnímu zcizování, 

proti brutalitě a necitlivosti této ne zrovna sympatické ,epochy technické civilizace.‘“ 
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APPENDIX A 

The Kosice Programme and Prague Manifesto 

 In the early days of the Communist Party in Czechoslovakia, several important 

documents created a vocabulary in preparation for the institution of Andrei Zhdanov’s 

decrees from the Soviet Union. 

 

The Kosice Programme 

The Kosice Programme was a resolution published on April 5, 1945 in one of the 

first liberated towns in Slovakia. It contained the vocabulary and sentiment that the 

National Front would use to manipulate their grab for power. Following is an excerpt 

from the resolution: 

The domestic politics of our government will be based on the 

fundamental article of the Czechoslovak Constitution, which says 

that the people are the only source of state power. The 

government will therefore build all public life on a wide 

democratic basis, it will guarantee its people all political rights, 

and it will fight relentlessly against all remaining fascist elements. 

A process of complex democratization will go ahead, and it will 

not only enable all strata access to schools and other sources of 

education and culture but also - in an ideological sphere - the 

system of education and the nature of culture will be popularized, 

in order to serve not only a narrow section of the population, but 

all the people and the nation... It will all be carried out in a 

progressive, popular and national manner, and our great classics 

will be our models, as they themselves too created a culture of 

highest standard, which was both profoundly popular and 

national.1  

 

These words contain the same vocabulary as Zhdanov and his infamous Soviet doctrine.  

 

                                                 
1 Jůzl, "Music and the Totalitarian Regime in Czechoslovakia," 38. 
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The Prague Manifesto 

As early as February 1946, the first collective group of composers was formed - 

The Syndicate of Czech Composers. Originally conceived as a forum for compositional 

discussion, it was a loose confederation of the majority of music organizations in 

Czechoslovakia. However, it became increasingly under the influence of the Zhdanov 

doctrine. At the Second International Conference, held in May of 1948 in Prague, a series 

of speeches were given under the influence of Zhdanovism that became known as the 

Prague Manifesto. 

Following are a few excerpts from the Proclamation of the Second International 

Conference of Composers and Critics in Prague, better known as the Prague Manifesto: 

In December 1948 the Czech and Slovak Syndicates of Composers 

and Musicologists announced a five-year plan. It included 

formulations such as these: 'The songs of the people will be 

returned to the people and we shall teach them these songs and we 

shall also learn to play light portable musical instruments, such as 

the accordion and guitar in order to accompany them. In their 

creations of new songs for the masses composers will take into 

account the new type of work and the new working collective... In 

compositions for youth organizations and for the army, soloists 

will act as choir leaders, when songs with choir refrains are sung. 

In developing this form of song further, we shall achieve a form of 

small cantata and later grand vocal forms.2  

 

 

 

                                                 
2 Quoted in "Music and the Totalitarian Regime in Czechoslovakia," 43. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Music Journals in 20th Century Czechoslovakia 

 In modern society, researchers have the luxury of perusing recorded 

contemporary comments and publications in order to ascertain more specifically the 

political and cultural temperature of a society. To better understand the attempts of the 

Communist Party to socialize Czechoslovakia by creating a socialized arts program, we 

can read excerpts from published documents in Hudební rozhledy, the authorized arts 

publication in Communist Czechoslovakia.  

 

Music Publications in 1948: Antecedents to ‘Hudební Rozhledy’ 

 Early in 1948, there were two main music publications in Czechoslovakia; Tempo 

and Rytmus. Of these two, Tempo was by far the most comprehensive and influential. It 

was published beginning in 1922 by Hudební matice of Umělecká beseda with the 

original name of Listy Hudební matice. Founded in 1871 and devoted to Czech music, 

Hudební matice was a Prague-based music publishing company. Their very first 

publication was the vocal score for Smetana's Bartered Bride in 1872. 

 In 1889, the private firm was dissolved and absorbed to become the musical arm 

of Umělecká beseda (The Artistic Forum) in Prague which operated until the communist 

takeover. In 1952, its assets, and most importantly its catalog, were transferred to Statni 

hudebni nakladatelstvi. This was the only music publisher sanctioned by the party and the 

predecessor of Editio Supraphon, the primary Czechoslovakian music publisher of the 

later part of century. 
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Tempo, following World War I, was a comprehensive publication attempting to 

include contributions by all musical fields with the sole emphasis on Czech musical 

concerns. Articles came from experienced composers, musicologists, and teachers as well 

as those just beginning to show their promise. It also included writings by some of the 

most prominent musical artists such as Leoš Janáček, Vítězslav Novák, Josef Suk, Václav 

Talich and Ladislav Vycpálek. Others included Emil Axman, Josef Bartoš, Emil 

František Burian, Gracian Černušák, Alois Hába, Vladimír Helfert, Karel Boleslav Jirák, 

Jan Löwenbach, Bohuslav Martinů, Mirko Očadlík, Otakar Šín, Otakar Šourek, Bohumír 

Štědroň, and Jan Racek. 

Tempo not only had a wide subject base tackling scientific and aesthetic topics, 

but also managed to remain un-influenced by the political temperature of the post-war 

years. This is probably due to its strong editorship by Václav Holzknecht and František 

Bartoš. It was closed down by the government in September of 1948 due to the 

“totalitarian model of cultural policy…and the efforts to unify opinions, to monopolize 

the position of permitted institutional platforms…”1  

 

Hudební Rozhledy 

The state run publication was titled Hudební rozhledy (Musical Perspectives) and 

was first published on October 15, 1948 as a bimonthly publication. It was the official 

successor to both Tempo and Rytmus. According to the party, with great social plans to 

achieve, there was no time to waste in individual efforts. Therefore, it was now time to 

                                                 
1 Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music Culture 

1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism, 60. 
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unify, to come together for the final phase of the Czech and Slovak working people 

which was to overcome the class struggle.  

 The first editor, Miloslav Barvík, was also the General Secretary of the Union of 

Czechoslovak Composers (UCC) and was one of the most zealous young Communists in 

the 1940s. One of his first tasks was to change the pre-existing artistic organizations into 

a single monopolistic organ, which was designed to function as “levers of transmission” 

to the masses.2  

It was not an easy task. He had to address the authority of the influential pre-war 

modernists and undermine their influence. The following is an excerpt from his editorial 

in the May 1949 issue of Hudební Rozhledy: 

The period between May 1945 and February 1948 was a period of 

irresolution. The people’s building effort and the world of socialism born 

from work caught many an artist unawares. It does not matter; we need 

everyone, we want to help everybody so that he may go forward with 

us...3  

 

It was also in Barvík’s first editorial that he wrote euphemistically that “there is no more 

time” for other journals such as Tempo and Rytmus but “we do not mean in any way to 

belittle their merits in the promotion of our music.” He also states that 

In this journal we want for us, composers and musicologists, to 

learn how to think anew, feel anew, to live anew. We want to help 

in the search for the new forms of the new life and art. On these 

pages, we want to help bring into the world the new music that will 

be a reflection of life in socialist society.4  

 

                                                 
2 Thomas Svatos, "Sovietizing Czechoslovak Music: The 'Hatchet-Man' Miroslav Barvík and His Speech: 

'The Composers Go with the People'," Music and Politics IV, no. 1 (2010): 3. 
3 Miroslav Barvík, "Lidove Noviny," Hudební Rozhledy May (1949). 
4 Quoted in Svatos, "Sovietizing Czechoslovak Music: The 'Hatchet-Man' Miroslav Barvík and His 

Speech: 'The Composers Go with the People'," 6. 
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Continuing in this ‘optimistic’ spirit of Zhdanovist socialist realism, Barvík writes, “Who 

among us sees a limitation of creative possibilities by writing about happiness, beauty, 

the truth, a better mankind, and happy children?”5  

In attempting to describe reactionary composers, Barvík denounces them: 

...for not continuing along the nationally programmatic stream, the 

composer was cosmopolitan; for not addressing, educating, and serving 

the widest possible audience with comprehensible works, he was a 

formalist; and for not embracing the progressive vision of a new socialist 

society governed by the working class, he was a reactionary.6  

 

 Barvík, as the General Secretary of the (UCC), was tasked with maintaining a 

tight control of its members and producing music that furthered the communist message. 

Hesitant to maintain control with brute force which might spark an uprising, many 

searched for ideological means to spin the disillusionment of their composers. An article 

published in Hudební Rozhledy in 1958, by composer Antonín Hořejš, served as a 

retrospective on the previous ten years of communist rule. In its language, one can trace 

the efforts of the party to euphemize certain events: 

Today the prevailing, I repeat prevailing majority of composers support 

socialism, largely they are passionately and belligerently devoted to it; a 

minority has not yet decided. I do not believe that socialism has sworn 

enemies among composers. There were dissatisfied artists – those whose 

compositions were (from the positions of dogmatism, under ambiguous 

terms of formalism, individualism and objectivism) denounced and 

condemned as hollow, empty, lacking an idea, because they stuck to the 

complicated expression. But this too is over. It turned out that interpreters 

of the CC CPSU resolution from 10th February 1948 and of the notorious 

Zhdanov theses very often (in sacred enthusiasms for the matter of 

socialism) made their task simpler, and what was primarily relevant to the 

then situation of Soviet music, they strictly and eagerly applied in our 

music, too. Temporarily it did not do any good to Zhdanov and to socialist 

art. It raised disagreements and bad blood. But mistakes are also part of a 

                                                 
5 "Sovietizing Czechoslovak Music: The 'Hatchet-Man' Miroslav Barvík and His Speech: 'The Composers 

Go with the People'," 10. 
6 "Sovietizing Czechoslovak Music: The 'Hatchet-Man' Miroslav Barvík and His Speech: 'The Composers 

Go with the People'," 11. 
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revolution, and of a cultural revolution especially. Let’s respect Zhdanov! 

He was a wise and far-sighted philosopher and politician. Strictly but 

bravely he reminded the artists that their pallets and tone systems are 

falling apart, that they forgot to talk to people.7 

 

 The UCC was aware of the negative feelings dispersed throughout the musical 

community. To control the situation, they blamed ‘seeming paradoxes’ upon composers 

who had an inaccurate understanding of socialism or local community organizations that 

offered insufficient teaching of the principles. All of these have been preserved in the 

many articles and music reviews in the issues of Hudební rozhledy.8 

 

                                                 
7 Quoted in Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for Czech Music: “Social Consciousness”of Czech Music 

Culture 1945–1969 in Reflection of the Period Music Journalism, 95. 
8 For more information on publications in Czechoslovakia, see Macek, More Boldly and Resolutely for 

Czech Music. 
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APPENDIX C 

 

The Czech Question 

In the 1880s, the first Czech language department at Charles University in Prague 

was established. In the midst of the German-speaking Hapsburg Empire, this was due to 

the work of earlier historiography pioneers, Josef Dobrovsky and František Palacký, who 

were among the first to begin asking the question, ‘what is Czechness?’ At the center of 

this movement was Tomás Garrigue Masaryk, one of the most vocal proponents of the 

Czech nation, and later the first president of the democracy between 1918 and 1935. In 

his work, “The Czech Question” from 1893 he searches for these answers. He writes: 

We are all posing a fundamental question: what is the position of our 

nation and what are its characteristics amongst other European nations, 

what is our position in the development of humanity... we want to know 

our individuality, we want to define what is ours, we want to determine 

what we have given others and what we have received from others... for 

we must know how to continue in our development, what we have, what 

we must do, in what direction we must go.1  

 

Masaryk and his followers “sought to penetrate and evaluate the ‘spirit of the 

nation’ (duch naroda), to discover the ‘meaning’ (smysl) of the nation's past, and to 

develop a philosophical conception of the national experience.”2  

 

History 

Despite the fact that the country of our discussion, Czechoslovakia, incorporates 

both Czech and Slovakian elements we will confine our discussion to Czech history 

                                                 
1Miloš Havelka, "A Hundred Years of the 'Czech Question'," Czech Sociological Review 3, no. 1 (1995): 

9.  
2 Rossos, "Czech Historiography: Part 2," 360. 
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alone. This is partly due to the fact that the music and history of Slovakia developed quite 

separately from its Czech counterparts. The region of Slovakia fell to the Magyars in 906 

and thus entered the Hapsburg Empire as part of Hungary.  

The 9th-century kingdom of Great Moravia was the first strong kingdom to 

emerge in the region and created an incredibly unique and complex folk music. The 

balance of power changed as the Bohemian Přemyslid line of kings grew in power and 

incorporated the older Moravian province into their kingdom by 1029. The music and 

folk culture of Moravia, while sharing linguistic similarities, would remain distinct. This 

uniqueness would stretch over the centuries as composers, beginning with Leoš Janáček 

and later Miloslav Ištvan, would draw on its characteristics in creation of their own 

compositional language.  

The primary hero of the pre-Hapsburg history was Jan Hus (1369-1415). He was 

the first figure to emerge that established a national identity for the two regions. From his 

position as priest and master at Charles University he spoke out against the abuses of the 

Catholic Bishops. His translation of liturgical texts into the Czech language, a full 

hundred years before Martin Luther, banded together a disparate society. His death at the 

stake by the Catholic Church marked a huge uprising that remained powerful for several 

generations.  

 Jan Hus would remain a national icon throughout the succeeding centuries of 

foreign rule. This was powerfully demonstrated in 1969, when several students used the 

site of his burning at the stake for their self-immolation protests against the communist 

regime.  
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Entry into the Hapsburg Empire 

In 1526, Bohemian King Louis (Ludvík) was killed in battle and a Hapsburg, 

Archduke Ferdinand I inherited the throne. This sparked a century-long struggle between 

mostly Protestant Czech nobles who wanted control of their country and the Catholic 

Hapsburg Empire. The catastrophic defeat by the Hapsburgs at the Battle of White 

Mountain in 1620 effectively ended the struggle. Bohemia and Moravia became 

provinces of the Hapsburg Empire and were forced to adopt the Catholic religion and 

German language of their conquerors. Effectively losing their independence, the majority 

of Czech nobles were exiled and their lands confiscated. All Protestants were required to 

convert to Catholicism or leave the country.  

Despite the economic havoc of the war and aristocratic displacement, Czech 

musicians remained unusually well-trained in the 17th and 18th century. In part, this was 

due to the religious conflict. As a way of re-proselytizing the Protestant people, the 

Hapsburgs flooded the country with Jesuits who employed a rigorous musical curriculum 

as a way of teaching and reinforcing Catholic liturgy. Additionally, as the court moved 

away from Prague and the nobles were increasingly engaged outside the country, a sacred 

career became the only lucrative musical career within the country. The major courts of 

Europe benefited from the resulting diaspora of well-trained musicians.  

The Catholic empire, based in Vienna, employed a strict censorship of Czech 

Protestant books, beliefs and traditions. This created a deep ideological divide in a 

country struggling to keep its culture alive, most often from abroad. However, due to the 

reforms instituted by Joseph II in the 1780s, the censorship was lightened allowing 

previously censored manuscripts and accounts to be accessible.  
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As the 18th century drew to a close, there was a new awakening of the Czech 

language and national consciousness. With the spread of Romanticism in the initial 

decades of the 19th century, national sentiment correspondingly grew. By the Revolution 

of 1848, Czechs were already calling for equality in the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 

This Czech nationalistic sentiment was first reflected in composers such as 

Bedřich Smetana (1824-1884), Antonín Dvořak (1841-1904) and Zdeněk Fibich (1850-

1900). Following their footsteps was Leoš Janáček (1854-1928), first of the great 

composers from Brno. Janáček spent a decade out in the Moravian countryside collecting 

the folksongs of his countrymen and infusing the contours and rhythms of their speech 

into his own unique compositional language.  

The history of the Czech people is a rich and complicated tale of oppression and 

resistance. For a country ruled by foreigners for centuries, this history served as a source 

of cultural solidarity. Czechs were intimately cognizant of their rich yet turbulent history 

and fostered it purposefully as they attempted to resist the conquering efforts of 

imperialism, liquidation by the Nazis and the homogenizing forces of communism. This 

history is woven indelibly throughout the compositions of the 20th century and the 

present. 
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APPENDIX D 

 

 

Chronological List of Compositions by Miloslav Ištvan 

 

Compiled from information taken from Hudební Informační Středisko,1 Grove 

Music2 and from the biography by Jindřiška Bártová3.  

 

1949 

-Koncert pro lesní roh, smyčce a klavír (Concerto for French Horn, Strings and Piano) 

 

1950 

-Ronda pro violu a klavír (Rondo for Viola and Piano) 

-Trio pro klarinet, violoncello a klavír (Trio for Clarinet, Cello and Piano) 

-Čert na zemi (Devil on Earth, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1951 

-Československá suita pro orchestr (Czechoslovakia Suite for Orchestra) 

-Smyčcový kvartet (String Quartet) 

-Strakonický dudák (Bagpiper from Strakonice, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1953 

-Symfonie pro velký orchestr (Symphony for Large Orchestra) 

-Neprojdou váleční žháři (Arsonists Will Not Pass, cantata) 

-Jan Žižka (incidental music for the stage) 

-Hrátky s čertem (Playing with the Devil, incidental music for the stage) 

                                                 
1 "Hudební Informační Středisko". 
2 Němcová, "Ištvan, Miloslav". 
3 Bártová, Miloslav Ištvan. 
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1953 

-Zimní (Winter, song for mixed choir and popular (estrádní) orchestra) 

-Kvítečku můj (My Petal, song for mixed choir and orchestra) 

-Tanec (Dance, for popular orchestra) 

-Májová častuška (for popular orchestra) 

-Vlak (Train, song for mixed choir and popular orchestra) 

-Písnička pro radost (Song for Joy, for mixed choir and popular orchestra) 

-Dožínková (Harvest, song for mixed choir and popular orchestra) 

 

1954 

-Sonáta č. 1 pro klavír (First Sonata for Piano) 

-Sonáta pro klarinet a klavír (Sonata for Clarinet and Piano) 

-Gazdina roba (Farmer’s Servant, incidental music for the stage) 

-Sirba (Romanian Dance for BROLN) 

-Moldavský tanec (Moldovan Dance for BROLN) 

-Vinko zraje (Wine Matures, work for BROLN) 

 

1955 

-Suita pro lesní roh a klavír (Suite French Horn and Piano) 

-Přemsyl a Libuše (incidental music for the stage) 

-Čardáš (work for BROLN) 

-Větérek větrný (Wind, for BROLN) 

-Čištění studánek (Cleaning Wells, song for BROLN) 
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1956 

-Impromptus pro klavír (Impromptus for Piano) 

-Zimní suita pro smyčce, klavír a bicí nástroje (Winter Suite for Strings, Piano and  

Percussion) 

-Sonáta pro housle a klavír (Sonata for Violin and Piano) 

-Šarišské čardáše (work for BROLN) 

 

1957 

-Partita pro flétnu, klarinet a fagot (Partita for Flute, Clarinet and Bassoon) 

 

1958 

-Koncert-Symfonie pro klavír a ochestr (Concerto-Symphony for Piano and Orchestra) 

-Trio pro housle, violoncello a klavír (Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano) 

-Bajaja (incidental music for the stage) 

 

1959 

-Sonáta č. 2 pro klavír (Second Sonata for Piano) 

 

1960 

-Balada o Jihu (Ballad of the South) 

 

1961 

-Concertino pro housle a komorní orchestr (Concerto for Violin and Chamber Orchestra) 

-Rapsodie pro violoncello a klavír (Rhapsody for Cello and Piano) 

-Sambo a lev (Sambo and the Lion, incidental music for Radost) 
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1962 

-Strakonický dudák (Bagpiper from Strakonice, incidental music for the stage) 

-Zimní bitva (Winter Battle, incidental music for the stage) 

-Vojcek (Wozzeck, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1963 

-Odyssea lidického dítěte (Odyssey of a Child from Lidice, for piano solo) 

-Smyčcovy kvartet (String Quartet) 

 

1964 

-Musica aspera (for organ) 

-Dodekameron (for twelve instruments) 

-Šest studií (Six Studies, for chamber orchestra) 

 

1965 

-Refrény (Refrains, trio for violin, viola and cello) 

 

1966 

-Ritmi ed antiritmi (Rhythms and Anti-rhythms, for two pianos and percussion) 

 

1967 

-Malá suita (Little Suite, for violin and piano) 

-Zaklínání času (The Time of Incantation, for symphonic orchestra and two narrators) 

-Pravdivá historie smrti Giacoma i Lukrecie a Beatrice Cenciových (True History of  

the Death of Giacomo and Beatrice and Lucretia Cenciových, incidental music for 

the stage) 
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1968 

-Já, Jákob (I, Jacob, chamber oratorio) 

-I. Česta větru; II. Zápas s mužem (I. Path of the Wind, II. Struggle with Man, for  

chamber ensemble, soprano and narrator) 

-Ostrov hraček (Toy Island, electronic composition) 

-Já, Jákob (I, Jacob, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1969 

-Julius César (incidental music for the stage) 

-Ševci z Nummi (Shoemakers from Nummi, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1970 

-Avete morituri (Hail, Death, electronic composition) 

-Smuténka (Grieving, five songs for alto, piano and electronics) 

-Sonáta pro violoncello a klavír (Sonata for Cello and Piano) 

-Sonáta pro housle a komorní soubor (Sonata for Violin and Chamber Ensemble) 

 

1971 

-Horácké balady (Highland Ballads, for female chorus) 

-Hymnus na slunce (Hymn to the Sun, small cantata for mixed chorus on ancient  

Sumerian texts) 

-Cinque fragmenti per salterio solo (Five Fragments for Solo Cimbalon) 

-Omaggio a J. S. Bach (Hommage to J. S. Bach, for wind quintet) 

 

1972 

-In memoriam Josef Berg (In Memory of Josef Berg, work for orchestra) 

-Psalmus niger (for percussion alone) 
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-Variace na tóninu d-moll (Variations on the Key of D-minor, for two pianos)  

-Boj se stínem (Fight with Shadows, incidental music for the stage) 

-Ševci z Nummi (Shoemakers from Nummi, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1973 

-Zlý jelen (The Evil Stag, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1974 

-Kráska a Zviře (Beauty and the Beast, incidental music for the stage) 

-Horlivá toužení (Distant Longings, six madrigals for chamber mixed choir) 

-Antonius a Kleopatra (incidental music for the stage) 

 

1975 

-Zatemněná krajina (Darkened Landscape, for string quartet) 

-Duo pro kontrabas a bicí nástroje (Duo for Double-bass and Percussion Instruments) 

-Shakespearovské variace (Shakespeare Variations, for wind and percussion  

instruments) 

 

1976 

-Jakha kale (Black Eyes, two ballads for tenor and piano on Romanian texts) 

-Lolo dikhlo (for alto, chamber ensemble and electronics) 

-Hamlet (incidental music for the stage) 

 

1977 

-Dipytch Mikrosvěty (Diptych Microworlds) 

-I. Letní mikrosvěty (Summer Microworlds); Mikrosvěty mého město (Microworlds of  

My City) 
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-Hry (Games, seven movements for symphonic orchestra) 

-Ženský boj (The Female Fight, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1978 

-3. sonáta pro klavír (Third Sonata for Piano) 

-Capriccio (for vibraphone, marimba and percussion instruments) 

-Kavkazský křídový kruh (The Caucasian Chalk Circle, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1979 

-Cor mio (a collage for mixed choir from the madrigal by Claudio Monteverdi) 

-Diptych Canti I (for solo viola) 

-Odbila hodina (The Clock Strikes, electronic composition) 

 

1980 

-Canto II (electronic composition for prepared viola and female voice) 

-Šest písní pro ženský sbor (Six Songs for Female Choir) 

-Hard Blues (chamber cantata) 

-Partita (for 16 string instruments) 

-Othello (incidental music for the stage) 

-Zlý jelen (The Evil Stag, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1981 

-Jan Hus, kazatel betlémský (Jan Hus, the Preacher from Bethlehem, incidental music for  

the stage) 

-Bouře – Káťa Kabanová (Storm - Katya Kabanova, incidental music for the stage) 
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1982 

-V rozbřesku přijd (Come at Daybreak, songs for mezzosoprano and clarinet) 

-Concertino pro Barock Jazz Quintet (Concertino for Baroque Jazz Quintet) 

-Modravá země – Golubaja zemlja (A Bluish Landscape, music for electronics and  

narrator) 

-Měšťáci (The Townsfolk, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1983 

-Tempus Irae (composition for symphonic orchestra) 

-Diptych Canti III, IV (for flute solo and saxophone and percussion instruments) 

-Maryša (incidental music for the stage) 

 

1984 

-Láska, vzdor a smrt (Love, Defiance and Death, composition for mezzosoprano and  

chamber ensemble) 

-Rytmy a tance pro BBB (Rhythms and Dances for Brno Brass Band) 

-Oidipus/Antigona (incidental music for the stage) 

-Zmoudření dona Quijota (Don Quijote, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1985 

-Canzona (for recorder, English horn, cello and piano) 

 

1986 

-Vokální symfonie (Vocal Symphony, for orchestra, electric guitar, soprano solo, bass  

solo, and speaker) 

-2. smyčcový kvartet (Second String Quartet) 
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-Nepřítel lidu (Enemy of the People, incidental music for the stage) 

-Destilátoří (The Distillery, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1987 

-Trio (for clarinet, percussion instruments and piano) 

-Měsíc pro smolaře (A Moon for the Misbegotten, incidental music for the stage) 

 

1988 

-Variace na renesanční téma (Variations on a Renaissance Theme, for female and male  

voice and chamber orchestra) 

-Uspávanky (Lullabies, for children’s choir) 

-Rotace a návraty (Rotations and Returns, four movements for English horn, viola and  

cello) 

-Hamlet (incidental music for the stage) 

 

1989 

-Píseň života (Song of Life, for mixed choir) 

-Solitudo (Solitude, for eleven string instruments) 

 

1990 

-Makrosvěty (Macroworlds, for percussion solo) 

-Canto V (electronic composition)  
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APPENDIX E 

 

Compositions Dedicated to Miloslav Ištvan 

 

Jiří Bárta, friend and colleague, wrote Hudba pro smyče – In memoriam Miloslav 

Ištvan (Music for Strings). Another colleague and former student, Miloš Štědroň, wrote 

Podtínání (Cutting Away) for chamber orchestra. Karel Šimandl, one of Ištvan’s current 

students at the time of his death, wrote a symphony to commemorate his teacher. An 

earlier student, Vít Zouhar, wrote a work for two pianos and synthesizer simply titled, In 

memoriam Miloslav Ištvan.  

Finally, Miloslav’s own son Radomír composed a work for alto, violin and cello 

titled Odlétání (Flying Away). In this work he chose a text by Oldřich Mikulášek. This 

choice of text was a special type of homage to his father as Mikulášek was an important 

writer in Brno who, due to the censorship following the 1969 normalization period was 

confined to samizdat publications. Miloslav set texts by the same poet in his own work 

from 1986, Vokální Symfonie.  
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APPENDIX F 

 

A Living Legacy – The Students of Miloslav Ištvan 

 

 Following is a brief overview of the compositional work of Miloslav Ištvan’s 

most successful composition students. As the final strand of Ištvan’s three-fold legacy, 

his students left an indelible mark on the musical scene as they carried his musical genius 

into the present day. Of these, Arnošt Parsch, Josef Adamík, Rudolf Růžička and Pavel 

Slezák offer the most interesting insights. Although not a direct student of his father, 

Radomír would also continue his father’s legacy and therefore is necessarily included in 

this overview. 

 

Radomír Ištvan (1959-) 

Radomír Ištvan, like his father, chose the piano as his primary instrument. He 

began to study composition at the age of 14 at the Brno Conservatory of Music, later 

continuing his composition studies at JAMU. During these years, his style illustrated a 

variety of influences as he experimented with different techniques including free 

atonality and serialism, the montage techniques of his father and a struggle with form 

which was eventually solved by a predilection to single-movement structures. Poetry 

became a large source of inspiration for him. 

Upon completion of his studies in 1986, Radomír began to create a new voice in 

his music thus stepping out from under his father’s shadow. In this period, he purposely 

turned towards tonality and a simplicity within a montage style that worked with 
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‘internally dynamic’ static objects.1 Thus he created an original interpretation of his 

father’s technique.  

In the present, Radomír is creating more unique aspects taken from elements of 

his father’s style. For example, in his use of refrain technique to create music 

cohesiveness in cyclic structures he is creating a ‘rich inner structure’ as an important 

facet of his own unique style.2 

Carrying on his father’s legacy, he is active as a theory and composition teacher 

in Brno, specifically at the Brno Conservatory. Some important works include Hudba pro 

violu, smyčce a klavír (Music for Viola, Strings and Piano, 1984); Odlétání (Flying, for 

alto, violin and cello, 1992); Refrény (Refrain, for violin, cello and piano, 1993); Variace 

pro klavír (Variations for Piano, 2000); Malá mše (Little Mass for clarinet, viola and 

cello, 2002); and Hudba pro tři (Music For Three, for oboe, English horn, bassoon and 

piano, 2002).  

 

Arnošt Parsch (1936-2013)  

Although Parsch arrived late to music, starting at the age of 27 at JAMU, his pre-

conservatory studies with Ištvan gave him a solid foundation for his career. As one of 

Ištvan’s first students in the early 1950s, Parsch developed a close relationship with his 

teacher through the decades beginning as a student and later as a colleague. 

Parsch experimented with all the styles of the 60s including aleatoric and serialist 

techniques. In the 1970s he moved into electroacoustic music. By then he had settled into 

                                                 
1 Alliance Publishing Inc, "Radomír Ištvan," http://www.apimusic.org/istvan-radomir-b.-1959.html 

accessed on February 7, 2016. 
2 "Radomír Ištvan". 
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his style which included a combination of the collage-like techniques and sharp 

juxtapositions from Ištvan as well as influence from visual art and Moravian folk music.  

This interest in art drew him to experiment with graphic notation and structural 

elements of sculpture.3 This style is best typified in his Trasposizioni I, II, and III for 

wind quintet.  

 In his later years, after his experimental urge was spent, Parsch returned to 

Moravian folk music. He developed his own type of variation technique as a way to take 

material from old Moravian and Slovak folk songs without using original source material. 

In this genre, there exists an interesting work for harpsichord, Metamorfosi del canto 

moravo (Metamorphosis on a Moravian Song). Another work of interest is “Abych viděl, 

musím poodejit...” for solo piano. He has over one hundred works listed in the Czech 

Music Database.  

 

Josef Adamík (1947-2009) 

Out of all Miloslav Ištvan’s students, Adamík was perhaps the most talented as 

well as the most troubled. After his time of study, he lived in seclusion in Valašské 

Klobouky. As a village school teacher, Josef had ample time to compose. In the 

insulation of his hermit life-style, he was able to create an intense personal style 

undiluted by outside influence. 

                                                 
3 Hudební informační středisko, "Arnost Parsch," http://www.musicbase.cz/composers/723-parsch-arnost/ 

accessed on February 5, 2016. 
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Adamík heavily utilized montage elements in his creation – juxtaposing 

contemporary elements with more historical ones.4 An example of this would be his 

Nebeské pastviny (“Celestial Pastures.” 1972) for string quintet. He also experimented 

with unusual instruments including the implementation of children’s toy instruments 

instead of their traditional counterparts in his Wind Quintet from 1979.  

 His acute mental peculiarities made navigating the difficult political scene in the 

1970s and 80s virtually impossible. In 1983, he wrote his Second Symphony, an 

imposing and personal work. “Here an archaistic ‘Beethoven-Schubertesque’ texture 

gradually disintegrates under the force of its own logic. The composer himself 

characterised the works as a ‘musical allegory of human life marked by an excessively 

high dose of suffering.’"5 

After the completion of his Third Symphony in 1985, he became unsatisfied with 

the work and disowned it. He would take a decade-long compositional hiatus until the 

mid-90s saw a flare of creative activity. In 1999, he composed two important works – a 

monumental cycle for solo piano, Vzpomínky na lepší časy (Memories of Better Times) 

and Il ritorno (The Return) for clarinet and piano. As one colleague commented: 

These pieces are astounding for the radical simplification of techniques. 

Adamík seemed to give up not only modern forms of expression, but the 

whole of modern civilisation... In both these long cycles we sense the 

testimony of a human being in an extreme situation. They are both tragic 

and full of poetry. A music melancholic and consoling, containing both 

extreme simplicity and instrumental refinement. It is a voice that comes 

from the distance and from the deep.6  

 

                                                 
4 Petr Kofroň, "Adamík, Josef," 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.temple.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/45228 accessed 

on February 5, 2016. 
5 Hudební informační středisko, "Josef Adamík," http://www.musicbase.cz/composers/2-adamik-josef/ 

accessed on February 10, 2016. 
6 "Josef Adamík". 
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Adamík infused in his music a deeply personal element, in a similar way that 

Ištvan had done.  

 

Rudolf Růžička (1941- ) 

   Růžička studied with Ištvan between 1962 and 1967. It was also during these 

years that he was part of the Creative Group A. He studied with Ištvan just as he began 

his early experiments in electroacoustic music. This perhaps explains Růžička’s 

predilection for electronic music, the sphere in which his career has almost exclusively 

been focused.  

 In Růžička’s use of electronic methods, constituting an ‘alternative’ art form, he 

received his own measure of censorship from the communist party. He was able, 

however, to hold the position of professor of electroacoustic and computer composition at 

JAMU and was particularly well-regarded in the 80s and 90s for his electronic music.  

 

Pavel Slezák (1941- ) 

 Slezák studied with Ištvan for a graduate composition degree which he completed 

in 1969. Compositionally, he was influenced by music of the Far East as well as 

Moravian folk music. An additional influence was medieval Christian mysticism. In his 

quite unique compositions, he joins the seams between these diverse styles with a type of 

compositional fabric derived from serialism. In his own term, ‘surroromantism’ he “uses 

up to five different co-sounding layers in his compositions, each of them in its own tempo 

and acoustic environment.”7 Thus he is trying to catch not only "the main process" of the 

                                                 
7 "Pavel Slezak," http://www.musicbase.cz/composers/870-slezak-pavel/ accessed on February 5, 2016. 
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composition, but also the setting of the process which leads him to his another 

compositional vision – "composition as a structure of an epic".  

In addition to medieval mysticism, he was interested also in Tibetan philosophy. 

He speaks about a ‘rich inner structuralism’ or the ‘intermediate state’ in which one finds 

a way to reconcile otherwise two extreme opposites – in musical, psychological and 

philosophical context.8 The way in which Slezák incorporated elements from a variety of 

cultures was similar to the techniques employed by his teacher Ištvan to synthesize a 

variety of elements into his own unique style. 

With the addition of computer elements, Slezák’s works begin to simplify into the 

80s. He has a catalogue of 69 compositions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
8 "Pavel Slezak". 


